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To express joy in revolutionary England was deeply paradoxical. English Protestants 
frequently described the experience as indescribable, owing more to the agency of God’s 
grace than the subject’s will. And yet, the public expression of joy was considered a 
Christian duty, an important means of affirming and galvanizing community. In 
Revolutionary Joy: Affect, Expression, and Community in Milton’s England, I argue that 
the constitutive paradox of Protestant joy renders its expression a potent form of political 
speech amidst mid-seventeenth century transformations to the English church, monarchy, 
and parliament. In an era where apocalyptic expectation put pressure on affective 
experience as an index of prophetic capability, rejoicing becomes a crucial means 
whereby regenerate Protestants attempt to forge new communities on the threshold of 
England’s metamorphosis into a spiritual commonwealth. Advancing a historicist 
argument about the trajectory of spiritual joy as a Protestant form of political expression, 
Revolutionary Joy argues that the writings of John Milton, Andrew Marvell, and radical 
sectarians differently but decisively link the prophetic individual to an emerging 
Protestant community fulfilling providential design through the affect of joy.  
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MINISTERS OF JOY: 
EXPRESSING PROTESTANT AFFECT FROM REFORMATION TO 
REVOLUTIONARY ENGLAND 
 
In 1660, the year Charles II was restored to the English throne, an anonymously authored 
broadsheet satirically memorializes the joys of the heretical saints as they unfolded in 
concert with the revolution of the 1640s and 50s. “The SAINTS Jubilee, OR The fullness 
of Joy to the sweet Singers of Sion” is comprised of twenty four-line stanzas, each of 
which—in psalmic fashion—ends with an affirmation of communal joy upon the 
providential unfolding of events detailed in its first three lines. “Our joys did then 
appear,” the first stanza establishes, when “first Petitions newly pen’d did fly, / And 
Loyal Straffords head did bleeding ly / To satisfie the Peoples Cruelty.” The beheading of 
Thomas Wentworth, 1st Earl of Stafford was controversial because Parliament declared 
(rather than proved) his treasonous designs through a bill of attainder.1 The broadside, 
however, utilizes Stafford’s death to figure the joy of the saints as an expression of their 
sacrificial bloodlust. Stanzas 2 through 19 then detail the occasions upon which the joys 
of the saints did “increase”: the imprisonment of Archbishop Laud and the abolition of 
the episcopacy, the prohibition of the Book of Common Prayer and prescription of the 
Directory of Public Worship, Cromwell’s ascension to commander-in-chief of the New 
Model Army, and the regicide, among other events. Near the height of their joy, the 
broadsheet implicitly critiques the saints’ call for religious toleration and liberty of 
                                                          
1 Blair Worden, The English Civil Wars 1640–1660 (London: Phoenix, 2009), 29–33. 
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conscience; “Toleration for all Sects” leads not to the saints’ liberation by their 
consciences, but rather to the enslavement of their consciences, thereby freeing them to 
guiltlessly commit all acts of “Villany” (theft, murder). The “fullness of Joy” promised in 
the broadside’s title finally occurs in the twentieth stanza:  
When there could be no breach of Priviledge,  
When Saints could sin by Licence, and alledge,  
That Robbing Churches was no Sacriledge.  
Our joys were then at full.  
The tract juxtaposes the saints’ privileged sense of “license” with their foregoing of 
“Antient Liberty,” summarized in their rejection of the king, House of Lords, and Magna 
Carta in favor of the Solemn League and Covenent, House of Commons, and “five 
hundred Heads instead of one.” Encouraged by the preaching of “Plotting Presbyter[s]” 
and “Crop-ear’d Peters,” the saints of the revolutionary era mistook “frenzy” for 
“Inspiration,” which led them to believe that their heretical bloodlust signified their 
spiritual election.2   
Sensationalized exaggerations notwithstanding, this broadsheet suggests that a 
religious politics of spiritual joy existed during the English Revolution, one in which 
theories of Christian liberty were deeply tied to the communal expression of joy. As we 
might expect, John Milton’s place within this religious politics is difficult to gauge. On 
the one hand, sonnet 12 (composed late 1645 or early 16463) reflects the broadside’s 
                                                          
2 “The SAINTS Jubilee, OR The fullness of Joy to the sweet Singers of Sion” (London: 
s.n., 1660).   
3 All citations and dating for Milton’s poems (except Paradise Lost) derive from John 
Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, ed. Stella P. Revard (West Sussex: Wiley-Blackwell, 
2009). In the Trinity Manuscript, sonnet XII (as it appears in the 1673 Poems) appears as 
sonnet 11 (299 fn.1).   
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language distinguishing between licentious privilege and true liberty. Disappointed by the 
scant, superficial reception of his divorce tracts, which prompted the age to “quit their 
clogs / By the known rules of antient libertie,” Milton derides the “barbarous noise” of 
those “bawl[ing] for freedom in their senceless mood” (1–3, 9). “Licence they mean 
when they cry libertie,” Milton declares in the sonnet’s turn (11); whereas true liberty 
requires wisdom, the licentious revolt for its own sake, thus wasting the bloodshed of the 
First Civil War (1642–46) on an irrational sense of freedom. But unlike the broadsheet, 
which retrospectively conflates Presbyterians with Puritans, Independents, and Quakers 
as frenzied enthusiasts, Milton came to see the Presbyterians who took power in 1646 as 
hypocritical oppressors invoking civil power to compel religious conformity. Milton’s 
famous witticism ending “On the new forcers of Conscience under the Long 
PARLIAMENT” (1646–47)—“New Presbyter is but Old Priest writ Large” (20)—
exposes the Presbyterians for denying religious toleration and liberty of conscience to 
their fellow Protestants, just as the bishops before them.4 Such a turn of events was 
eminently frustrating for Milton, who began his polemical career by siding with the 
Presbyterians against the bishops. In the hymn to the Trinity concluding Of Reformation 
(1641), his first full-length foray into the episcopacy debates, Milton prays for God, 
Christ, and the Holy Spirit (the “joy and solace of created Things”) to protect the 
“expiring Church” from “importunate Wolves” (carnal bishops) (614).5 Once England is 
freed from the bishops, “some one” will emerge from amidst the “Hymns” and 
“Halleluiahs of Saints,” offering “high strains in new and lofty Measures to sing and 
                                                          
4 Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, 314 fn. 2, 5.  
5 All citations from Milton’s antiprelatical tracts derive from John Milton, Complete 
Prose Works of John Milton, Volume I: 1624–1642, ed. Don M. Wolfe (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1953). On greedy priests as “importunate wolves,” see 614 fn.171.  
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celebrate [God’s] divine Mercies” (616). It is not a stretch to suggest that Milton 
imagines himself as this future someone; and yet, the passage itself mirrors the high 
strains and lofty measures to which it alludes. In this hymn, Milton sounds dangerously 
close to one of sweet singers of Sion satirized in “The SAINTS Jubilee,” rejoicing in the 
ejection of the bishops from the Church of England and Parliament. Milton, in fact, goes 
further than the broadsheet’s satirical depiction; upon the Second Coming, those who 
advance the common good will be granted “glorious Titles” within the first and second 
order of Angels, leading to the communal experience of a beatific vision compelling the 
saints to “clasp inseparable Hands with joy, and blisse in over measure for ever” (616). If 
the heretical saints of the broadsheet were joyfully satiated by a religious climate of 
frenzied freedom, Milton promises Of Reformation’s singing saints an endless supply of 
spiritual joy upon ousting the bishops from the English church.  
This dissertation confirms the existence of a religious politics of spiritual joy in 
revolutionary England, but it invokes the example of Milton to indicate the complexities 
involved in rejoicing as a means of galvanizing Christian community. Bookended by 
chapters on Milton’s aesthetics, Revolutionary Joy: Affect, Expression, and Community in 
Milton’s England advances a historicist argument about the trajectory of spiritual joy as a 
Protestant form of political expression within mid-seventeenth century transformations of 
the English church, monarchy, and parliament. In an era where intense apocalyptic 
expectation put pressure on affective experience as an index of prophetic capability, 
rejoicing becomes a crucial means whereby regenerate Protestants attempt to forge new 
communities on the threshold of England’s metamorphosis into a spiritual 
commonwealth. Utilizing affect theory to conceptualize the individual, communal, and 
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apocalyptic dimensions of spiritual joy, Revolutionary Joy sheds new light on the role of 
affirmative affect in the texts of the era’s radical writers, including John Milton, Gerrard 
Winstanley, Abiezer Coppe, and Anna Trapnel. Representing a more moderate religious 
politics of joy is Andrew Marvell, whose revolutionary poetry responds to joy’s over-
determination as an apocalyptic affect by figuring weeping as an expression of joy 
emerging from sorrow. For all the writers discussed in this dissertation, whether radical 
or moderate, the expression of spiritual joy decisively links the prophetic individual to an 
emerging Protestant community fulfilling providential design.  
In countering the “negative bias” in literary and historical studies of affect, this 
dissertation seeks to articulate the radical political potential of Protestant joy in mid-
seventeenth century England. Joy, as Darrin McMahon points out, is often a central 
emotion and rhetoric in political revolutions, providing the “continual will” to “give birth 
to a new, regenerated humanity.”6 The language of regeneration certainly applies to the 
Protestant culture of early modern England during the revolutionary decades, which made 
faith, scripture, and the Holy Spirit central to the spiritual rebirth of the individual and the 
collective rebirth of the church, civil society, and political nation. Previous studies of 
religious joy in early modern England, however, tend to skip over or ignore its presence 
in the revolutionary decades of 1640–60. Adam Potkay argues that those who opposed 
                                                          
6 Darrin M. McMahon, “Finding Joy in the History of Emotions,” Doing Emotions 
History, ed. Susan J. Matt and Peter N. Stearns (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 
2014. 103–119), 115. McMahon’s historical example is the night of 4 August 1789, when 
deputies of the three estates to the French National Assembly abolished the feudal dues, 
restrictions, and privileges of royal France; one witness remembers weeping with “joy 
and emotion.” Alluding to Nietzsche, McMahon describes this mood as one of 
“Apollonian” (constructive) joy, which he contrasts with the mood of “Dionysian” 
(destructive) joy characterizing crowds across Europe (including Hitler) receiving news 
of the declaration of war on 2 August 1914. 
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the national church between James I and the early Hanoverians—Puritans, Independents, 
and Dissenters—“appropriated” the rhetoric of spiritual joy in order to advance a divinity 
predicated on an intensely individual relationship with God that had no need for a church 
or civic religion of any kind.7 A similar point is made by James Lambert, whose more 
narrow focus on the act of rejoicing leads him to argue that expressions of religious joy in 
early modern literature tend to reaffirm national church conformity and bestow grace on 
the individual believer.8 In filling the gap between Jacobean and Hanoverian England, 
this dissertation argues that the political history of religious joy in revolutionary England 
is worth paying attention to because it illuminates the tension between the individual 
believer and various social formations: the aforementioned church, civil society, and 
political nation, but also, the family, friendship networks, and agrarian communes. Far 
from a historical curiosity, the trajectory of Protestant joy in the revolutionary decades 
helps us to disrupt the teleological narrative of English Protestantism’s inward, 
individualistic turn throughout the mid-seventeenth century.  
Whereas previous studies of the English Revolution have defined the political 
subjectivity of English Puritans in terms of activity and passivity, this dissertation 
analyzes the intertwined individual, communal, and apocalyptic dimensions of a single 
                                                          
7 Adam Potkay, The Story of Joy: From the Bible to Late Romanticism (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 74. Potkay’s chapter on Protestant joy in the English 
Reformation discusses the threat of joylessness to the Church of England in Donne’s 
sermons before skipping over the revolutionary decades and discussing the private, 
inward joy of Bunyan’s spiritual autobiographies. In filling this gap, I will show towards 
the end of this introduction how Donne’s sermon on radical joy evinces a broader notion 
of elect pastoral power that Donne unconvincingly dissuades his parishioners from 
pursuing: unconvincingly, because Donne himself—the preacher—potentially wields said 
power.   
8 James Schroder Lambert, Unspeakable Joy: Rejoicing in Early Modern England 
(University of Iowa: 2012. Diss.), 1. 
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affect—joy—so as to put this complex interchange between activity and passivity into 
productive play. In The Revolution of the Saints, Michael Walzer influentially argues that 
a Calvinist disposition towards work supplied the English Puritans with a politically 
active personality that drove their radical behavior from 1640 to 1660.9 Informed by an 
eschatological belief in the imminent millennium, English Puritans understood their 
political activism as a zealous pursuit of spiritual joy.10 Daniel Gross, however, critiques 
Walzer and moves us closer to affective politics by recuperating the Puritan rhetoric of 
the passions. For Gross, Puritan political subjectivity in Civil War England emerges as 
the confluence of a “decentered” or “humiliated” subjectivity with political agency, 
passivism toward the self with activism toward the community.”11 This primary passivity 
resides in the conceptualization of the Christian’s feminine soul, priming itself for 
visitation by the Holy Spirit as it prudently waits to wed its bridegroom—Christ—upon 
the Second Coming.12 By recognizing the soul’s experience of the Holy Spirit as a 
passive precondition to political activism, Gross helps us appreciate the dynamic 
interplay between activity and passivity in Puritan political subjectivity, on intersecting 
worldly and spiritual trajectories. Because spiritual joy is both an intensely passive 
experience of ravishment and an active expression of divine duty, I argue that a more 
productive route towards articulating radical Protestant political subjectivity resides not 
in the active-passive dyad but in the way affective terminology cuts across individual, 
communal, and evental scales.  
                                                          
9 Michael Walzer, The Revolution of the Saints: A Study in the Origins of Radical Politics 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1965), 1–4.  
10 Walzer, Revolution of the Saints, 12. 
11 Daniel M. Gross, The Secret History of Emotion: From Aristotle’s Rhetoric to Modern 
Brain Science (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2006), 110.  
12 Gross, Secret History of Emotion, 92. 
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 This dissertation’s interest in the politics of Protestant devotion situates itself 
amidst two currents in early modern studies of affect: the religious turn, and language-
centered approaches. In a recent article critiquing the mind-body dualism characterizing 
humoralist and cognitivist accounts of early modern emotional life, Daniel Juan Gil 
argues that religious discourse allows scholars to account for the soul, as well as for 
intersections between sacred and secular temporalities, in articulating the habituated 
sociological horizon within which early modern subjects experienced their emotions.13 
While Gil’s discussion productively illuminates the religious tenor of embodied feeling, 
an articulation of a distinctly Protestant theory of early modern affect would need to deal 
with the conflict between scripture and spirit, language and grace, expression and 
affection. As Katharine Craik and Tanya Pollard show, early modern writers and 
practitioners of sacred rhetoric together comprise “a theory of spiritual affect, or 
Christian movere, which worked to understand how God’s spoken and written word 
could engage believers’ bodies, minds, and souls.” Such a theory depended on inspired 
preaching and writing; the Holy Spirit conferred upon the speaker’s words a charge able 
to excite the listener and reader to experience new, intense passions.14 In analyzing the 
                                                          
13 Daniel Juan Gil, “What It Feels Like to Be a Body: Humoralism, Cognitivism, and the 
Sociological Horizon of Early Modern Religion,” This Distracted Globe: Worldmaking 
in Early Modern Literature, ed. Marcie Frank, Jonathan Goldberg, and Karen Newman 
(New York: Fordham University Press, 2016. 163–189), 163–69. Gil adopts Bourdieu’s 
concept of “habitus” to articulate the discourse of resurrection as a kind of “proto-
sociological ‘theorizing’” in the prose and poetry of Henry Vaughan (165).      
14 Katharine A. Craik and Tanya Pollard, “Introduction: Imagining Audiences,” 
Shakespearean Sensations: Experiencing Literature in Early Modern England, ed. 
Katharine A. Craik and Tanya Pollard (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2013. 
1–25), 20–21. Craik and Pollard further argue that theories of sacred rhetoric and secular 
poetics anticipate late-seventeenth century aesthetic theory in their “deliberation on the 
affective experiences of reading and listening.” They cite John Hall’s English translation 
of Longinus’s On the Sublime (Of the Height of Eloquence, 1652) as crucial to 
developing connections between literary affect, civic duty, and personal morality (21–
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relationship between rejoicing and prophetic utterance, this dissertation suggests that the 
apocalyptic expectations of the revolutionary era provided the pressure needed to render 
the public expression of religious joy an urgent political matter, insofar as individual 
experiences of providential rapture became more closely tethered to the anticipated 
transformation of worldly politics and the emergence of new spiritual communities. 
Before providing a brief history of joy from the English Reformation to the 
Revolution, which will serve as the launching-off point for the chapters to follow, it is 
imperative that my analysis of Protestant joy more broadly theorizes the phenomenon of 
Protestant affect. As my use of terminology suggests, I favor the term affect as an 
umbrella term for Protestant experiences of joy because it keeps alive the intersections 
between the individual, the community, and the event within prophetic utterances. 
Amanda Bailey and Mario DiGangi argue that charting the “historical trajectory of 
affect” through the early modern period serves to complicate the notion that “affect has 
emerged relatively recently as a new discourse for a novel mode of neoliberal power.”15 
This historical critique stems, in part, from the broad influence in the humanities and 
social sciences of a Spinozean (i.e. early modern) definition of affect in the singular—
recuperated by Delezue and developed by Brian Massumi and others—as the body’s 
transitional, reciprocal capacity to affect and be affected, which ultimately exceeds total 
psychological capture and linguistic representation. In his philological genealogy of 
affect before Spinoza, Russ Leo traces the Deleuzian definition of affect in contemporary 
                                                          
22). In the final chapter of this dissertation, which deals with the Miltonic sublime as 
evinced by Paradise Lost, I explore how Protestant joy illuminates these connections.    
15 Amanda Bailey and Mario DiGangi, “Introduction,” Affect Theory and Early Modern 
Texts: Politics, Ecologies, and Form, ed. Amanda Bailey and Mario DiGangi (Palgrave 
Studies in Affect Theory and Literary Texts. New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017. 1–
23), 2, 17. 
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philosophy back to Calvinist and post-Calvinist philosophies and poetics, involving 
reformed notions of faith, experience, and their intersections.16 If affect as a rubric seems 
alien to the early modern period, perhaps it is because contemporary philosophy tends to 
frame the concept in secular liberal terms, privileging the material body over the spirited 
utterance. My invocation of affect to describe Protestant joy in early modernity may be 
surprising; some will protest that affect is too presentist a rubric to capture the historical 
uniqueness of early modern religious experience, and others will see the equation I strike 
between the experience of joy and its expression in language as a negation of affect’s 
primary concern with pre- or extra-linguistic experience. As I will show in the next 
section, however, contemporary affect theory and early modern Protestantism can be co-
illuminating largely through their shared interest in “the unspeakable.” 
 
PROTESTANT JOY AS RELIGIOUS AFFECT: EXPERIENCE, EVENT, AND 
EXPRESSION 
For social scientists Steven Brown and Ian Tucker, the “ineffability” or 
“inexpressibility” of affect is its “key motif.” Ineffability, in the guise of “pre-personal 
affectively mediated relations,” offers them liberation from what they see as the despair-
oriented paradigms and procedures of mid-twentieth century social science.17 Brown and 
Tucker borrow from Brian Massumi’s philosophical vocabulary, which works to clarify 
the misconception that an antinomy exists between affect and language. Massumi prefers 
                                                          
16 Russ Leo, Affect Before Spinoza: Reformed Faith, Affectus, and Experience in Jean 
Calvin, John Donne, John Milton and Baruch Spinoza (Duke University, 2009. Diss.), iv.  
17 Steven D. Brown and Ian Tucker, “Eff the Ineffable: Affect, Somatic Management, and 
Mental Health Service Users,” The Affect Theory Reader, ed. Melissa Gregg and Gregory 
J. Seigworth (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010. 229–249), 238, 248.   
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the prefix “infra-” to describe affect’s relation to language; while “pre-” connotes 
temporal sequence and “intra-” connotes spatial containment, describing affect as infra-
linguistic suggests that affect “actively lies below a certain threshold of appearance” on 
the open-ended spectrum of expression (language being the highest form of expression 
available to humans).18 While we tend to think of non- and proto-linguistic gestures as 
“pure” expressions of affect (laughing, shouting), whereas language expresses affect as 
propositional content (thereby imperfectly capturing its “pure” affectivity), Massumi 
would say that all linguistic expressions possesses infra-affective properties. Affect and 
language are thus co-informing; past linguistic expressions can inform future infra-
linguistic affect, and present infra-linguistic affect can inform future linguistic 
expressions through “the complex feedback loops between nonconscious and conscious 
levels.” Within this recursive figuration, the experience and expression of affect are not 
always a linear progression, and the expression of affect never fully contains all that is 
implied by affective experience. 
Experience and expression similarly collide in early modern configurations of 
Protestant joy, under the aegis of joy’s ineffability. According to Adam Potkay, ineffable 
rejoicing is primarily a phenomenon of Protestant Christian soteriology, its biblical 
source text being 1 Peter 1:8: “[Christ] having not seen, ye love; in whom, though now ye 
see him not, yet believing, ye rejoice with unspeakable joy and full of glory.”19 This 
biblical passage points to the “illocutionary force” of Christian rejoicing; as Potkay 
explains, “[p]ublicly coding a social joy as incommunicable serves . . . to oblige outsiders 
                                                          
18 Brian Massumi, Politics of Affect (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2015), 212–13.  
19 All biblical citations are of the King James Version. 
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either to venture inside, or to stand apart defiantly.”20 In Reformation England, the 
appropriate expression of joy became a concern as devotional life shifted away from the 
saints, relics, and Eucharist towards the divine Word. Within this culture, the expression 
of joy became its own object, thus blurring the distinction between its experience and 
expression, between outer and inner joy.21 According to Alec Ryrie, the expression of joy 
became an ethical duty in Reformation England, but differences remained regarding the 
ethics surrounding these expressions; “Everyone agreed that Protestants ought to rejoice 
in their faith,” Ryrie explains, but “the difference was about how that joy was 
expressed.”22  
For early modern Protestants, joy was perhaps the most transformative experience 
with regards to their relationship with God. Complicating matters, however, was the dual 
nature of joy as an experience. Though enduring joy—spiritual peace of conscience and 
worldly indifference—was prescribed by preachers and idealized by parishioners, fleeting 
joy—the “stab of delight which lifted believers, as it seemed, into the very presence of 
God”23—was a much more common experience. It is fleeting joy that Protestants most 
frequently described as unspeakable (though enduring joy was occasionally figured as 
such). Fleeting joy was a passive, often violent experience of irresistible grace, in which 
the soul is ravished and the human subject is gendered feminine; violent as it was, the 
experience generally left Protestants assured of their faith and the presence of the 
indwelling Holy Spirit. In his theory of religious affects, Donovan Schaefer contends that 
                                                          
20 Potkay, Story of Joy, 17–19. 
21 Lambert, Unspeakable Joy, 16–18. 
22 Alec Ryrie, Being Protestant in Reformation Britain (Oxford: Oxford University Press,  
2013), 90. 
23 Ryrie, Being Protestant, 83. 
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“religion in the Protestant key”—religion as a matter of faith—underpins Enlightenment 
taxonomies of religion.24 While Schaefer is right to point out that European Protestantism 
inflects the faith-centered definitions of religion in the Enlightenment, Protestant faith in 
early modernity is not a simple, straightforward matter of rationally deriving belief from 
scripture and expressing said belief in language. As Russ Leo argues, “faith was neither 
reducible to a dry intellectual concern nor to a personal, emotional appeal to God” for 
early modern believers across confessional divides. Instead, “faith was a transformative 
relation between humans and God, realized in affective terms that, in turn, reconfigured 
theories of human agency and activity.”25 Like faith, the indwelling Holy Spirit was also 
an intensely affective phenomenon for early modern Protestants. Geoffrey Nuttall argues 
that radical Puritans conceptualized the indwelling Holy Spirit as a form of “intuitive 
reason,” an “experimental” or “experiential” perception, somewhat analogous to sense 
perception, relaying between reason and conscience.26 If conscience—an effect of 
enduring joy—was conceptualized as a “thinking-with” God,27 faith and the Holy 
Spirit—an effect of fleeting joy—were both conceptualized as a feeling-with God.  
 To begin to understand the social character of spiritual joy in revolutionary 
England, we must first understand how individual experiences of joy—both enduring and 
fleeting—resonate on a larger scale. Enduring joy provided a foretaste of the sustained 
                                                          
24 Donovan O. Schaefer, Religious Affects: Animality, Evolution, and Power (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 2015), 2.  
25 Leo, Affect Before Spinoza, iv. For Leo’s rereading of Calvin’s place in intellectual 
history and the status of affectus in his reformed concept of faith, see 7–18.  
26 Geoffrey Nuttall, The Holy Spirit in Puritan Faith and Experience (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1946), 34. 
27 For this definition of conscience and its applicability to the English Revolution, see 
Giuseppina Iacono Lobo, Writing Conscience and the Nation in Revolutionary England 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2017), 3–23.  
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peace and calm that would greet saved Protestants in the afterlife, but as noted, enduring 
joy was a rare experience. The more common experience of fleeting joy presaged the 
soul’s ascension up to heaven upon the Second Coming, which is to say that fleeting joy 
was an apocalyptic experience. Building off Reinhart Koselleck’s analysis of the demise 
of apocalypticism after the Thirty Years’ War (1648), Ryan Netzley argues that the 
Protestant Reformation put the apocalypse into the present, which led figures like Milton 
and Marvell to consider “the end of time happening within an historical or empirical 
temporality.”28 Hence, the Civil War and Commonwealth period poses fundamental 
questions about the nature of change and the production of novelty in the present.29 
Milton, Marvell, and their mid-seventeenth century contemporaries occupied an 
interstitial historical moment with regards to apocalypticism; while the end of the Thirty 
Years’ War led to its general demise, the early part of the century saw the consolidation 
of English apocalypticism that surfaced in the revolutionary decades through the works of 
Ranters, Fifth Monarchists, and other sectarians.30 As this apocalypticism intensified 
during the revolutionary decades—in concert with transformations to the English church, 
monarchy, and parliament—joy became the affect signifying the ravishing yet salvific 
experience of the elect upon the Second Coming. Thus, experiences of fleeting joy were 
themselves present experiences of the apocalypse, and regenerate Protestants lucky 
enough to undergo such an experience increasingly understood it as an experience they 
shared (and would share) with their regenerate companions.  
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In understanding apocalyptic experiences of spiritual joy and their proper 
expression, early modern Protestants turned to the Bible; what they found were examples 
of biblical persons not only experiencing different kinds of joy but also circulating that 
feeling to others through the activity of rejoicing. The Bible was affective on two levels: 
content and style. As Debora Shuger explains, biblical narratives “retained a certain (if 
limited) flexibility” in the early modern era, an “extradogmatic surplus of undetermined 
meaning—or rather meaning capable of being determined in various ways.” This 
flexibility led to the production of competing models of Christian subjectivity that 
nevertheless placed the management of emotion at the center of the debate.31 If early 
modern English Protestants read the Bible for its examples of Christian subjectivity, they 
also read it for its ability to influence their own emotions, as a text embodying the 
“Christian grand style.” Shuger illustrates how the style of the Bible was believed to 
possess a “passionate seriousness about the most important issues of human life” able to 
move the emotions of early modern readers and listeners. The Christian grand style 
becomes “a bridge between the word and the world, connecting problems of style to the 
role of emotion and imagination in the mind’s journey toward God, to the relation 
between thought and feeling, to the Christian concept of selfhood.”32 In expressing 
inexpressible joy, early modern Protestants tended to rely on spontaneous outbursts of 
song, drawing from images of sweetness, water, and ravishing from various places in the 
Bible: the prophetic books, Psalms, the Song of Songs, St. Paul’s epistles, and 
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Revelations.33 It is only after “the shock of Civil War-era sectarianism,” Ryrie contends, 
that spontaneous outbursts of religious joy would become thoroughly distrusted by 
conformist Anglicans, under a broader fear of enthusiasm.34 
Increasing apocalyptic expectation thus put pressure on individual experiences of 
joy as an index of spiritual election, which resulted in the ethical imperative to express 
and disseminate this joy to other Christians during the revolutionary era. The keyword to 
consider in this regard is grace: the intersection between individual and communal joy 
indexes an affective economy of divine grace within which Protestants participate. 
Reformed theologies insist on the radical, free nature of God’s grace as a gift granted 
through mysterious means, sometimes to surprising recipients. This is not to say, 
however, that Calvinist and post-Calvinist English Protestants simply waited for this free 
gift to arrive. The “paradox of grace and agency,” as Ryrie calls it, defines Protestant 
affectivity, despite its insistence on grace as God’s free gift. Subjects still tried to 
encourage God’s grace through any number of activities.35 Brian Cummings notes that, in 
early modern theological writing, grace is “the definitive expression of what is beyond 
experience, and even beyond language.” But, because free grace was the only means to 
apprehend God while also “inaccessible to ordinary investigation” in Reformed 
traditions, writing thus came to exist “in a special place in relation to grace,” actively 
defining grace within interpretive discourses constituted by scripture.36 If grace is extra-
experiential and extra-linguistic, then spiritual joy is infra-experiential and infra-
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linguistic; Protestants attempt to bring grace into appearance through the activity of 
rejoicing. Protestant rejoicing is inherently paradoxical: inexpressible joy is expressed, 
sometimes before it has arrived, so that it can be transferred to other Christians, in 
helping to assure faith and bind religious community. But as Lambert argues, rejoicing—
an element of literary texts as well as of sermons and religious tracts—becomes the 
primary means through which grace is bestowed on individual believers.37 This becomes 
especially true in the revolutionary decades, when the collapse of the English church 
created the possibility for new ecclesiastical forms to be produced by individual 
Christians and small congregations.  
 Whatever form it takes, the expression of Protestant joy suggests that an 
apocalyptic notion of divine grace lies below the threshold of individual experience and 
that rendering this grace sensible to an audience is a matter of Christian ethics.38 It is an 
ethics bridging the momentary and the evental: fleeting joy with impending apocalypse. 
Brian Massumi articulates an ethical politics of joy in which joy is ineffable because of 
the manner in which momentary experiences of affirmative intensity resonate on a global 
scale in ways that are not immediately articulable. The “moment of joy” is not always 
happy; it can be painful, disruptive, and overwhelming, which suggests that it has the 
power to both liberate and destroy the subject. Thus, putting moments of joy into practice 
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requires a vigilant ethics; joy presupposes faith of some kind, but Massumi advises 
against faith in a God, judge, head of state, or utopian future, favoring instead faith in the 
individual’s immersion in the present world with other human beings and her creative 
participation in its “global becoming.”39 In his later work, joy becomes the crucible for an 
“affective art of politics,” which is less concerned with satisfying interests than it is with 
intensifying experience. Here, Massumi describes joy as a “vitality affect,” an 
“immediate thinking-feeling of powers of existence” that “registers becoming” and “the 
invention of new passions, tendencies, and action-paths that expand life’s powers, flush 
with perception.”40 Massumi’s vocabulary of the “aesthetic event,” as he describes it, 
makes joy a “positive externality” that results from social interdependence and that can 
multiply beyond reason or measure precisely because it emerges from outside the sphere 
of property relations.41 All of the figures discussed in this dissertation practice an 
affective art of politics (often, through the art of poetry) aimed at intensifying religious 
experience. Joy is an individual thinking-feeling of a Protestant’s power to disseminate 
grace within an apocalyptic milieu defined (for the elect) by the positive externality of 
joy (“positive” connoting affirmative intensity, not excessive pleasure).  
In the next section, I begin to show how Protestant joy became increasingly 
intensified in Stuart England by comparing two “ministers” of joy, as it were: John 
Donne and John Milton. While Donne, an ordained minister, encourages his parishioners 
to seek out and disseminate a more quotidian Christian joy, Milton—church-outed by the 
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prelates—begins to perceive the expression of spiritual joy as a potent exercise of 
pastoral power in an increasingly corrupt ecclesiastical landscape. 
 
VOICES OF JOY: DONNE, MILTON, AND PASTORAL POWER IN STUART 
ENGLAND  
The history of Christianity, Foucault notes, is marked by disputes over proper 
modes of exercising pastoral power. The Protestant Reformation—the largest, most 
consequential of such disputes—encouraged thinkers and writers to turn away from 
Christian institutions towards Christ and the Apostles in theorizing the grounds of 
pastoral power.42 Indeed, Foucault locates the relationship between religion and politics 
in the hybrid figure of the minister, governing the Christian “economy of souls” through 
modes of conduct towards salvation.43 Foucault defines pastoral power as an individual 
Christian’s “power of care” over fellow Christians, a dutifully patient zeal interested in 
the salvation of the self and a group.44 When we view Protestant subjectivity from the 
perspective of salvation, the individual paradoxically becomes of utmost importance and 
non-importance in what Foucault calls a “detailed economy of merits and faults between 
which, in the end, God decides.”45 Foucault says the pastor and his sheep are “bound 
together by extremely complex and subtle relationships of responsibility,” which are 
“fully and paradoxically distributive.” The pastor must assure the salvation of his entire 
community, but he must also be willing to sacrifice a member if he or she begins to 
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compromise the whole. In accounting for all the sheep’s merits and actions, the pastor 
takes “personal joy” in each sheep, or, grieves for their sin.46 While the Protestant 
Reformation increased the role of the minister in the exercise of pastoral power, it 
nevertheless retained the church as the space wherein pastoral power is primarily 
exercised.     
Adam Potkay argues that joy became emphasized during the Reformation because 
of Protestantism’s break with sacramental theology, which was supplanted by “a 
mysticism of the Holy Spirit.”47 A crucial biblical interlocutor here is Paul; in Galatians 
5:22, joy (chara) is one of the first three fruits of the Holy Spirit, along with love and 
peace. Protestant commentaries on Galatians emphasized the ethical imperatives implied 
by joy: Luther described joy as an individual, communal, and godly duty; William 
Perkins made joy the index of the regenerate Christian creature; and Thomas Hooker 
believed that joy spawns faith. Though these thinkers all construct theologies of joy that 
disagree in finer points (whether faith precedes joy or vice-versa), they all nevertheless 
recognized that spiritual joy was intensely desirable yet utterly elusive.48 To experience 
something approximating spiritual joy meant that one was an elect Christian with a duty 
to spread God’s will and Christ’s ministry on earth.    
 Beyond theologies of joy, institutionalized liturgies in Protestant England framed 
the Bible and worshipping practices around a particular view of spiritual joy. When 
Thomas Cranmer began compiling the Book of Common Prayer, the Church of England’s 
reformed liturgy, he found scripture to be intensely affective. In taming the “emotional 
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world of the Bible,” Cranmer provided a new affective and interpretive framework 
through which to experience scripture. To this end, the Book of Common Prayer 
emphasized salvation history and the emotions of loving-kindness and joy over fear and 
wrath.49 For example, Cranmer favored psalms and canticles that were “univocal in their 
expression of joyfulness in and thankfulness for God’s mercies” in shaping the Morning 
Prayer. Hence, this prayer progresses from divine anger to love, from human fear to joy, 
dovetailing with the Lutheran move from the Law to the Gospels.50 The joy of the prayer 
book was peaceful and tame, but the Bible possessed a much richer variety of 
experiential joy to draw from. Whereas the prayer book emphasized the ideal, much rarer 
experience of enduring joy in framing biblical emotion, the much more common—yet 
much more radical—experience of fleeting joy was left for independent readers and 
preachers to discover for themselves. 
The epistles of Paul provide the keenest insight into joy as “that attitude 
experienced or expressed in times of affliction and suffering.”51 This salvific joy maps 
the local event of Christ’s resurrection onto the global event of saved humanity’s 
resurrection upon the Second Coming. It is indeed an individual emotion, but it denotes 
the “conduct or way of life that belongs to God’s people when they are in the proper 
relationship to God” more than it is a “coping mechanism for dealing with difficulty.”52 
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Embodying the vexed status of individual and communal joy-in-suffering is 2 
Corinthians 1–2, which illustrates the tension between Paul and the Corinthian church 
over his long absence. Instead of visiting the church, Paul sends a letter “out of much 
affliction and anguish of heart,” but not because he desired the Corinthians to similarly 
feel sorrowful and aggrieved, but to prepare for his next in-person visit. Paul did not want 
to “have sorrow from them of whom I ought to rejoice; having confidence in you all, that 
my joy is the joy of you all.” But earlier in the epistle, Paul undermines a transferable 
conceptualization of joy: the Apostles do not have “dominion over your faith,” Paul says, 
“but are helpers of your joy: for by faith ye stand.” A pastoral logic of inclusion and 
separation determines Paul’s words here: his joy-in-suffering confers upon him an elect 
status as a vessel for Christ’s evangelical message, but he does not wish to confer this 
same joy onto the Corinthians, for that would mean they too would have to suffer similar 
afflictions. Joy-in-suffering thus constitutes “a counterintuitive response to the world”;53 
suffering is the occasion of joy, but the occasion of this joy—a pastoral community—
must be guarded from this divine affect, so that the flock remains intact and does not 
suffer, on account of the Apostle. 
To illustrate the nature and implications of radical Protestant joy in mid-
seventeenth century England, it will be instructive to compare the sermons of John Donne 
to the poetry and prose of John Milton vis-à-vis changing conceptions and practices of 
pastoral power from the late Jacobean period to the outbreak of the First Civil War. 
Jeanne Shami contextualizes Donne’s 1621–25 sermons—a time of transition from the 
Jacobean to the Caroline monarchy—amidst James I’s publication of Directions to 
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Preachers (Aug 1622), a text meant to reduce criticisms of James I’s domestic and 
foreign policies in the English pulpit. Possessing a “conformist” vision for the Church of 
England, Donne “resisted the pressure to radicalize, although his sermons bear all the 
marks of the tension to stay whole.” 54 In his time, Donne was not identified with any of 
the factions in the English church, although it might be accurate to align him with 
continental Protestantism. Donne’s politics have been dubbed “absolutist” because of his 
salutary stance towards God’s absolute power, but Shami points to the proliferation of 
mercy in his sermons to suggest that Donne is more interested in the practical contours of 
his own pastoral power. As Shami puts it, the ambivalent, situational nature of his 
sermons stresses “the pastoral aims of preaching these doctrines in the public sphere,” 
particularly the doctrine of election.55 Donne’s “rhetoric of moderation,” Shami argues, 
was “tactically inclusive rather than exclusive,” his goal being to “expand rather than to 
limit the grounds of conformity to the Church of England.”56 Indeed, Donne forges 
moderate inclusivity within the English church by distinguishing it from the Roman 
Catholic Church; “we make the Word the onely rule of our faith,”57 Donne says, thus 
suggesting that, whatever doctrinal differences may be, all English Protestants can unite 
around their scripture-centered divinity.    
In 1625, John Donne devotes five sermons to joy, picking up on Cranmer’s 
sixteenth sermon in his Book of Homilies (1547), which calls joy a “fruit of the Holy 
Ghost” (Galatians 5). In these sermons, Donne makes ecclesiastical rejoicing a cure for 
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joylessness, a problem caused by dour Calvinism afflicting the English individual and the 
Anglican Church. In accord with the Anglican middle way, Donne tries to reconcile free 
will and election; his theology of joy is best articulated in the sermon on 1 Thessalonians 
5:16 (“Rejoyce Evermore”), which argues that rejoicing is a moral and ethical duty. 
Nevertheless, he skirts the theological argument between Calvinism and Arminianism 
concerning free will and predestination in order to allow some latitude of doctrinal 
opinion and achieve his real goal: uniting the Church of England through a palliative 
pluralism.58 To this end, he frequently speaks of “a” true church instead of the “one” true 
church,59 leaving open the possibility that the Church of England could be a confederacy. 
Already, we can see the tension between conformity, inclusivity, and plurality in Donne’s 
ecclesiastical thought.   
 A few years earlier (sometime between 1620 and 1622), Donne preached a 
sermon on Colossians 1:24 at Lincoln’s Inn. Donne’s interpretation of St. Paul’s words to 
the Colossae church, disclosed in a letter written while Paul was imprisoned for 
preaching the Gospels, discredits the Catholic doctrine of supererogation, which states 
that a Christian can create a store of merits within a church through good works, which 
can be accessed by other Christians. This false doctrine rests on a misinterpretation, 
Donne argues, of Paul’s figuration of the relationship between individual suffering and 
communal edification: “Who now rejoyce in my sufferings for you, and fill up that which 
is behind of the afflictions of Christ in my flesh, for his bodies sake which is the church” 
(Col. 1:24). According to Donne, the joy Paul speaks of here—a “joy in affliction” 
grounded in reason and conscience beyond sensation—cannot be “borrowed out of an 
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imaginary treasure of the Church, from the works of others Supererogation” because it 
belongs entirely to the sufferer; once the sufferer places excessive value on his suffering, 
it can no longer be said to belong to him and to contain joy.60 Donne further explains that 
Paul’s joy-in-affliction is the highest degree of such a joy; distinct from a “halfe joy” 
(Stoic insensibleness to misery) and a “true joy” (Christian assurance in tribulation), 
Paul’s “perfect joy” is “a fundamentall joy, a radicall joy, a viscerall, a gremial joy, that 
arises out of the bosome and wombe and bowels of the tribulation it selfe.” Donne’s 
diction situates joy-in-affliction within the bowels and entrails of the Christian,61 yet he 
also renders it an intimate experience occurring within the bosom.62 These differences 
notwithstanding, joy-in-affliction is, for Donne, an intensely embodied, inward 
experience. It is a joy unique to the Apostles and prophets, who were counted “worthy to 
suffer rebuke for the name of Christ.” But this joy-in-affliction must be individual, or else 
it would amount to a Catholic worship of the suffering of martyrs and saints, a vicarious 
transference of their joyful suffering.63 Thus, Donne’s articulation of the individuality 
and singularity of Paul’s joy enforces his anti-papist church politics.  
 But Donne’s sermon also critiques radical reformers and church separatists. Paul 
rejoices because the suffering of his flesh perfects Christ’s suffering, for the sake of the 
Colossae church; Donne implicitly advises his audience not to view contemporary 
censorship and persecution of church heretics as a similar suffering. Relying on the 
authority of Augustine, Donne argues that an individual who “extort[s] a chastisement 
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from the State” and “exasperate[s] the Magistrate,” whether out of excessive or affected 
zeal, steals for himself a suffering that does not truly belong to him or that is appointed 
by God. Contemporary English church dissidents confuse their own persecution for the 
persecution of the Church as a whole; it is their “prevarication upon the whole Church,” 
in fact, that ensures that their suffering contains no joy, for it is the Church itself that 
suffers. One does not attain joy-in-affliction merely by suffering rebuke after a “breach of 
the Law”; one must suffer by his “good title,” by his appointment to suffer by God.64 In 
his critique, Donne suggests that radicals and separatists claim for themselves a perfect 
joy-in-affliction for the cause of the persecuted Church; it is this joy that distinguishes 
them from common Christians, transforming them into contemporary prophets (even 
Apostles) of God’s word and Christ’s ministry. Not only is radical joy to be avoided for 
the legitimate suffering it implies; it is not to be trusted in this day and age because it is 
too often a zealous affectation. Donne ultimately figures joy-in-affliction as a relic of the 
Apostolic era; any sectarians claiming for themselves a suffering kind of joy are 
pretending to be Apostles.  
 As Nicholas Tyacke explains, awareness in the 1630s that Calvinist orthodoxy 
had eroded in the Church of England contributed to the proliferation of nonconformity 
and separatism.65 Turning now to the young Milton, we can begin to see how one might 
develop an anticlerical position through poetic and prosaic expressions of unspeakable 
joy in late Stuart England. Lycidas, composed in 1638 for the drowned Edward King, is 
often considered a watershed in Milton’s development towards anticlericalism and radical 
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politics. Indeed, Thomas Corns notes that Milton favors Spenserian pastoralism over the 
Stuart baroque style because the former suits the poem’s anticlericalism.66 In similarly 
foregrounding the poem’s prophetic pastoralism, David Norbrook claims that the point of 
Lycidas is to show “how unconsoling the order of nature is in the face of death and the 
corruptions of the church.”67 These readings tend to locate the poem’s radical 
anticlericalism in its depiction of St. Peter, the “Pilot of the Galilean lake” bearing “[t]wo 
massy Keyes . . . of metals twain” (109–110). These are the keys to the kingdom of 
heaven, which Peter suggests will not be used to open the kingdom for bishops who play 
“lean and flashy songs” while “[t]he hungry Sheep look up, and are not fed” (123–26). 
For these corrupt bishops, divine and sudden retribution awaits: “But that two-handed 
engine at the door, / Stands ready to smite once, and smite no more” (130–31). Despite 
Peter’s repudiation of corrupt bishops, Lycidas does not, in 1638, flower into a full-
throated assault against the apostolic lineage of bishops in general. For evidence, we need 
look only to the poem’s physical depiction of Peter shaking his “Miter’d locks”; the 
miter—the bishop’s headpiece—signifies his “headship over the Christian community.”68 
Milton echoes this image of Peter’s shaking locks towards the end of the poem, when he 
imagines an apotheosized Edward King in heaven: “Where other groves, and other 
streams along, / With Nectar pure his oozy Lock’s he laves, / And hears the unexpressive 
nuptiall Song, / In the blest kingdoms meek of joy and love” (174–77). Just as Peter 
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presages the imminent apocalypse with his famously elusive image of the “two-handed 
engine at the door,” King fulfills this apocalyptic anticipation in hearing the inexpressible 
music accompanying the marriage of the Lamb (Revelations 19:7–9). John Leonard 
emphasizes the two-handed engine’s at-the-doorness, calling it an audacious and pithy 
amalgamation of biblical locutions “signaling Christ’s imminent return.” Indeed, Milton 
“zealously implores” the “Son’s judgment,” a “single climactic act that brings about a 
final, decisive division.”69 But it is important to note, as Ryan Netzley does, that the 
poem does not dramatize an act of apocalyptic smiting; it speaks only of the two-handed 
engine’s potential.70  
By the time the English Revolution ostensibly began in 1640, Foucault argues that 
questions concerning ministerial religious power were too widespread to be contained. 
“By whom,” he imagines radicals asking, “do we consent to be directed or conducted? 
How do we want to be conducted? Towards what do we want to be led?”71 Because the 
English Revolution saw “the explosion of different forms of religious community,”72 
preaching power became a means for the laity to organize Christian community. We see 
this on display in Milton’s antiprelatical tracts. In 1640, Archbishop Laud and leading 
bishops were arrested. Additionally, the court of Star Chamber collapsed and censorship 
regulations followed suit. With the publication of Animadversions (July 1641), Milton 
finally decided to directly (though anonymously) participate in the episcopacy debate 
between Smectymnuus, the collection of five Puritan divines, and Joseph Hall, a 
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prestigious bishop in the Church of England and noted satirist. Among other points, 
Milton takes Hall to task for his stance concerning the criteria elevating the Apostles 
above ordinary Christian ministers. Hall and the English prelates argue that the Apostles 
gain eminence by virtue of their power to appoint other bishops as their deputies. In 
contrast, Milton locates apostolic excellence in the affective power of their salvific 
voices:   
The eminence of the Apostles consisted in their powerfull preaching, their 
unwearied labouring in the Word, their unquenchable charity, which 
above all earthly respects like a working flame, had spun up to such a 
height of pure desire, as might be thought next to that love which dwels in 
God to save soules; which, while they did, they were contented to be the 
off-scouring of the world, and to expose themselves willingly to all 
afflictions, perfecting thereby their hope through patience to a joy 
unspeakable. (715)  
The semicolon separating this sentence’s two dependent clauses establishes the necessary 
relationship between the charitable preaching and patient persecution of the Apostles. To 
labor in the Word of God is to invariably invite worldly affliction, and patience is the 
practice by which the Apostles perfect their hope amidst adversity into unspeakable joy. 
In displacing ordination and jurisdiction as constitutive of apostolic power in favor of 
affective facility with the Word, Milton—an unordained but learned, zealous preacher—
argues that sectarians, not bishops claiming the jure divino roots of episcopacy, are the 
true heirs of the Apostles. By choosing to directly attack the prestigious bishop, Milton 
willfully exposes himself to future afflictions from Hall and his fellow prelates; patiently 
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suffering their attacks would transform his hope into a joy beyond the capture of human 
language.  
 But it is Milton afflicting Hall, not the other way around. In his response, Hall 
dubs Animadversions a “slanderous and scurrilous libel,” its author a “grim, lowring, 
bitter fool” appealing to unintelligent readers.73 Though we should all but dismiss the 
anti-intellectual charge against Milton’s text, Rudolf Kirk points out that Milton’s 
argument, a series of “darts thrown especially to torture the bishop,” is potentially 
libelous in its deliberate distortion of Hall’s meaning.74 Nevertheless, Wendy Olmsted 
shows that the deeper source of Milton’s rhetoric of anger and laughter is care for the 
souls of others;75 in his preface, Milton sanctions transgression of Christ’s call for mild 
speech against revilers “in the detecting, and convincing of any notorious enimie to truth 
and his countries peace” (662). In this apocalyptic moment, in which God sends the 
“spirit of prayer” to his servants so that they might administer the “consecrated oyle” into 
his “holy and ever-burning lamps,” Milton calls upon the deity to finish the work of the 
English Reformation begun by Wycliffe: “shouldst thou bring us thus far onward from 
Egypt to destroy us in this Wildernesse though wee deserve; yet thy great name would 
suffer in the rejoycing of thine enemies, and the deluded hope of all thy servants.” Only 
when God “hast settl’d peace in the Church” and has levied “righteous judgement in the 
Kingdome” will all his saints “addresse their voyces of joy, and triumph to thee, standing 
on the shoare of that red Sea into which our enemies had almost driven us” (706). 
                                                          
73 Joseph Hall, A modest confutation of a slanderous and scurrilous libell, entitled, 
Animadversions upon the remonstrants defense against Smectymnuus (Lonon: s.n., 
1642), A3. 
74 Milton, Complete Prose Works I, 654–56. 
75 Wendy Olmsted, The Imperfect Friend: Emotion and Rhetoric in Sidney, Milton, and 
Their Contexts (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2008), 114–127.  
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Inspired by the Holy Spirit to spread the light of the Word, Milton imagines a world 
without genuine preachers such as himself, a world in which God could only experience 
the rejoicing of his enemies. Such an imagined world, Milton implies, would be grossly 
displeasing to God. The joy of Animadversions may be angry and hateful, but it works to 
justify its anger and hatred; the joy of Hall and the English prelates, a product of “fleshly 
apprehension” derived from their subsistence on “Succession, Custome, and Visibility” 
(703), is patently carnal. 
When Milton republished Lycidas in the 1645 Poems, he added a headnote calling 
attention to the elegy’s prophetic power; published two years after the collapse of the 
English episcopacy, Milton seized the “occasion” of Edward King’s drowning to foretell 
“the ruin of our corrupted clergy, then in their height” in 1637, exemplified by St. Peter’s 
entrance into the poem. With this headnote, Milton is imputing a prophetic quality onto 
the poem that does not align with his religious politics in 1637. Still, we must wonder 
what about Lycidas prompts the older Milton to claim for it prophetic power. As David 
Norbrook argues, the “joy of poetic composition is bound up with the exercises of 
[Milton’s] political imagination.”76 But the poetic composition of joy is equally at play. 
To this effect, the poem’s incantatory opening recalls the epistle to Hebrews, in which 
Paul professes that suffering perfects man and that man should not have a hard heart on 
his day of testing in wilderness, because affliction can turn grief into joy. In the poem’s 
penultimate, apocalyptic stanza, the repetition of “weep no more” also alludes to 
Hebrews; a mournful prophet called upon when the church is stuck in her wilderness 
phase offers assurance, celebrating the arrival of the Gospels and the Covenant of 
                                                          
76 Norbrook, “Politics,” 59.  
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Grace.77 For Norbrook, the poem’s concluding apocalypticism—St. Peter, King in 
heaven—is not a “prophecy of doom” but an expression of “visionary utopianism.”78 If 
so, Milton’s utopianism crescendos with a homosocial vision of wedlock, as Bruce 
Boehrer describes the heaven of Lycidas.79 Joseph Wittreich sees a link between the 
“apotheosized King” and the “transfigured swain”; King’s resurrection from the ocean 
floor to the unexpressive nuptial song of heaven mirrors the swain’s spiritual regeneration 
throughout the poem.80 In moving his fellow shepherds away from weeping towards 
something approximating unspeakable spiritual joy, the swain (and Milton) registers his 
own progress from a prophet of mourning into one of rejoicing by demonstrating his 
poetic exercise of pastoral care between himself and his flock. Wittreich claims that 
Lycidas is about “our capacity to rise out of sorrow into joy . . . to be renewed through 
prophecy and to create in the here and now a new heaven and a new earth.”81 As we see 
quite clearly in Animadversions, the expression of joy had become a religious politics for 
Milton: a prophetic expression of conjoining heaven and earth upon the expulsion of the 
corrupt bishops from the English church. 
 
CHAPTER OUTLINE 
 Revolutionary Joy provides a historical account of the political trajectory of 
spiritual joy throughout the English Revolution. Each chapter focuses on the means of 
                                                          
77 Joseph Anthony Wittreich, Visionary Poetics: Milton’s Tradition and His Legacy (San 
Marino, CA: Huntington Library Press, 1979), 140–41. 
78 Norbrook, “Politics,” 61–62. 
79 Bruce Boehrer, “‘Lycidas’: The Pastoral Elegy as Same-Sex Epithalamium,” PMLA 
117.2 (March 2002: 222–236), 223.   
80 Wittreich, Visionary Poetics, 116–17. 
81 Wittreich, Visionary Poetics, 86. 
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expression whereby the writers under consideration attempt to bring inexpressible joy 
into representation to forge spiritual community. Thus, chapter 1 centers on the baroque 
aesthetics of inexpressible joy in the works of the young Milton. Recent scholarship 
questions the teleological development of Milton’s radical politics by recuperating the 
conformist tendencies of the early poetry. As I argue, the baroque—an aesthetic 
traditionally allied to Counter-Reformation poets and artists—helps us better understand 
Milton’s development from a Stuart poet to a revolutionary prophet. Mixing royalist and 
anti-papal sensibilities, Milton’s Protestant baroque aesthetic runs through the 1630s 
poetry (later published in the 1645 Poems) and the antiprelatical tracts (1641–42). The 
baroque is particularly palpable in his preoccupation with individual and communal 
experiences of rapturous joy and their expressive effects. The baroque rejoicing of 
Milton’s early poetry, especially “On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity” and the religious 
lyrics, informs the prophetic apocalypticism of the antiprelatical tracts, which anticipate 
the joy of pastoral community upon the defeat of the English bishops. 
 In chapter 2, I turn to the literature of Protestant sectarianism in mid-seventeenth 
century England, focusing on the expression of spiritual joy in relation to antinomian 
prophecy. In their time, sectarians were usually derided as irrational professors whose 
antinomianism (claims to freedom from the moral dictates of the Mosaic Law, given 
superabundance of Christian grace) was nothing more than a pretext for social anarchism. 
Recent scholarship, however, notes that the English antinomianism of the revolutionary 
decades stages a much more complex dynamic between notions of law and grace. As I 
argue, sectarians use the phenomenology of spiritual joy and the expression of rejoicing 
to strike a balance between the freedom of grace and the restrictions of law; true joy 
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involves the righteous interpretation of divine and natural law, which prompts the pious 
subject to rejoice, thereby circulating grace to other Christians. Though Gerrard 
Winstanley of the Diggers, Abiezer Coppe of the Ranters, and Anna Trapnel of the Fifth 
Monarchists advance radically conflicting visions of Christian society, they all 
nevertheless situate spiritual joy as the affect binding apocalyptic communities.  
 Chapter 3 analyzes pious weeping as an expression of spiritual joy in the 
revolutionary poetry of Andrew Marvell. Recent work has productively illuminated the 
theological, devotional, and biblical dimensions of Marvell’s weeping poetry, but 
attention has yet to be paid to its political implications. Reading from the royalist elegies 
to the country house poem Upon Appleton House and the Cromwell encomia, I argue that 
Marvell poetically deploys weeping as a devotional act able to encompass royalists, 
Presbyterians, and Independents, piously oriented towards worldly, as well as spiritual, 
joy. Such a move is salutary in a religio-political environment in which sectarianism has 
tethered spiritual joy so closely to the Second Coming and the violent overthrow of 
politicians that would thwart Christ’s impending return.  
 In chapter 4, I reevaluate the sublime poetics of Milton’s Paradise Lost in light of 
the epic’s framing of Christian providence around the experience and expression of 
unspeakable joy. Milton’s earliest critics in the long-eighteenth century identified 
unspeakable joy as an important element of his sublime poetics, but they often found its 
climax to reside in the militaristic portrait of the Son, which leads them to interpret 
Milton’s sublime style in terms of English nationalism and its relationship to Protestant 
imperialism. Offering a reading of Paradise Lost that recovers the deep design of 
unspeakable joy across books 3–12, I argue that the politics of Milton’s sublime is not a 
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politics of nationalism but of natality: of birth and rebirth. In the post-revolutionary 
landscape of Restoration England, this natal politics allows Milton to avoid championing 
what he saw as a spiritually backsliding English nation while also avoiding overt 
criticism of its religious and political failings. In figuring postlapsarian Adam and Eve’s 
joint decision to reproduce as reestablishing marital community, Milton suggests that 
sublime ascent in a fallen world involves a sacramental interchange between pain and joy 




















INCREDIBLE EXPRESSIONS OF JOY:  
BAROQUE AESTHETICS AND PASTORAL COMMUNITY IN MILTON’S EARLY 
POETRY AND PROSE  
 
In the preface to book 2 of The Reason of Church-government (Jan–Feb 1642), Milton 
finds it rhetorically expedient to articulate the ethics motivating his decision to write 
against the English bishops. To this end, he constructs a hypothetical scenario in which, 
at the end of his life, he hears two inner voices, were he to have decided to withhold his 
God-given ability to disseminate speech able to save the English church from her “heavy 
oppression” (804). The first voice chastises him for beautifying “vain subject[s]” with his 
speech (i.e. writing poetry), instead of pleading for the salvation of God’s church. The 
second voice speaks upon the scenario in which the church has overcome its oppression, 
thanks to “the unwearied labours of many her true servants that stood up in her defence.” 
Milton would surely wish to “share amongst them of their joy,” but because he has no 
word or deed to show “which might have hasten’d [the Church’s] peace,” any speech he 
were to produce would be “the almes of other mens active prudence and zeale,” a “thrifty 
purchase of boldnesse . . . out of the painfull merits of other men” (805). In writing and 
publishing The Reason of Church-government, he claims to have gained his “charter and 
freehold of rejoycing,” along with those “that have something more then wisht her 
welfare,” should the church “lift up her drooping head and prosper” (805–06). Milton is 
surely invested in reforming the English church for its own sake, but in the preface, he 
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seems motivated more by the prospect of earnestly participating in the communal joy that 
will befall the church’s true servants upon their victory.  
 This moment from the book 2 preface of The Reason of Church-government 
suggests that Milton’s Christian ethics are oriented towards joy. Scholarly interest in the 
preface usually derives from the intertwining of poetics and ethics in its autobiographical 
digression; Milton explicates his theory of poetics in order to solidify his ethical authority 
as an antiprelatical polemicist. Recent work, however, highlights the fluidity in Milton’s 
thought between poetry and preaching. As Jameela Lares puts it, Milton is not 
“abandoning the ministry for poetry” so much as he is “turning poetry to account for the 
ministry.”1 Brooke Conti, noticing that Milton is less concerned with the fate of the 
church than he is with “his own spiritual and emotional state,” describes the preface as a 
confession of faith convincing himself of his own authority in matters of ecclesiology.2 
While Conti’s reading is helpful in highlighting the oscillation between doubt and faith in 
the preface, I find the readings of John Guillory and Kevin Dunn helpful in 
foregrounding Milton’s interest in articulating his possession of the right to be a 
spokesman for antiepiscopal ecclesiology.3 It is clear enough why Milton cares about 
saving the Church of England from the bishops: they have grown increasingly corrupt 
and authoritarian under the sway of Archbishop William Laud, and Laudian 
ceremonialism had turned church worship into pseudo-Catholic, carnal sacramentalism. 
                                                          
1 Jameela Lares, Milton and the Preaching Arts (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 
2001), 47. 
2 Brooke Conti, Confessions of Faith in Early Modern England (Philadelphia: University 
of Pennsylvania Press, 2014), 83. 
3 See John Guillory, Poetic Authority: Spenser, Milton, and Literary History (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1983), 95–98; and Kevin Dunn, Pretexts of Authority: The 
Rhetoric of Authorship in the Renaissance Preface (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 
1994), 53–54, 59.  
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But why does Milton care so deeply about earnestly rejoicing with his “heires” (806) 
upon the church’s victory, and why is said rejoicing construed as a right contingent upon 
zealous service? Though this chapter does not provide direct answers to these questions, 
it does argue that this moment from The Reason of Church-government points to the 
young Milton’s preoccupation—in both his poetry and antiprelatical prose—with the 
proper expression of spiritual joy as an ethical duty to God and neighbor.   
 Following on the heels of the antiprelatical tracts, Milton continues to articulate a 
joy-oriented Protestant ethics in the divorce tracts, which theorize the domestic liberty of 
the Christian subject. In the first edition of The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce (1 
Aug 1643), Milton premises his argument for secularizing divorce law on the notion that 
an “uncurably unfit” marriage “hinders and disturbs the whole life of a Christian.” 
Recapitulating the Reformation tenet of the priesthood of all believers,4 Milton explains 
how “every true Christian in a higher order of Priesthood is a person dedicate[d] to joy 
and peace.” Like the Old Testament priests who could not execute their office while 
subsisting in sorrow, the regenerate Protestant’s “duty of serving God” is “blurr’d and 
tainted with a sad unpreparedness and dejection of spirit” if he is forced to insincerely 
perform “the perpetuall and ceaseles duties of a husband” (259). As Sharon Achinstein 
notes, Milton’s republican language of marriage is also indebted to the language of 
radical puritan sainthood, which attends to discourses of “human affections” and “divine 
care.”5 Achinstein is surely correct in arguing that the combined efforts of the 
                                                          
4 All citations of Milton’s domestic liberty tracts (the divorce tracts, Areopagitica) derive 
from John Milton, Complete Prose Works of John Milton, Volume II: 1643–1648, ed. 
Ernest Sirluck (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953). For Milton on marriage and 
the priesthood of all believers, see 259 fn.2.  
5 Sharon Achinstein, “Saints or Citizens? Ideas of Marrriage in Seventeenth-Century 
English Republicanism,” The Seventeenth Century 25.2 (2010: 240–264), 244–45. 
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Westminster Assembly and Parliament to censor the divorce tracts suggest that Milton’s 
attention to the affective, nonpublic dimensions of human life represented “the outer 
limits of freedom to speak” at the time,6 but his orientation towards the public affect of 
joy suggests that domestic liberty is not an end in itself but rather a primer for the 
regenerate Protestant’s greater duty of promoting pastoral care amongst fellow 
Christians. If Milton wished to be free from his own sorrowful marriage, he argues it is 
because such a marriage deters him from publicly disseminating Christian joy.     
This chapter seeks to understand how Milton arrived at a joy-oriented Protestant 
ethics in the divorce tracts by reading for expressions of spiritual joy across his early 
poetry and the antiprelatical tracts. Similarly reading for Milton’s political radicalization 
across the early poetry and prose, Christopher Tilmouth focuses on the “shared lexicon of 
images and perspectives” undergirding both sets of writings, especially images of “choral 
and circular communion.”7 For Tilmouth, this imagery allows Milton to express his 
“congregational ideal,” but it nevertheless contains a vision of “personal independence” 
at its core. Indeed, the seeming paradox between the desire for “assimilation” and “rigid 
autonomy” characterizes Milton’s moral imagination across the early poetry and the 
antiprelatical prose.8 In the early poetry, Milton frequently uses music to express 
individual and communal experiences of joy, thus suggesting that joy is an ethical, as 
                                                          
Achinstein suggests that “there is still a gap in our understanding of the different ways 
that radical puritanism and classical republicanism theorised the human subject, the 
collective, and the purpose of politics” (244).  
6 Sharon Achinstein, “Medea’s Dilemma: Politics and Passion in Milton’s Divorce 
Tracts,” Rethinking Historicism from Shakespeare to Milton, ed. Ann Baynes Coiro and 
Thomas Fulton (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012. 181–208), 192. 
7 Christopher Tilmouth, “Early Poems and Prose: Some Hidden Continuities,” Young 
Milton: The Emerging Author, 1620–1642, ed. Edward Jones (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2013. 280–307), 281–82. 
8 Tilmouth, “Early Poems and Prose,” 304. 
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well as an aesthetic, question, deeply bound to Milton’s ideas of human flourishing. In 
turn, the joy-oriented ethics of the antiprelatical tracts possesses an aesthetic punch; in its 
expressions of spiritual joy, Milton’s prose approaches the poetic. 
In collapsing ethics and poetics within the category of the aesthetic, I will argue 
that the best way to understand Milton’s expressions of spiritual joy in both the early 
poetry and the antiprelatical tracts is to view them as originating from a baroque 
sensibility combining radical and conformist sensibilities. Scholars tend to adopt Milton’s 
tour of Italy in 1638–39 as the origin of his baroque aesthetics, and they usually confine 
their inquiry to the poetry, especially Paradise Lost. Graham Parry argues that Milton’s 
time as a political activist during the English Civil Wars is irrelevant to any “baroque” 
imaginings he may have developed in Italy. This is an odd conclusion, especially 
considering how frequently we hear Milton contemplating “divine power” and depicting 
“heavenly vistas” in the antiprelatical tracts, both of which Parry defines as baroque 
hallmarks.9 Once we begin to conceive of the baroque as a broader aesthetic sensibility 
available to Protestants, instead of a narrow principle of art and poetry, we can appreciate 
how Milton’s expressions of spiritual joy across his work probe the individual’s 
relationship to pastoral community. 
I begin with a brief discussion suggesting Milton as a Protestant baroque poet 
before turning to the depictions of joy in the early poetry, which were published in the 
1645 Poems. Though I resist arguing that Milton intentionally sequences the English 
poems to achieve certain effects, I do argue that readers would have experienced poems 
                                                          
9 Graham Parry, “Literary Baroque and Literary Neoclassicism,” A Companion to Milton, 
ed. Thomas N. Corns (Blackwell Companions to Literature and Culture. Malden, MA: 
Blackwell Publishing, 2003. 55–71), 56. 
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depicting apocalyptic visions of communal joy (“On the Morning of Christ’s Nativity,” 
the religious lyrics) giving way to poems with more classical depictions of contemplative 
joy stressing the preeminence of the virtuous individual (“L’Allegro” and “Il Penseroso,” 
A Mask). In the next section, I turn to the antiprelatical prose in order to demonstrate how 
Milton’s baroque sensibilities inform his prophetic and apocalyptic visions of 
congregational joy within a reformed English church. To conclude, I return to the divorce 
tracts to suggest just how radical Milton’s baroque vision of spiritual joy was in mid-
1640s England, confused as it was for Catholic sacramentalism.   
 
PLEDGES OF HEAVEN’S JOY: BAROQUE AESTHETICS AND COMMUNAL 
MUSIC IN THE 1645 POEMS 
Roy Daniells argues that Milton’s baroque sensibility is inherently paradoxical; 
though fervently anti-Catholic and skeptical of monarchical power, the Miltonic baroque 
nevertheless emerges from the concepts of divine absolutism and regal splendor. Milton, 
Daniells explains, returned the question of divine right power back to its source in God 
and deemphasized institutional frameworks in matters of religious worship. Protestants 
like Milton were less interested in doctrinal and church unification as they were in “the 
feeling for unity,” which led them to prioritize the enjoyment of spiritual fellowship 
beyond church conformity.10 Milton, Daniells argues, had a “small sense of sinfulness,” 
harboring instead “an intense feeling for regeneration”11 that comes to define his 
Protestant baroque aesthetic, which directs “human endeavour” through a “cosmic 
                                                          
10 Roy Daniells, Milton, Mannerism and Baroque (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
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11 Daniells, Mannerism and Baroque, 165. 
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channel.”12 Picking up on the notion of cosmic outlook, Murray Roston argues that 
Milton’s relationship with the continental baroque has less to do with the Counter-
Reformation or political absolutism than it does with “the vastness, the energy, and the 
sheer mass of the newly conceived universe.” Though certainly influenced by Counter-
Reformation aesthetics, Milton’s baroque is a “parallel Protestant expression of the new 
vision of creation, and of the place of the Christian worshipper within it.”13 “Baroque” is 
thus a fitting label for the poetic sensibilities of the young Milton. As Nicholas 
McDowell speculates, Milton only began to associate baroque poetics with the corrupt 
Laudian clergy upon composing Lycidas (1637); as discussed in the introduction, this is 
indeed only an association in 1637. In the early 1630s, he was participating in what was 
the fashionable devotional mode of the time.14 But whereas McDowell portrays Milton 
“stutter[ing]” in the “conventional idiom” of baroque poetics,15 I wish to portray Milton 
as curating his own baroque style with unique emphases.   
In developing a Protestant baroque poetics fixated on expressing ineffable human-
divine relationality, the young Milton was likely influenced by William Drummond, the 
Scottish poet and author of Flowers of Sion (1623).16 Drummond’s “An Hymne of the 
Ascension” has been cited as an influence on Milton’s Nativity Ode.17 Drummond’s 
hymn dramatizes the opening of the skies and Christ’s ascension through the air, 
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towering above “those golden Bounds / Hee did to Sunne bequeath” (17–18) as he arrives 
in heaven. At the heart of the poem, Drummond crafts a stanza describing regenerate 
humanity’s post-apocalyptic spiritual abode:18 
These Mansions pure and cleare, 
 Which are not made by hands, 
 Which once by him joy’d were, 
 And his (then not stain’d) Bands 
 (Now forefait’d, dispossest, 
 And head-long from them throwne) 
 Shall Adams Heires make blest, 
   By Thee their great Redeemer made their owne. (65–72) 
Christ once shared joy with angelic “bands” in heavenly mansions, but these bands 
rebelled against God, thus forfeiting those mansions. Drummond details Christ returning 
to empty, lonely mansions in heaven, only to be joyfully repopulated with “Adams 
Heires,” ascending to heaven upon the Last Judgment. Christ is indeed “Earths Ioy” and 
“[t]he Soules eternall Foode” (29–30), but in heaven, he will cease to be the object of 
Christian joy and become one node in a circuit of spiritual joy, housed in “pure and 
cleare” mansions. But until this day arrives, Christ will be, Drummond promises, “our 
Saluation and our Song” (112). Drummond clearly influences the splendorous image of 
heaven as a large, stately dwelling at the heart of Milton’s Nativity Ode, but Milton opts 
to describe heaven as a “palace” (148) instead of a mansion. Drummond’s plural 
                                                          
18 All citations of Drummond’s poetry derive from L. E. Kastner, ed., The Poetical Works 
of William Drummond of Hawthornden, with “A Cypress Grove: Volume II (New York: 
Haskell House Publishers, 1968).  
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“mansions” invokes John 14:2 (“In my Father’s house are many mansions”),19 suggesting 
a more homely vision of God-as-landlord, despite the poem’s cosmic proportions. In the 
Nativity Ode, Milton deploys mansions to describe the abodes of Hell (“her dolorous 
mansions” [140]) that will “pass away” upon the arrival of “the age of gold” (134–35). 
Milton’s heavenly palace is a more regal, ecclesiastical, and imperialistic image,20 
depicting an indivisible space of godly power rather than one of plural intimacies. But 
heaven is also described as a festival, an image that is ceremonial, but also reflective of 
God’s post-Creation sanctuary in Psalm 24. The psalmist’s personification of the city’s 
posture is a sign of joy: “Lift up your heads, O gates! And be lifted up, O ancient doors! 
that the King of glory may come in.”21 From Drummond, Milton inherits a Protestant 
baroque that is cosmically vast in its portrayal of a Christian heaven, but unlike 
Drummond, who gestures towards spiritual enjoyment in heaven between Christ and his 
saved, Milton emphasizes God’s sovereignty by retaining the baroque’s royalist 
trappings.  
 In Milton’s Nativity Ode, “wisest Fate” frustrates the poem’s baroque vision of 
heaven, reminding the poet that Christ must “redeem our loss” on “the bitter cross” 
before the faithful can enter into “[f]ull and perfect” bliss (149, 152–53, 165–66). This 
frustration suggests that Milton, unlike Drummond, is preoccupied with the process 
whereby beatific vision emerges out of religious experience and the ethics of representing 
said process vis-à-vis poetic song. Baroque artists and poets, on both the continent and in 
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England, were fascinated by religious experiences of ecstasy, ascension, and spiritual 
exaltation, but artistically rendering such experiences was challenging, for these intense 
experiences invited melodramatic hyperbole. Protestants were even more wary of the 
melodrama and carnality of ecstatic religious experience, but they nevertheless realized 
the power of baroque epiphanies to “arous[e] in the spectator a devotional mood.”22 At 
the heart of his Nativity Ode, Milton patiently unfolds a communal experience of rapture 
that becomes increasingly hyperbolic as the individual poet breaks away from his pastoral 
community. Milton’s decision to open the English volume of his 1645 Poems with the 
Nativity Ode foregrounds his interest in the relationship between pastoral community and 
individual expression, a relationship primarily figured as a circulation of spiritual joy via 
music. But as the English poems progress, joy becomes increasingly contemplative and 
solitary, though music remains central to the experience.   
According to Stella Revard, Milton deliberately orders his English works in the 
1645 Poems to “create something like a cumulative experience for the reader.”23 Though 
we should certainly question whether Milton intends one singular cumulative experience, 
Revard’s reading of the English poems suggests that joy is central to the volume’s design. 
The religious poems that open the English volume—the liturgical sequence (the Nativity 
Ode, “The Passion,” “Upon the Circumcision”), “On Time,” and “At a Solemn Music”—
culminate with a “joyous affirmation” of apocalyptic music.24 At the center of the English 
section are the dual poems “L’Allegro” and “Il Penseroso,” which contrast the religious 
                                                          
22 Roston, Baroque, 81. 
23 Stella P. Revard, “The Design of the 1645 Poems,” Young Milton: The Emerging 
Author, 1620–1642, ed. Edward Jones (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013. 206–
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24 Revard, “Design,” 210. 
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joy of the preceding poems and the festive joy of A Mask, the volume’s concluding work, 
while also containing their own internal contrasts regarding joy.25 As I will argue, the 
distinction between individual and communal joy is more prominent than the distinction 
between religious and worldly joy throughout the English poems; music binds the 
individual to the community, whether that community is spiritual or carnal.  
 The early Stuart literary baroque, Thomas Corns argues, informs the “cultural 
ideal” of Milton’s liturgical sequence: “The Passion,” “Upon the Circumcision,” and 
especially the Nativity Ode.26 The Nativity Ode shares with other baroque Nativity poetry 
of its era a preoccupation with the process of divine creation and the reconciliation of 
Christ’s kenosis (receptivity to divine will) with his glory, which usually plays out as an 
association between Christ and the sun (222, 225). In “[The Second] Hymn for Christmas 
Day,” Jeremy Taylor, a distinguished Anglican divine, stages a dialogue between three 
shepherds. The first asks where the “Blessed Babe” resides, the “glorious boy” that has 
made “[a]ll the World so full of joy / And expectation.” The second shepherd answers 
that he is among his “Angel-Ministers, that sing / And take wing / Just as may Echo to his 
Voice, / And rejoyce, / When wing and tongue and all / May so procure their 
happiness.”27 Similarly, in his “A Hymn of the Nativity,” Richard Crashaw, a Roman 
Catholic convert deeply influenced by the continental Counter-Reformation, depicts a 
chorus of shepherds whose “loftier song” aims to “wake the sun that lies too long,” given 
                                                          
25 Revard, “Design,” 213. 
26 Corns, “‘On the Morning,’” 216. This would change, Corns argues, with “A Mask” and 
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criticism. As I have argued for a more muted anticlericalism in “Lycidas,” I will similarly 
argue for a more Laudian masque later in this chapter.  
27 Jeremy Taylor, A choice manual containing what is to be believed, practised, and 
desired or prayed for (London: J. Grover, for R. Royston, 1677), 194–95.    
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the birth of Christ. While the sun slept, the shepherds—having “found out heaven’s fairer 
eye” and “kissed the cradle of [their] King”—accumulated a “world of well-stol’n joy” 
(3–8).28 Like Taylor and Crashaw, Milton foregrounds the experience of the shepherds 
upon the Nativity, but he is less interested in their responses to the Nativity after their 
visitation by the angels than he is fascinated by the visitation itself and their ecstatic 
religious response to the angelic music. For Balachandra Rajan, the baroque style 
emerges in the Nativity Ode through its adoption of music as an ordering principle; 
Milton’s depiction of contact between the shepherds and the angelic choir in the hymn’s 
middle section proves that the poem “celebrates a happy event with a kind of crystalline 
joy.”29 Such an experience is an example of what David Ainsworth calls “rapturous 
exchange,” in which Milton simultaneously renders music a means of transporting the 
subject towards the space of heaven and emotional bliss. This type of music, Ainsworth 
suggests, can “stand in for, and can produce, Christian community and communion with 
God.”30 Joy is the affect exchanged via this music.  
Milton’s other two liturgical experiments—“The Passion” and “Upon the 
Circumcision”—articulate the centrality of joy and music to his vision of pastoral 
community. Both poems begin by referring back to the Nativity Ode:  
Ere-while of Musick, and Ethereal mirth, 
                                                          
28 Richard Crashaw, “In the Holy Nativity of Our Lord God: A Hymn Sung as by the 
Shepherds,” The Norton Anthology of English Literature, Ninth Edition, Volume B: The 
Sixteenth Century and the Early Seventeenth Century, ed. Stephen Greenblatt, George 
Logan, Katharine Eisaman Maus, and Barbara K. Lewalski (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2012), 1,747.   
29 Balachandra Rajan, “In Order Serviceable,” The Modern Language Review 63.1 (Jan. 
1968: 13–22), 13. 
30 David Ainsworth, “Rapturous Milton and the Communal Harmony of Faith,” Milton 
Quarterly 47.3 (2013: 149–162), 151, 149.  
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Wherewith the stage of Ayr and Earth did ring, 
And joyous news of heav’nly Infants birth, 
My muse with Angels did divide to sing. (“Passion” 1–4) 
   ---    
Ye flaming Powers, and winged Warriours bright, 
That erst with Musick, and triumphant song 
First heard by happy watchful Shepherds ear, 
So sweetly sung your Joy the Clouds along 
Through the soft silence of the list’ning night. (“Circumcision” 1–5) 
Both openings allude to the middle section of the Nativity Ode’s hymn (stanzas 9–17), 
wherein the angelic choir performs for the shepherds on the lawn, but they also draw the 
reader’s attention to the atmospheric preconditions of “the stage of Ayr and Earth.” The 
“joyous news of heav’nly Infants birth” in “The Passion” recalls the wonder-filled winds 
of the Nativity Ode whispering “new joyes to the Milde Ocean, / Who now hath quite 
forgot to rave, / While Birds of Calm sit brooding on the charmed wave” (64–68). In 
“Upon the Circumcision,” the joy of the angelic music performed for the shepherds 
pushes the clouds through “the soft silence of the list’ning night,” much as Peace divides 
the “amorous clouds” in the Nativity Ode (46–50). In situating the angelic music within 
its atmospheric context, Milton reminds his readers of the process whereby the good 
news of Christ’s Nativity filters down from air to earth. Peace descends, dividing the 
clouds into winds that amorously communicate the Nativity to the ocean (thereby 
calming its waves), which then conditions the absence of sound in stanza 4: “No War, or 
Battails sound / Was heard the World around” (53–54). The utter, sustained quiet of the 
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first eight stanzas of the Nativity Ode resembles the quietness believed by Protestants to 
accompany the assured state of enduring peace and joy. Of course, enduring peace and 
joy were more hoped for than experienced; worldly affairs would inevitably disrupt 
both.31 Indeed, the war trumpet which “spake not to the armed throng” in stanza 4 (58) 
foreshadows the “wakefull trump of doom” in stanza 16, announcing the Last Judgment 
which must occur before Christ can truly “redeem” and “glorifie” humanity (156, 153–
54). In stanza 4, however, the absence of war noise conditions the “peacefull” night of 
stanza 5 and the beginning of Christ’s “raign of peace” (61–63).  
 As the angelic music captivates the souls of the Nativity Ode’s shepherds with 
“blissful rapture,” a “[g]lobe of circular light” surrounds them, and they begin to see the 
“helmed Cherubim” and “sworded Seraphim” in “glittering ranks with wings displaid, / 
Harping in loud and solemn quire, / With unexpressive notes to Heav’ns new-born Heir” 
(98, 111–16). David Quint argues that Milton’s poetry here begins to turn into the 
inexpressible music he describes.32 Protestants often described feelings of joy, 
particularly fleeting joy, as paradoxically indescribable; music became a fitting means for 
describing and expressing this elusive feeling.33 But in stanza 12, Milton relies on 
scripture to communicate to his readers the extent to which this music resembles the 
music the “sons of morning” performed during God’s work of Creation (119). The details 
of Creation—setting of the world on its “well-balanc’t . . . hinges” and casting the 
“weltring waves” down into the “dark foundations deep” (122–24)—primarily derives 
from Job 38. God reprimands Job for seeking his counsel, given Job’s limited knowledge 
                                                          
31 Ryrie, Being Protestant, 80–83. 
32 David Quint, “Expectation and Prematurity in Milton’s Nativity Ode,” Modern 
Philology 97.2 (Nov 1999: 195–219), 206.  
33 Ryrie, Being Protestant, 83–91. 
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of the earth’s creation: “On what were its bases sunk, or who laid its cornerstone when 
the morning stars sang together and all the heavenly beings shouted for joy?” (Job 38:6–
7). In this moment before the existence of the Gospels, the Hebrew Scriptures provide a 
means for the speaker to understand the otherwise inexpressible music as a recreation of 
the music accompanying creation. The stanza’s scriptural subtext, however, also alerts 
readers to the possibility of the speaker’s presumption; like Job, he may be ignorant of 
the mysteries of creation, even with the aid of the Hebrew Scriptures. The poem’s 
biblical, apocalyptic subtext primes the reader for a rapturous event of some magnitude.     
Only in stanza 13, when the poem shifts to the imperative mood (“Ring out ye 
Crystall sphears, / Once bless our human ears, / [If ye have power to touch our senses 
so]” [125–27]), does the reader learn that the poet is one of the shepherds on the lawn. 
According to Noam Reisner, Milton’s early poetry, especially the Nativity Ode, is not so 
much impatient with, as it is fearful of, divine mystery; a sense of embarrassment 
accompanies the use of the vocative.34 The first time the poet spoke in the collective 
pronoun was in the proem; “Our great redemption from above”—humanity’s release 
from the penalty of death into a world of perpetual peace—can only occur when Christ 
forsakes his existence as pure light and chooses to live among “us” in a “darksom House 
of mortal Clay” (4–7, 14). In returning to a collective voice, the speaker attempts to coax 
                                                          
34 Noam Reisner. Milton and the Ineffable (Oxford English Monographs. Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2009), 113, 116. Reisner sees the young Milton wavering between two 
traditions concerning the ineffable: Italian Neoplatonic humanism (from More and Colet 
to Sidney and Spenser); and Calvinist/Perkinsian theology, wherein dependence on 
irresistible grace renders risky the attempt to articulate the ineffable. For Reisner, “the 
type of spiritual anxiety stirred up by the dislocation of the ineffable in Reformed 
religious discourse would . . . force Milton constantly to rethink not only his 
metaphysical beliefs and theology but also the very meaning of what it is to be a rational 
human being at the centre (or margins) of God’s creation, endowed as he believed with 
the quasi-mystical, but truly divine gift, of poetic utterance” (105–06). 
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the planetary spheres into producing their music, thereby making “the [Earth’s] deep 
Organ blow” and forging “full consort to th’ Angelike symphony.” In stanzas 14–15, he 
speculates on the music’s communal effects:  
For if such holy Song 
Enwrap our fancy long, 
 Time will run back, and fetch the age of gold . . . 
Yea Truth and Justice then 
Will down return to men, 
 Th’ enamled Arras of the Rainbow wearing, 
And Mercy set between 
Thron’d in Celestiall sheen, 
 With radiant feet the tissued clouds down stearing, 
And Heav’n as at some festival, 
Will open wide the Gates of her high Palace Hall. (133–35, 141–48) 
If the music of the spheres captivates the imagination of the shepherds for long enough, 
time will “run back” and “fetch” the golden age. In “On Time,” a lyric that follows the 
Nativity Ode in the 1645 Poems, Milton would more explicitly describes the faithful’s 
transition out of time into eternity as a moment of joy, but rather than painting a picture 
of a renewed golden age, he narrates the ascent of “our heav’nly-guided soul” to the 
“supreme Throne,” “Attir’d with Stars” (14–21). Furthermore, he renders this moment of 
spiritual rapture as one of elemental rupture:  
For when as each bad thing bad [Time] has entomb’d,  
And last of all, thy greedy self consum’d,  
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Then long Eternity shall greet our bliss  
With an individual kiss;  
And joy shall overtake us as a flood. (9–13, my emphasis)     
The simile of joy as flood resonates with the image of the saved wearing a starry crown, 
both of which adopt Revelations 12 as a scriptural subtext: “And there appeared a great 
wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet, and upon 
her head a crown of twelve stars” (Rev. 12:1). Because “a great red dragon” covets the 
child borne by this woman, the child is “caught up unto God” and the woman flees into 
an earthly wilderness, pursued by the dragon. In an attempt to vanquish the woman, the 
dragon “cast out of his mouth water as a flood,” but the earth swallows it up (Rev. 12.4, 
5, 15–17). The more violent apocalyptic subtext of “On Time” thus corrects the 
thoroughly anodyne vision of the Nativity Ode, suggesting that the speaker of the ode 
falters in his assumption that the joy of the Second Coming resembles the “universall 
Peace” of stanza 3 (52). Furthermore, the image of Mercy “Thron’d in celestial sheen,” 
steered down by the “tissued clouds” along with Truth and Justice, is quite conventional 
and royalist, recalling the machinery of courtly masques.35 Upon its publication in 1645 
as the opener of the Poems, Milton’s Nativity Ode would likely have spoken to an “arch-
royalist” audience.36   
 The Nativity Ode folds a fleeting experience of joy—the shepherd’s blissful 
rapture—into a larger eschatological narrative of enduring joy. As we can see, the 
Nativity Ode’s frustration of the apocalyptic expectations of fleeting joy dovetails with its 
royalist, baroque portrayal of heaven. Seeing as Milton changed lines 141–44 in the 1673 
                                                          
35 See Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, 22 fn.27. 
36 See James Dougal Fleming, “Composing 1629,” Milton Quarterly 36.1 (2002): 20–33.   
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reissue of the Poems (“Yea Truth and Justice then / Will down return to men, / Orbed in a 
rainbow, and like glories wearing / Mercy will sit between”), we might speculate that the 
mature Milton found the materiality of fine tapestry too ceremonial an image. We might 
further conclude that the more mature Milton is abandoning the Laudian implications of 
the baroque style, but heaven does remain a palace at some festival. By decking Truth, 
Justice, and Mercy in a spiritual, multi-colored globe, Milton is revising his baroque 
sensibilities, not abandoning them, favoring expansive spirituality over decadent 
materiality. In 1645, however, the image appeals not to an audience of radical Puritans 
but to nostalgic royalists.  
 Concluding the cluster of religious verse opening the 1645 Poems is “At a solemn 
Musick,” a poem whose more prudent speaker sharply contrasts with the speaker of the 
Nativity Ode. And yet, his declaration from the opening that “Voice” and “Verse”—the 
“pledges of Heav’ns joy”—are able to inspire “[d]ead things” with “sense” (1–4) signals 
the development in the young Milton’s imagination concerning the relationship between 
music and poetry. This relationality looks ahead to “L’Allegro” and “Il Penseroso,” both 
of which consider how music and poetry elicit contrasting types of joy. The marriage of 
music and poetry explicitly occurs in A Mask, with Henry Lawes providing the “voice” 
(music) and Milton providing the “verse” (poetry). If true heavenly joy is a highly 
capable poetry-music hybrid, then “At a solemn Musick” implies that the concluding 
Mask will provide a model for how humanity can “renew” its “undiscording voice” and 
move closer to a scenario in which celestial harmony will present itself to “our high-
rais’d phantasie” (25, 17, 5–6). In other words, “At a Solemn Musick” foreshadows the 
communal music embodied by A Mask.    
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At the heart of the English volume are “L’Allegro” (the cheerful man) and “Il 
Penseroso” (the pensive man), tandem poems that vie over competing conceptions of 
delight, melancholy, and music that increasingly emphasize the individual over the 
community. In the opening ten lines of “L’Allegro,” the cheerful man banishes “loathed 
Melancholy” (a Galenic excess of black bile) to “som uncouth cell,” invoking instead 
“heart-easing Mirth” (1–5, 11–16) because he believes she will give him access to 
Orphean music (148–50). The speaker of “Il Penseroso,” however, banishes the “vain 
deluding joyes” of Mirth, worshiping instead “divinest Melancholy,” the “sage” and 
“holy” goddess of poetic inspiration offering intellectual joys (1, 11–14). Picking up on 
the exaltation of the shepherds in the Nativity Ode, the pensive man describes the “rapt 
soul” and “holy passion” of divine melancholy as it “commerc[es] with the skies” (39–
41). After falling asleep, he awakens to impressions of a “pealing Organ” playing for a 
“full voic’d Quire below,” which makes him “[d]issolve . . . into extasies” and “bring[s] 
all Heav’n before [his] eyes” (161–66). The speaker then imagines himself in his “weary 
age,” living in a “peacefull hermitage” and studying until “old experience do attain / To 
something like Prophetic strain” (167–74). For Daniel O’Day, the conclusion of “Il 
Penseroso” is “pensive, yet joyful,” for the speaker demonstrates conviction in his belief 
that a melancholic, solitary life will lead to prophetic joy in old age.37 Given the absence 
of a rejoinder from Mirth, it seems that the speaker definitively chooses to be il penseroso 
because a life of solitary melancholy will pay the joyful dividend of prophetic insight. 
The pensive man seeks out the same rapturous music as the speaker of the Nativity Ode, 
                                                          
37 Daniel O’Day, “Milton’s ‘L’Allegro’ and ‘Il Penseroso’: Prophetic Joy Anticipated,” 
The Eudaimonic Turn: Well-Being in Literary Studies, ed. James O. Pawelski and D. J. 
Moores (Madison: Fairleigh Dickinson University Press, 2012. 209–225) 211, 215.   
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but he deliberately does so in isolation from the pastoral community, surrounded by 
books instead of shepherds.   
 Concluding the English volume of 1645 Poems is A Mask, which Corns and 
Campbell have recently described as “the most complex and thorough expression of 
Laudian Arminianism and Laudian style within the Miltonic oeuvre.”38 This evaluation 
works against conventional critical wisdom, captured by Leah Marcus’s description of 
Milton’s “anti-Laudian masque” defending public mirth only insofar as “it can be freed 
from its association with the party of Archbishop Laud.”39 If anything, Milton is 
beginning to see how a baroque poetics is tethered to the corrupt Laudian clergy but is 
not yet launching a full-throated attack against Laudian ceremonialism. Upon his 
entrance in A Mask, Comus’s invitation to “Joy, and Feast, / Midnight shout, and revelry, 
/ Tipsie dance, and Jollity” (102–04) signals antimasque conventions, despite the 
masque’s ultimate function to celebrate the Earl of Bridgewater’s ascension to Lord 
President of Wales. By the time Comus leads the Lady astray to his palace, trapping her 
on an enchanted chair and offering her his “cordial Julep,” which possesses “such power 
to stir up joy . . . To life so friendly, or so cool to thirst” (672, 677–78), the association 
Milton strikes between Comus’s joy and the Catholic sacramentalism of Laudian 
ceremonialism becomes clear enough. At this point in the poem, when he argues against 
the Lady’s “Stoick” and “Cynick” defenses of her virginity, Comus begins to sound like a 
Cavalier poet: “[b]eauty is nature’s coyn, must not be hoorded, / But must be currant, and 
the good thereof / Consists in mutual and partak’n bliss, / Unsavoury in th’injoyment of it 
                                                          
38 Gordon Campbell and Thomas N. Corns, John Milton: Life, Work, and Thought 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 84. 
39 Leah S. Marcus, The Politics of Mirth: Jonson, Herrick, Milton, Marvell, and the 
Defense of Old Holiday Pastimes (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989), 172. 
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self” (739–42). The specific terms of Comus’s thinly veiled gesture towards premarital 
sex recalls Abraham Cowley’s “The Injoyment,” which culminates with the amorous 
male speaker’s confession that his wanton mistress has a more “infallible Security” in 
him than he does in her: “For there’s no danger I should tell / The Joyes, which are to me 
unspeakable” (28–30).40 Cowley asks his readers to sympathize with his lovelorn male 
speaker, but Milton’s Comus gradually reveals that the Cavalier rhetoric of enjoyment, 
which hides an ethos of sexual promiscuity behind a veneer of immutable natural law and 
convivial humility, is inherently deceptive.    
 The Lady, of course, does not give in to Comus’s witty rhetoric, which produces 
“false rules pranckt in reasons garb” (759). For her, the law of nature is not one of 
bountiful excess but of “spare Temperance” (767):  
If every just man that now pines with want 
Had but a moderate and beseeming share 
Of that which lewdly-pamper’d Luxury 
Now heaps upon som few with vast excess, 
Natures full blessings would be well dispenc’t 
In unsuperfluous eeven proportion. (768–73)       
The Lady’s rhetoric of temperate enjoyment first strikes the reader as a version of Puritan 
austerity, but her vision of the chaste receiving “Natures full blessings” does not 
distinguish between earthly and heavenly comforts. Tellingly, the Lady does not speak 
here of pursuing heavenly over earthly joys; her “Sun-clad power of Chastity” allows her 
                                                          
40 Abraham Cowley, “The Injoyment,” The Complete Works in Verse and Prose of 
Abraham Cowley, Volume I: Verse, ed. Alexander B. Grosart (New York: AMS Press, 
1967), 119.   
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to achieve perfect, equitable enjoyment of earthly blessings (782). Her final invective 
towards Comus voices the paradox of the unspeakable. She claims she cannot utter the 
“sublime notion” and “high mystery” of “the sage / And serious doctrine of Virginity” 
because Comus “hast no Eare, nor Soul to apprehend” it (784–87). Were she to try, 
the uncontrouled worth  
Of this pure cause would kindle my rap’t sprits  
To such a flame of sacred vehemence,  
That dumb things would be mov’d to sympathize,  
And the brute Earth would lend her nerves, and shake,  
Till all thy magick structures rear’d so high,  
Were shatter’d into heaps o’re thy false head. (793–99).  
We should not downplay the radical nature of the Lady’s words, especially in their 
comparison to the middle section of the Nativity Ode. Her rhetoric mirrors that of the 
speaker breaking from the company of shepherds, imploring the “Crystall sphears” to 
ring out and “let the Base of Heav’ns deep Organ blow.” In A Mask, Milton suggests, but 
does not present, the Lady’s “sacred vehemence”; the reader of the 1645 Poems need 
only turn back to the beginning of the English poems to find an example in the Nativity 
Ode.  
We should also note the parallels between individual-communal dynamics in both 
works. Just as the speaker of the Nativity Ode first breaks away from the company of 
shepherds in this stanza, the Lady’s narrative arc in A Mask hinges on separation from her 
familial community (her brothers) and her rejection of Comus’s pseudo-religious 
community, premised as it is on a false vision of natural law and earthly enjoyment. For 
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Paul Stevens, sacred vehemence is a complex political speech act throughout Milton’s 
career as both a poet and a prose polemicist. The disjunction between Milton’s 
commitment to liberty of conscience and his violent political rhetoric is narrower than it 
may at first appear; there is political value in an expressive rhetoric of violence.41 Violent 
rhetoric, as Feisal Mohamed argues, was often “an expression of the spiritual peace 
bestowed on the elect by [Christ]” in England’s revolutionary decades.42 The Lady’s 
rebuttal to Comus’s idiom of Epicurean enjoyment provides an interesting glimpse into 
the kinds of sanctioned, excessive emotions that can propel a violent rhetoric of sacred 
vehemence. Given that Comus’s enforced dialogue with the Lady begins with his desire 
to stir up her joy vis-à-vis his cordial julep, we might venture to say that the Lady is 
voicing her ability to produce a paradoxical expression of unspeakable joy, which can 
make the speechless sympathetic, the earth shake, and shatter “magick structures.” Thus, 
Milton avoids a thorough comparison of the Lady to Samson, pulling down the material 
structure of the temple on the heads of the Philistines; her sacred vehemence can destroy 
the spiritual architecture of Catholic superstition.   
 The English volume of the 1645 Poems begins with the literal birth of Christian 
joy in the Nativity Ode, but it ends with a revisionary birth of classical joy: a suitably 
baroque image to end on. Perhaps because A Mask was not performed on the occasion of 
a wedding, Milton ends his masque with a marriage: that of Cupid and Psyche. After 
Cupid makes Psyche his “eternal Bride,” the mortal Psyche becomes pregnant with two 
                                                          
41 Paul Stevens, “Intolerance and the Virtues of Sacred Vehemence,” Milton and 
Toleration, ed. Sharon Achinstein and Elizabeth Sauer (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2007. 243–267), 247–49. 
42 Feisal G. Mohamed, “Confronting Religious Violence: Milton’s Samson Agonistes,” 
PMLA 120.2 (2005: 327–340), 333. 
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“blissful twins”—Youth and Joy. Milton advances the Renaissance reading of Cupid and 
Psyche’s marriage as an allegory of the soul’s union with divine love,43 but he makes 
major revisions to the classical source material and its Italian interpreters in changing 
Psyche’s children from the singular Voluptas (pleasure) or Diletto (delight) to the twins 
Youth and Joy.44 Changing pleasure and delight to joy points to the English volume’s 
earlier focus on Christian joy in the religious lyrics, but the inclusion of youth gestures 
towards “L’Allegro” instead of “Il Penseroso,” suggesting that Milton means to strike a 
balance between the rapturous joy of the religious lyrics and the public mirth of the 
cheerful man. In attempting to reform, rather than reject, public mirth, it is Milton’s 
classical baroque imagination that is animated, rather than his Christianizing tendencies. 
Turning now to the antiprelatical tracts, which amply demonstrate Milton’s 
Christianizing tendencies in prophetic and apocalyptic keys, we will nevertheless witness 
the persistence of his classical, baroque imagination, particularly with regards to his 
depictions of reformed ecclesiology and pastoral community.   
  
INVARIABLE PLANET OF JOY: PASTORAL COMMUNITY IN THE 
ANTIPRELATICAL TRACTS 
Though they evince deep learning concerning the history and theology of the 
Christian church, Milton’s five antiprelatical tracts (1641–42) are propelled more by 
passionate rhetoric than by reasoned argumentation. As Thomas Corns famously argues, 
the antiprelatical tracts do not contribute new scriptural ideas to the episcopacy debates; 
instead, they make compromise seem impossible by deploying vituperative language to 
                                                          
43 Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, 120 fn.114. 
44 Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, 120 fn.115. 
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describe the bishops.45 Milton joined the episcopacy debates on the back of 
Smectymnuus, the group of Puritan clergymen leading the charge against Joseph Hall, by 
adding a postscript to their An Answer to a Booke Entituled, An Humble Remonstrance 
(March 1641).46 He did not, however, heed their call for a moderate Puritan opposition 
against the bishops. As Thomas Kranidas explains, moderation increasingly declined as a 
virtue in Reformation debates, and those with Puritan leanings like Milton mobilized zeal 
as a weapon against the “lukewarmness” of the English Church.47 Milton’s history of the 
bishops is a textual performance of apocalyptic zeal influenced by John Foxe’s Actes and 
Monuments (1563), laced with impassioned diction that starkly contrasts with 
Smectymnuus’s even-tempered argumentation. Much has been said about Milton’s 
portrayal of the bishops as figures of disgust, but as I will argue, Milton’s passionate 
rhetoric also operates in an affirmative key, especially when he is describing his vision of 
reformed church discipline and pastoral community. Picking up on Hugh Trevor-Roper’s 
literary description of the antiprelatical tracts as marked by a “lyrical exaltation” fusing 
the classical tradition and millenarian Protestantism,48 I argue that Milton imagines post-
                                                          
45 Thomas N. Corns, Uncloistered Virtue: English Political Literature, 1640–1660 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992), 11–37. 
46 Though the author of A Postscript is not named, scholarly consensus is that Milton is 
indeed its author. See Complete Prose Works I, 961–65. Additionally, see David L. 
Hoover and Thomas N. Corns, “The Authorship of the Postscript to An Answer to a 
Booke Entituled, An Humble Remonstrance,” Milton Quarterly 38.2 (2004): 59–75. 
47 Thomas Kranidas, Milton and the Rhetoric of Zeal (Medieval and Renaissance Literary 
Studies. Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2005). For Puritans, the classical 
Aristotelan notion of the “golden mean” is something entirely different than 
lukewarmness in matters of religion (11). The Puritans often compared the moderate 
Anglican Church to the Church of Laodicea in the Book of Revelations, which gets 
destroyed during the apocalypse because it is neither “hot” nor “cold” (14–15). Another 
important context to note regarding Milton’s postscript is the Root and Branch 
legislation, which was working its way through Parliament at the time.  
48 Hugh Trevor-Roper, Catholics, Anglicans and Puritans: Seventeenth Century Essays 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987), 253–54, 236–42. 
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episcopal England as a network of spiritual communities imperfectly but harmoniously 
moving towards heavenly joy.     
 Quite similarly to the manner in which the Nativity Ode functions to establish the 
Nativity as the origin of Christian joy in the 1645 Poems, Milton’s first solo antiprelatical 
tract begins by establishing the Reformation rebirth of the Gospels as the origin of 
Protestant joy. In Of Reformation’s opening sentence—an ascendant parallel metaphor 
figuring the “suffering, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ” as “having been repeated 
in the suffering, death, and resurrection of his church”49—Milton compares the 
Reformation to Christ, “triumphing to the highest pitch of glory, in the Spirit, which drew 
up his body.” “I do not know of anything more worthy,” Milton claims, “to take up the 
whole passion of pitty, on the one side, and joy on the other” (519). In rediscovering and 
politicizing the metaphor associating the church with Christ’s body, Janel Mueller argues 
that Milton intends to “impress on the English the potential for glory that lay within 
immediate reach in their own institutions.”50 Such glory depends on dissemination of the 
“good news” of Christ’s Nativity, which the tract establishes as the instantiating event of 
joy in Christian history. As Achsah Guibbory notes, Milton propagates the image of the 
carnal prelates so common in Puritan anti-ceremonial discourse, juxtaposing their “new-
                                                          
49 Milton, Complete Prose Works I, 519 fn1. This metaphor is governed by an image that 
also governs the entire pamphlet: the members of the true church as members of the 
mystical body of Christ.  
50 Janel Mueller, “Embodying Glory: The Apocalyptic Strain in Milton’s Of 
Reformation,” Politics, Poetics, and Hermeneutics in Milton’s Prose, ed. David 
Loewenstein and James Grantham Turner (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990. 9–40), 24–25. Mueller argues that Milton rejects the “imperial tradition” of English 
apocalypticism in favor of a Pauline/Calvinist apocalypticism that preserves the mystery 
of incorporation between Christ and his church members (24–30). Milton resituates 
English apocalypticism as “a unitary framework where a divine design finds realization 
in and through the struggles of the English people toward even more perfect forms of 
individual and institutional life” (35). 
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vomited Paganisme of sensuall Idolatry” (520) with the more spiritual, inward worship 
based on the Gospels.51 Milton, however, gets at the spiritual through the sensual and 
affective quality of the Gospels. “Me thinks a soveraigne and reviving joy,” Milton 
proclaims, “must needs rush into the bosome of him that reads or heares; and the sweet 
Odour of the returning Gospell imbath his Soule with the fragrancy of Heaven” (524). 
Countering the crass sensual worship of Catholic and Laudian ceremonialism is the 
intellectual experience of reading and/or hearing the Gospels, which provides access to 
an anticipatory experience of olfactory delight. This image of the overheard Gospel as a 
smell reaches beyond the imagery of the Nativity Ode, which makes it an elemental and 
angelic sound; it is an image marrying Protestant and ceremonial impulses.  
Lana Cable argues that the “affective rhetoric” of Milton’s antiprelatical tracts 
produces his vision of the apocalypse.52 Indeed, Of Reformation’s concluding hymn to 
the Trinity demonstrates the centrality of joy to this vision. Mueller argues that Milton’s 
apocalyptic vision renders the Second Coming of Christ dependent on the solitary, 
meritorious activity of the poet.53 We see this idea in action in the hymn, when “some 
one”—Milton, presumably—emerges from the saints, offering “high strains in new and 
                                                          
51 Achsah Guibbory, Ceremony and Community from Herbert to Milton: Literature, 
Religion and Cultural Conflict in Seventeenth-Century England (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998), 151–52. Guibbory does argue that Milton matures into a view 
recognizing that “religious worship demands an external, material, sensible form” (148).  
52 Lana Cable, Carnal Rhetoric: Milton’s Iconoclasm and the Poetics of Desire (Durham: 
Duke University Press, 1995), 87–88. Cable’s analysis of Milton’s “carnal rhetoric” seeks 
to understand how Milton forged connections with his readers on “the affective level of 
linguistic immediacy” (2). By critiquing metaphor theory, Cable seeks to demonstrate the 
“cognitive validity” of “affective language,” a critical disposition necessary for Miltonists 
interested in rationally comprehending Milton’s “enormous and unending task of 
discovering Truth” by means of “nonrational affective language.” Milton’s “creative 
iconoclasm” describes the meeting of his iconoclastic and creative energies (3–4).    
53 Mueller, “Embodying Glory,” 34–35. 
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lofty Measures to sing and celebrate [God’s] divine Mercies.” Upon his arrival, Christ 
will proclaim a “universal and milde Monarchy through Heaven and Earth,” and those 
promoting the common good will “clasp inseparable Hands with joy, and blisse in over 
measure for ever,” pushing forward the “datelesse and irrevoluble Circle of Eternity” 
(616). Milton’s image of triumphant pastoral community incorporating into eternal 
temporality reflects the image of communal music in the early religious lyrics, especially 
the Nativity Ode. Just as the speaker of the Nativity Ode ever so subtly distinguishes his 
voice from those of the enraptured shepherds, Milton composes baroque prose imagining 
a royal heaven-earth hybrid while continuing to speak in the collective voice of the super-
eminent.   
The title of The Reason of Church-government announces its adherence to reason 
beyond affect, but Milton nevertheless conveys a deeply affective vision of church 
discipline. Christopher Tilmouth is right to say that shame is the operative affect of 
Miltonic discipline,54 but operational shame is oriented toward “Paternall Sorrow, or 
Paternall Joy, milde Severity, melting Compassion” (591). Milton’s non-authoritarian, 
liberating, and potentially revolutionary discipline, as Kenneth Graham describes it,55 
equates liberation with the collective experience of joy. Once again thematically echoing 
the Nativity Ode, Milton claims that discipline can grant humanity access to the Music of 
the Spheres.56 Explaining how the “blessed in Paradise” are happily disciplined, Milton 
conflates heaven and earth:  
                                                          
54 Tilmouth, “Early Poems and Prose,” 300–01. 
55 Kenneth J.E. Graham, Disciplinary Measures from the Metrical Psalms to Milton 
(London: Routledge, 2016), 125–26, 130.    
56 Milton, Complete Prose Works I, 752 fn.10. 
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Yet it is not to be conceiv’d that those eternall effluences of sanctity and 
love in the glorified Saints should by [discipline] be confin’d and cloy’d 
with repetition of that which is prescrib’d, but that our happinesse may 
orbe it selfe into a thousand vagancies of glory and delight, and with a 
kind of eccentricall equation be as it were an invariable Planet of joy and 
felicity, how much lesse can we believe that God would leave his fraile 
and feeble, though not lesse beloved Church here below to the perpetuall 
stumble of conjecture and disturbance in this our darke voyage without the 
card and compasse of Discipline. (752–53)   
In this passage, we see communal happiness orb into the reformed delight of A Mask, 
producing an “invariable Planet of joy” encompassing elect saints on earth and angels in 
heaven. Discipline does not prescribe, confine, or cloy the “eternall effluences of sanctity 
and love” issuing from the glorified saints, but rather incorporates the saints into a greater 
celestial body of joy. Milton’s angels here, and throughout the antiprelatical tracts, are a 
good example of what Joad Raymond calls “radical angels,” evoking “the immediacy of 
the spirit world” in order to “describe the history and geography of the universe” and to 
“redraw the heavens.”57 To describe this new body as an “invariable planet” is 
productively paradoxical; because “planet” denotes a “wanderer” in addition to a celestial 
object,58 describing this planet of joy as “invariable” produces an image of discordia 
concors. Though the planet of joy orbits in its own path, it orbits in a kind of harmony 
                                                          
57 Joad Raymond, Milton’s Angels: The Early-Modern Imagination (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2010), 124. For a more in-depth reading of radical angels, see 115–23. 
58 Milton, Complete Prose Works I, 752–53 fn.18. 
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with other planets; it is one ebullient melody in a growing cosmic symphony. Indeed, this 
passage constitutes the height of Milton’s baroque imagination in the antiprelatical tracts. 
 In distinguishing between state and church jurisdictions, Milton develops the 
efficacy of the spiritual wanderer within pastoral communities. Whereas the magistrate’s 
role is to promote the “worldly happinesse” (845–46) of his political subjects, the 
minister is tasked with his flock’s spiritual health. The “horrid sentence” of 
excommunication, Milton advises, should only be utilized as a last resort (847). Because 
excommunication is an intense form of mercy meant to save a wandering soul, the 
celebration greeting the returning Christian should be equally, but oppositely, intense:  
[W]ith incredible expressions of joy all his brethren receive him, and set 
before him those perfumed bankets of Christian consolation; with pretious 
ointments bathing and fomenting the old and now to be forgotten stripes 
which terror and shame had inflicted; and thus with heavenly solaces they 
cheere up his humble remorse, till he regain his firth health and felicity. 
(848)      
Milton imagines sensuous rewards—a banquet of sweetmeats and dainty dishes, along 
with a bath of warm, medicating lotions59—as properly fitting the trials of terror. 
Milton’s church discipline, which instrumentalizes shame and terror in order to achieve 
joy, befits the “economicall and paternal” form of government found in the Gospels, 
wherein all sons are obedient and live within “the sound of Scripture” (849). Milton’s 
ideal congregational community is a virtual fraternity obedient to its paternal authorities 
living in a soundscape of scripture. The affective tonality of the Gospels is recreated as a 
                                                          
59 Milton, Complete Prose Works I, 848 fn.127. 
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means of maintaining order and rewarding experiences of shame and terror. While Milton 
here returns to the Gospels as a sound, his imagery describing the unbelievable 
expressions of joy accompanying redemption are sensuous, even fleshly. Book 2 of The 
Reason of Church-government, which began with the polemicist apologizing for past 
poetry, alludes to unbelievable expressions of joy within England’s reformed ecclesial 
polity, after it saves only one lost soul. Somewhat paradoxically, the lost soul’s 
waywardness ends up producing a communal joy that needs to be heard to be believed.  
   
CONCLUSION 
 As I have argued throughout this chapter, joy is central to the young Milton’s 
ethics, and it inflects his poetic as well as prosaic endeavors to galvanize and scrutinize 
pastoral community. The baroque is a fitting label for Milton’s aesthetics across the early 
poetry and prose because it captures the cosmic expansiveness and musicality of Milton’s 
ideal vision of pastoral community. To conclude, I return to the divorce tracts, which 
follow the antiprelatical tracts and contain their own baroque figurations of joy, but in the 
service of articulating marital community in relation to Protestant society at large. As we 
will see, Milton mobilizes his baroque imagination to discredit charges that his theory of 
marriage is Catholic and sacramental.  
Though responses to the first edition of The Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce 
were few and mostly ephemeral,60 Milton did receive one sustained print response. In An 
Answer to a Book (1644), the anonymous author recapitulates Milton’s theory of 
                                                          
60 See, for example, Herbert Palmer, The Glasse of Gods Providence towards his 
Faithfull Ones (London: Printed by G.M. for the Underhill at the Bible in Woodstreet, 
1644). This is a printing of Palmer’s sermon delivered to the House of Lords and 
Commons at Westminster on 13 Aug 1644, a “special and peculiar day of Humiliation.” 
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marriage verbatim: “It is a lesse breach of wedlock to part with quiet consent betimes, 
then still to profane that mystery of joy with a polluting sadnesse.” “Mysterie of joy, what 
language is this?” he asks. “[I]s mariage now a Sacrament signifying joy?” The language 
of mystery places marriage dangerously close to Roman Catholicism, though the author 
stops short of calling Milton a Papist, for “the Papists indeed make [marriage] a 
Sacrament, but not of joy.” It is the duty of both husband and wife to “amend their faults 
which are the occasion of the sad living, and not to be separated from one anothers 
persons.”61 In Colasterion (4 March 1645), Milton responds to this accusation of 
papistry: “[W]hat hath hee to doe either with joy, or with mystery?” Milton asks of his 
anonymous sparring partner, reclaiming both words for his own argument. “If I shall 
spell it to him, Hee breaks mariage lest, is to say, hee dishonours not mariage” (749). To 
speak of marriage as a mystery is not to call it a sacrament but an honorable Protestant 
ordinance, one that denies the imputation of God’s grace upon forging the covenant but 
that nevertheless values marriage as a significant demonstration of faith. A man may 
break a “particular mariage” given a “lawfull case” while preserving the honor of “the 
Ordinance of Mariage” more generally.  
Perhaps in response to An Answer to a Book, Milton greatly expands the chapter 
describing marriage as “that mystery of joy and union” for the second edition of The 
Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce. The most sizeable addition is the ancient myth of 
Eros and Anteros. Not wholly blind, Eros is often tricked into perceiving “obvious and 
suborned striplings” as that which he really desires—his brother Anteros—because his 
                                                          
61 An Answer to a book intituled, The doctrine and discipline of divroce, or, A plea for 
ladies and gentlewomen, and all other maried [sic] women against divorce wherein both 
sexes are vindicated from all bonadge [sic] of canon law, and other mistakes whatsoever 
(London: Printed by G.M. for William Lee, 1644), 36. 
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single eye does not operate so well in “this dark region here below.” Earth is not Eros’s 
“proper sphere,” but Eros eventually recognizes that his consorts are impostors once he 
soars up “into the high Towr of his Apogaeum, above the shadow of the earth.” This 
recognition leaves Eros “undeifi’d, and despoil’d of all his force”: that is, until he finds in 
Anteros “the reflection of a coequal & homogeneal fire” (255). David Orvis argues that 
Milton exploits the “contradictions and controversies” attached to the Eros-Anteros myth 
in order to “articulate a hitherto ineffable mutual love,” what Orvis calls a “queer 
mutuality” distinct from the institutions of marriage and friendship with the potential to 
expose the tyranny of these and similar institutions.62 It is important to note, however, 
that Milton seems motivated to add the passage less to clarify the nature of marital love 
than to clarify how and why marriage constitutes a mysteriously joyful union. The 
passage’s homoeroticism, especially in relation to Milton’s articulation of heterosexual 
Christian marriage, indeed seems odd, but the familial dimension of Eros and Anteros’s 
relationship—their status as brothers—is much odder, raising the specter of incest beyond 
homoeroticism. Perhaps Milton means to make Eros and Anteros emblematic of his 
singular view of Protestant charity, distinct but overlapping with marriage and male-male 
friendship. Whatever his intentions, Milton sees this reworking of the Eros-Anteros myth 
as clearing him from charges of Catholic sacramentalism; we do not have to work hard to 
imagine how this revision opened him up to much worse accusations. I point to this 
episode because it is a moment in which Milton draws on his classical baroque 
imagination to clarify a description of joy that struck at least one reader as expressive of 
                                                          
62 David L. Orvis, “Eros and Anteros: Queer Mutuality in The Doctrine and Discipline of 
Divorce,” Queer Milton, ed. David L. Orvis (Early Modern Cultural Studies 1500–1700. 
Switzerland: Palgrave Macmillan, 2018. 117–138), 120–21. Orvis argues that Milton is 
less invested in Neo-Platonism then in Plato’s dialogue itself in the Phaedrus.  
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Catholic sacramentalism. In clarifying this joy through the Eros-Anteros myth, Milton 
attempts to bring unspeakable joy into language.  
Whatever the Eros-Anteros myth conveys about marital affection, Milton’s 
divorce tracts do provide insight into the nature and function of joy within marriage. In 
Tetrachordon (4 March 1645), Milton argues that “Religion” and the “study of wisdome” 
occasionally requires “slackning the cords of intense thought and labour” (597):  
We cannot therefore alwayes be contemplative, or pragmaticall abroad, 
but have need of som delightfull intermissions, wherein the enlarg’d soul 
may leav off a while her severe schooling; and like a glad youth in 
wandring vacancy, may keep her hollidaies to joy and harmless pastime: 
which as she cannot well doe without company, so in no company so well 
as where the different sexe in most resembling unlikenes, and most unlike 
resemblance cannot but please best and be pleas’d in the aptitude of that 
variety. (597)  
Influencing Milton’s depiction of marital conjugality are two places in Scripture: 
Proverbs 5:18–19, which sanctions “ravishment and erring fondnes in the entertainment 
of wedded leisures”; and the Song of Songs, which offers the “jolliest expressions” of “a 
thousand raptures betweene those two lovely ones farre on the hither side of carnall 
enjoyment” (596–97). But we should also notice that Milton’s simile comparing the 
enlarged soul resting from its contemplation to a glad youth taking a joyful holiday 
recalls A Mask in tethering together youth and joy. Whereas A Mask invokes Youth and 
Joy to signify the reformation of public mirth, Tetrachodron invokes the joyful youth to 
obliquely express private, heterosexual conjugality; rather than directly describe the 
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amorous life of the husband and wife, Milton figures the husband’s feminine soul taking 
joyful company with its embodied wife. However carnal these delightful intermissions 
may be, they ultimately serve the function of recharging the Protestant’s enlarged soul, so 
that it may more forcefully perform the intertwined duties of privately contemplating 
wisdom and publicly reforming religion.  
 Clearly, Milton’s theory of joyful marriage was off the spectrum, but this did not 
stop critics from allying it to the furthest poles of the spectrum: papism, but more 
germane to the religious politics of mid-1640s England, antinomian enthusiasm—the 
belief that possession by Christ’s saving grace sanctions supersession of God’s moral 
law. The Answer to a Book author takes issue with Milton’s “wilde, mad, and frantick 
divinitie,” comparing it to the “Maids of Algate”63 who claim to be “Christed with 
Christ” so that they can sin with impunity.64 Against this charge, Milton argues that it is 
not “frantic divinity” to claim that the performance of peace and love in society does 
more to dignify the institution of marriage than to force its “outward continuance.” The 
“Maids at Algate,” Milton retorts, “are likely to have more witt then the Servingman at 
Addlegate” (750). In the next chapter, I turn to the literature of sectarianism in order to 
affirm the wit of several antinomian enthusiasts of the mid-seventeenth century, 
appealing to a mysterious sense of joyful union within—but also beyond—marital and 
familial community.  
                                                          
63 Answer to a Book, 36. “Maids of Algate” is a term for antinomians. See Milton, 
Complete Prose Works II, 750 fn.122.   




REJOICE UNDER THE LAW OF FREEDOM: 
ANTINOMIAN ENTHUSIASM AND SECTARIAN PROPHECY  
 
The emergence of Protestant sectarianism in mid-1640s England produced a host of 
negative affects amongst those holding positions of political and religious power: disgust, 
anger, and hatred, but especially fear. With Areopagitica (23 Nov 1644), Milton attempts 
to modulate this climate of fear surrounding England into one of joy. Though not a 
sectarian himself, Milton maintained a position of toleration towards the sects because he 
felt their existence served as a sign of England’s religious progress. Though some may 
“lament” the “fantastic terrors of sect and schism,” Milton argues that England should 
rather “rejoyce” over “this pious forwardness among men, to reassume the ill deputed 
care of their Religion into their own hands again” (554). To counter the common 
stereotype that sectarians spoke of themselves as possessed by Christ’s grace solely to 
license their transgressions of the Mosaic Law, Milton depicts Moses—“the great 
prophet”—looking down from heaven and “rejoycing to see that memorable and glorious 
wish of his fulfill’d, when . . . all the Lords people are become Prophets” (555–56). As 
David Loewenstein argues, mid-1640s England was a time in which discussions of 
toleration often elicited “the depth of visceral and irrational feelings.”1 This is why 
Areopagitica appeals to a dynamic conception of truth; Milton portrays the sects as part 
of a “vibrant nation and its rapidly changing religious culture that are in the process of 
                                                          
1 David Loewenstein, “Toleration and the Specter of Heresy in Milton’s England,” Milton 
and Toleration, ed. Sharon Achinstein and Elizabeth Sauer (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2007. 45–71), 46. 
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being reinvigorated and recreated” in order to prompt readers to “exercise their own 
acute, independent, vigilant judgments.”2 Thomas Fulton argues that Milton 
experimented with “new forms of reasoning” in Areopagitica. In the exordium, we can 
see how central affect is to the tract’s processual ethics of persuading Parliament, his 
explicit audience, to tolerate the sects;3 beyond fear, doubt, and even hope, Milton favors 
“the joy and gratulation which it brings to all who wish and promote their Countries 
liberty” as its orienting affect (486–87). As Nigel Smith notes, Milton adopts the persona 
of a righteously impassioned orator so as to redirect oratory towards edification.4 Joy is 
central both to Milton’s righteous persona and edificatory goals; to transcend the climate 
of fear occasioned by sectarianism, Areopagitica suggests rejoicing in the broader 
implications it materializes concerning the birth of a prophetic nation ready to reform the 
English church.  
 Those ardently advancing a position of intolerance towards sectarianism also 
adopted joy to articulate their position, but it was of a much different kind. In the 
prefatory material to all three volumes of Gangraena (Feb–Dec 1646), Thomas Edwards 
disingenuously plays victim to the sectarians, the primary target of his heresiography. 
Scripture and the experiences of holy men, after all, provide models for turning worldly 
                                                          
2 Loewenstein, “Toleration,” 68, 65–67. 
3 Thomas Fulton, “Areopagitica and the Roots of Liberal Epistemology,” English 
Literary Renaissance 34.1 (2004: 42–82), 53. Though Fulton argues that Areopagitica 
and other liberty of conscience and tolerationist tracts of its era were deeply indebted to 
“process-based models of reason” ensconced in the emerging tradition of scientific 
positivism (48), he does see the purported Cartesian quality of the seventeenth century’s 
epistemological revolution as an oversimplification that ignores the philosophical, 
ethical, and poetic implications of discourses of freedom. 
4 Nigel Smith, “Areopagitica: Voicing Contexts, 1643–5,” Politics, Poetics, and 
Hermeneutics in Milton’s Prose, ed. David Loewenstein and James Grantham Turner 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1990. 103–22), 118.  
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affliction into spiritual benefit; whether Paul against Corinthian and Galatian heretics, 
Augustine and Jerome against the Donatists, or Luther against papists and antinomians, 
holy men respond to reproaches by “rejoycing in their sufferings, rather rising higher, and 
growing more bold, then being moved or discouraged.”5 To his good Christian readers, 
Edwards promises that, should he be “offered up upon the sacrifice and service of your 
faith” for exposing sectarian blasphemies, he will rejoice. Indeed, if God were to deliver 
Edwards into sectarian hands, they would have no cause to rejoice, for he should 
overcome them and, “like Sampson kill more Philistims by my death then by my life, and 
many Brethren would waxe more bold to preach and write against them, and out of my 
ashes should arise those who should further discover them.”6 As Edwards rushed to 
compile all three volumes of his massive heresiography over the course of less than one 
year, his prefaces amplify his imagined persecution to the point where he becomes a 
sacrificial phoenix, reborn as a multitude of heresy-hunters committed to eradicating 
English sectarianism.  
As for the sectarians themselves, they also engaged in the rhetoric of joy-in-
suffering, but their suffering was usually of a more material kind, emerging from 
experiences of violence and imprisonment. Eight years before the publication of 
Gangraena, the Leveller John Lilburne, whom Edwards cites with increasing frequency 
                                                          
5 Thomas Edwards, The first and second part of Gangraena, or, A Catalogue and 
discovery of the many errors, heresies, blasphemies and pernicious practices of the 
sectaries of this time, vented and acted in England in these four last years (London: 
Printed by T.R. and E.M. for Ralph Smith, at the Sign of the Bible near Cornhill near the 
Royal Exchange, 1646).  
6 Thomas Edwards, The third part of Gangræna. Or, A new and higher discovery of the 
errors, heresies, blasphemies, and insolent proceedings of the sectaries of these times; 
with some animadversions by way of confutation upon many of the errors and heresies 
named (London: Printed for Ralph Smith, at the Bible in Cornhil, 1646).  
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throughout his heresiography’s three volumes, published a series of anti-episcopal tracts 
composed in Fleet Prison, which vividly describe his cruel punishments for the crime of 
circulating unlicensed books. The title page of A Worke of the Beast (1638) advertises 
Lilburne’s “heavenly speech” at “the time of his suffering,” and the beginning of the text 
establishes his affective disposition: “I went to my suffering with as willing and joyfull a 
heart as if I had been going to solemnize the day of my maraige with one of the choysest 
Creatures this world could afford” (39).7 As Lilburne is dragged by an ox-cart to the 
pillory at Westminster, his conveyers and he pause at a tavern, where he meets several of 
his friends who “exceedingly rejoyced to see [his] courage.” Lilburne counts this—the 
day he is able to “lightly [esteem]” his sufferings on account of the “inward joy and 
comfort” exalting his soul—as the day he was wedded to Christ (42–43). Lilburne 
informs his “brethren” that he has learned by experience how “sweet & comfortable” it is 
to draw in “the Yoake of Christ”: “for my soule is fild so full of spirituall and heavenlie 
joy, that with my tongue I am not able to expresse it” (54). Like Edwards, Lilburne cites 
Paul as a model of Christian subjectivity, but he refers not to the reproaches Paul received 
for rebuking heretics, but rather to Paul’s imprisonment at Philippi. Just as God made 
Paul “singe in the Stocks at midnight,” Lilburne confidently asserts that God “will also 
make me rejoyce in my Chaines” (63). By the time Edwards was deploying the rhetoric 
of joy-in-suffering to describe the blowback he received as a result of his heresy hunting, 
Lilburne had already moved on to excoriating the momentary “joy of the hypocrite” (Job 
                                                          
7 Citations of Lilburne’s A Worke of the Beast derive from David M. Hart and Ross 
Kenyon, eds., Tracts on Liberty by the Levellers and their Critics, Volume 1 (1638–1643) 
(Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2015).  
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20:5) in Englands Birth-Right Justified (1645), a short-sighted joy characterizing all who 
suppress “the true Ministery of the Gospel” (359).8  
As these examples demonstrate, the religious politics of joy-in-suffering 
embroiled both extremes of the ecclesiastical landscape in mid-1640s England, from the 
conservative Presbyterianism of Edwards to the radical sectarianism of Lilburne.9 In her 
analysis of the erotic dimensions of power, Melissa Sanchez argues that early modern 
literature “constitutes an alternate tradition of political theory that stresses a perverse 
component of sovereignty, one that disrupts more conventional accounts of politics as 
driven by rational choice, false consciousness, or brute force.”10 Sanchez’s focus on 
sadomasochism—the pleasure to be had in the pain of the self and/or of others—leads her 
to explore the intersection between discourses of Petrarchan courtship and Protestant 
hagiography, both of which “see suffering, not joy, as evidence of true love.”11 The 
Protestant tradition, however, indeed conflates suffering and joy in its broader interest in 
charity: love of God and neighbor. In his articulation of the “suffering self” in 
seventeenth-century England, John Yamamoto-Wilson points out that religious 
                                                          
8 Citation of Lilburne’s Englands Birth-Right Justified derives from David M. Hart and 
Ross Kenyon, eds., Tracts on Liberty by the Levellers and their Critics, Volume 2 (1644–
1645) (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 2015). 
9 In associating Levellerism with sectarianism, I resist the tendency in English Revolution 
historiography to separate the Levellers from the broader phenomenon of sectarianism in 
late-1640s and early-1650s England. Gary De Krey demonstrates how the group of 
writers and activists labeled “Levellers” possessed sectarian origins and maintained 
sectarian audiences well after their military defeat at Burford in 1649. See Gary S. De 
Krey, Following the Levellers, Volume One: Political and Religious Radicals in the 
English Civil War and Revolution, 1645–1649 (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 5; 
and Gary S. De Krey, Following the Levellers, Volume Two: English Political and 
Religious Radicals from the Commonwealth to the Glorious Revolution, 1649–1688 
(London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2017), 326.  
10 Melissa E. Sanchez, Erotic Subjects: The Sexuality of Politics in Early Modern English 
Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 4. 
11 Sanchez, Erotic Subjects, 5. 
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nonconformists dominate the discourse of “rejoicing to suffer for faith” from 1640–60, a 
discourse that is determined by the conflict between Puritans and churchmen and the 
abolition of the Church of England under Oliver Cromwell.12 In the revolutionary 
decades, suffering affliction for the cause of Christ not only granted the suffering subject 
moral authority, it also freed the subject from guilt as defined by human law and liberated 
the subject’s spirit.13    
Recovering the sectarian politics of joy-in-suffering helps us better understand the 
experiential nature of religious politics during the emergence of English sectarianism, 
which scholars have tended to organize around the affect of fear. As Barry Reay argues, 
sectarianism terrified Presbyterians, moderates, and propertied men alike, instigating 
reactionary responses such as Gangraena.14 Edwards’s massive heresiography, as Ann 
Hughes explains, helped mobilize zealous Presbyterianism against Independency and 
Sectarianism around the politics of godliness.15 But as Alexandra Walsham argues, 
Edwards’s tract additionally appeals to the “amused contempt” audiences would have had 
for religious dissidents.16 Fear surely motivated Edwards and likeminded Presbyterians to 
expose the blasphemies and heresies of sectarianism, and sectarians surely mobilized 
apocalyptic fear against their perceived opponents, but it is spiritual joy that orients the 
era’s religious politics of godliness. Though the Diggers, Ranters, and Fifth Monarchists 
                                                          
12 John R. Yamamoto-Wilson, Pain, Pleasure and Perversity: Discourses of Suffering in 
Seventeenth-Century England (Farnham: Ashgate, 2013), 51–52. 
13 Yamamoto-Wilson, Discourses of Suffering, 52–54. 
14 Yamamoto-Wilson, Discourses of Suffering, 21. 
15 Ann Hughes, Gangraena and the Struggle for the English Revolution (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2004), 2–4, 105. 
16 Alexandra Walsham, Charitable Hatred: Tolerance and Intolerance in England, 1500–
1700 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2006), 121–22.  
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advance radically conflicting visions of Christian society, they all nevertheless situate 
spiritual joy as the affect binding the apocalyptic communities of the future.  
 Sectarian expressions of spiritual joy also help us appreciate the unique character 
of antinomian enthusiasm in mid-seventeenth century England, particularly the 
productive tension it animates between divine law and Christian grace. As Nicholas 
McDowell argues, antinomianism—the Protestant belief that the spiritually elect are not 
bound by Mosaic Law—and enthusiasm—the Protestant subject’s spiritual possession—
were “potential constituents of a revolutionary ideology in that they offered immense 
spiritual power to those who felt themselves to be in a powerless social position.”17 
Similarly, Geoffrey Nuttall argues that radical Puritans associated the Holy Spirit with a 
spiritual perception analogous to sense perception that was not irrational but was rather 
intuitive.18 The rhetoric of antinomian enthusiasm—combining ideas of prophecy, 
inspiration, ignorance, and learning—forged new languages in sectarian England that, 
according to J.C. Davis, defined liberty in terms of greater obedience to God’s will.19 As 
we can see, spiritual possession was, from the point of view of the possessed, a step 
towards greater obedience to God and divine law. But, because enthusiasm was 
frequently viewed as a pretense licensing amorality and sin, radicals of a more discerning 
nature understood that evangelical expression needed to be grounded in some form or 
another of law. As I will argue in this chapter, rejoicing—the expression of spiritual 
joy—negotiates the threshold between law and grace. In the hands of radical sectarians, 
                                                          
17 Nicholas McDowell, The English Radical Imagination: Culture, Religion, and 
Revolution, 1630–1660 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2003), 17.  
18 Nuttall, Holy Spirit, 38, 43.  
19 J.C. Davis, “Religion and the Struggle for Freedom in the English Revolution,” 




rejoicing simultaneously constitutes a “lawless” expression of prophetic enthusiasm and a 
“lawful” expression of salvific righteousness.  
 Drawing on recent scholarship discussing early modern rights discourse and 
theories of natural law, this chapter begins by establishing sectarian rejoicing as a hybrid 
expression of divine law and Christian grace. It then turns to three case studies of 
sectarian prophets in order to demonstrate how their vastly different visions of 
apocalyptic community all nevertheless bind said communities through circulations of 
spiritual joy. The first section looks at the Digger Gerrard Winstanley, who finds it 
necessary to investigate the phenomenology of spiritual joy as he works to create a 
patriarchal society of agrarian communes. In the next section, I turn to the polyandrous 
divinity of the Ranter Abiezer Coppe, who embraces the feminizing subjectivity implied 
by apocalyptic joy. Finally, I conclude with a section on Anna Trapnel, the Fifth 
Monarchist prophetess whose status as a single woman allows her to authentically 
embody the role of the joyful apocalyptic bride. As radically different as their theories of 
apocalyptic community are, all three writers believe that true joy involves the righteous 
interpretation of divine and natural law, which prompts the pious subject to rejoice, 
thereby circulating grace to other Christians. More broadly, joy blurs numerous 
distinctions: male/female, ecstasy/prophecy, reason/passion, and activity/passivity.   
 
SECTARIAN REJOICING AS LAW-GRACE HYBRID 
As Leo Strauss explains, the terms “right” and “rights” are unique in the early 
modern period, for they generally denote an objective set of duties rather than a 
subjective condition of being. “Natural rights” refer to “the right thing for the persons to 
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do when judged by an external standard posed by nature or by natural reason.”20 For John 
Witte, Luther’s distinction between Law and Gospel, and the more fluid threshold 
Calvinism strikes between the two, deeply informs the Calvinist Reformation’s history as 
the “wellspring of Western rights.”21 Protestant understandings of Christian liberty, 
Catholic and Jesuit critics claimed, tended towards anarchism in their de-emphasis of law 
in favor of the Gospels.22 Evangelical impulses, however, were not lawless per se, even if 
they minimized Mosaic and human law; they appealed to natural and divine law in 
asserting the rationality of enthusiastically receiving and disseminating Gospel truths. 
There is such a thing as evangelic lawfulness, and, lawful evangelism.   
Generally speaking, Calvinism tends to minimize the role of human activity in 
comparison to the effect of divine grace on Christians, but the post-Calvinist landscape of 
early modern England demonstrates intense interest in measuring the threshold between 
law and grace. Standard Catholic attacks against Protestant constructions of human 
agency claimed that Calvinist denials of free will turn humans into beastly automatons.23 
This, of course, oversimplifies the Calvinist position; Calvin himself insisted that “[t]he 
motion of the holy spirit . . . does not take away human action; human beings do not 
receive their conversion like a stone receives an impulse from one who throws it.”24 As 
we can see, enthusiasm—possession by the Holy Spirit—does not imply that the human 
subject is entirely beholden to the whims of the invading spirit; it suggests that divine 
                                                          
20 John Witte, The Reformation of Rights: Law, Religion, and Human Rights in Early 
Modern Calvinism (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2008), 20–21. 
21 Witte, Reformation of Rights, 23; see also Annabel S. Brett, Changes of State: Nature 
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22 Brett, Changes of State, 150. 
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inspiration is a powerful, intensifying experience that complicates totalizing appeals to 
human liberty on the one hand and divine bondage on the other. The presence of the Holy 
Spirit within the Christian subject blurs activity and passivity. 
In Protestant discourse, a right is an “inter-subjective rightfulness or lawfulness,” 
in which “there is no great pressure to draw the distinction between what I am 
commanded to do and what I do by my own right.”25 As Annabel Brett argues, 
“sociability” is the “dominant mood” of Protestant natural law discourses; they are 
concerned with “the sphere of our actions in respect of others.”26 Thus, the ethical 
sociability of early modern rights reflects rejoicing’s renewed status as a duty towards 
God and neighbor in Reformation England.27 As an expression of the “good news” of the 
Gospels, it is clearly a vehicle of grace. But there are also elements of both divine and 
natural law involved in rejoicing; the experience of true joy was often spoken of as a 
coming-into divine righteousness predicated on the proper modulation and orientation of 
the worldly passions. The evangelical and lawful dimensions of joy begin to explain why 
its expression and theorization proliferated in mid-1640s and early 1650s England, in 
concert with the proliferation of radical sectarianism. Though joyful expressions could be 
construed as expressions of antinomian enthusiasm, they could equally be construed as 
expressions of the Protestant subject’s providential elevation into divine righteousness. 
As we will see in the next section, the Digger Gerrard Winstanley represents joy as an 
affect circulating between his writing persona and his readers, but he demonstrates 
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26 Brett, Changes of State, 71. 
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increasing attention to the phenomenology of spiritual joy as a response to the 
persecution of the Diggers and his growing skepticism of public preaching. 
 
REJOICE IN SILENCE: GERRARD WINSTANLEY AND THE DIGGERS 
In the preface to Several Pieces Gathered into one Volume (1649), Gerrard 
Winstanley narrates the trajectory of his writing career. The “joy of that Sweet 
anointing”—his inner experiences of the Holy Spirit—frequently prompted him to depart 
from his friends during social gatherings and write, but worldly opposition stunted his 
progress. Nevertheless, “the power of that overflowing Anointing” returned, filling 
Winstanley with joy and encouraging him to continue writing. Winstanley, however, 
betrays his anxiety about publishing his work, fearing it will set him above other men. 
The Saints Paradise, one of the texts in Several Pieces, demonstrates Winstanley’s 
attempt to style himself a prophet without exalting himself above his readers. “I see more 
clearly into these secrets then before I writ them,” he claims, “which teaches me to 
rejoyce in silence, to see the Father so abundantly at work” (316).28 Later in the text, 
Winstanley navigates the central paradox of his methodology—enjoining his audience to 
seek knowledge from God directly, rather than from earthly teachers such as himself—by 
speaking of himself as a witness, rather than a teacher: “But I do not write to teach any 
one my words to be their knowledge, for what I know, I speake, and leave it upon the 
spirit of the Reader, that if he finde the same workings of God in him, his joy may be 
confirmed by a witnesse, and so fulfilled” (322). Winstanley conceives of the author-
                                                          
28 All citations from texts appearing in Several Pieces Gathered into One Volume (The 
Saints Paradise and The New Law of Righteousness) derive from Gerrard Winstanley, 
The Complete Works of Gerrard Winstanley, Volume I, ed. Thomas N. Corns, Ann 
Hughes, and David Loewenstein (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009).   
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reader transaction as one in which the author presents his past experiences of joy so that 
the reader can confirm, and thereby increase, his own joy. In framing his own joy as a 
predominantly private and inward experience—a silent jubilation made public only 
through writing—Winstanley patiently forges sympathy with his judicious readers.  
Written a few days before the execution of Charles I, The New Law of 
Righteousness picks up on the silent rejoicing of The Saints Paradise in expressing a 
“radical passivity” characterized by silent patience.29 Nevertheless, the text “throbs with 
an excitement at the imminence of change and of the possibilities disclosed by the 
seemingly epochal resolution of England’s political crisis,”30 and Winstanley develops 
his attack against possessiveness.31 The path of righteousness, Winstanley explains, not 
only makes a man use the world without abusing it; it allows him to have “content and 
joy, though he have no creature to have communion with” (535). Admitting that joy 
requires company, Winstanley nevertheless argues that righteousness can produce 
solitary joy, and he carefully unpacks its phenomenology:  
When the divine power rules in a man, and he knows it not, as it may be in 
some measure, this mans joy is but small; for a man may act from the 
power of love and righteousnesse, and yet not see nor know the excellency 
of that power which guides him. But when a man is made to see and know 
the law of love and righteousnesse within him, and delights to act from 
that power of life and liberty, which he seeth and feeleth seated in him. 
                                                          
29 Winstanley, Complete Works I, 25–26. 
30 Corns, Uncloistered Virtue, 159. 
31 Corns, Uncloistered Virtue, 158–59. See also G.E. Aylmer, “The Religion of Gerrard 
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Now this man is carried on with much joy and sweet calmness, meeknesse 
and moderation, and is full of glory. This is the excellency of the work of 
Christ, not onely to make flesh subject to righteousnesse, but to know 
himself made subject, & to rejoyce in the sweet enjoyment of that prince 
of peace to make a man rejoyce, & to know the ground of his joy is 
unmoveable. (559–60)  
For all of its talk of rejoicing, this passage describes an entirely inward experience. A 
man may be righteously enjoying Christ without knowing it. To know the workings of 
the divine law and righteousness is transformative, but it is to know of a power that 
already resides within. Winstanley thus figures a positive feedback loop: the Christian 
rejoices in the enjoyment of Christ, which increases his joy. Admitting that the ground of 
joy is moveable, The New Law of Righteousness patiently unfolds the phenomenology of 
spiritual joy so that its readers can compare it to their own experiences. In this passage, 
joy signifies both adherence to divine law and the potential to freely speak and act. 
 In the theological treatises discussed above, Winstanley speaks to a more abstract 
audience about cultivating a mental and affective disposition of peaceful, calm joy. But in 
his Digger texts, Winstanley attempts to assure his audience (particularly the new 
Council of State) that the Diggers were not disrupting civil order or attempting to infringe 
on property rights. As John Gurney notes, the Digger movement tripled in size after The 
True Levellers Standard was released.32 Gurney speculates that the Diggers were able to 
effectively appeal to those on the fringes of both local society and the gentry because 
their popular language of radical religious enthusiasm cut across social boundaries and 
                                                          
32 John Gurney, Brave Community: The Digger Movement in the English Revolution 
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softened the communist aspects of their program.33 But as the Diggers grew, so too did 
assaults against them. When local opposition began filing suits of trespass, the Diggers 
moved to Cobham’s Little Heath: a smart decision, for they were returning to the parish 
where their movement originated and developed. The protests against them in Cobham, 
however, were much more organized.34 In A New-Yeers Gift, Winstanley denounces 
attacks against the Diggers in Walton dating back to 1 April 1649. Winstanley depicts the 
enemies of the Diggers as false rejoicers, a theme that resonates throughout the tract. The 
Diggers, on the other hand, have legitimate reason to rejoice; it is “a great happinesse to 
be persecuted for righteousnesse sake,” Winstanley argues, by successors to Judas and 
the Pharisees (122–24).35 Gurney believes that Winstanley saw the benefit of reaffirming 
and reassessing the religious, theological, and millenarian position of the Diggers in light 
of heightened persecution.36 Indeed, the tract ends with two poems, the first of which 
follows a declaration of the “cheerful” disposition of the remaining Diggers, “taking the 
spoyling of their Goods patiently, and rejoycing that they are counted worthy to suffer 
persecution for Rigtheounesse sake” (147): 
You Lordly Foes, you will rejoyce 
 this newes to hear and see; 
Do so, go on; but wee’l rejoyce 
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 much more the Truth to see: 
For by our hands truth is declar’d, 
 and nothing is kept back; 
Our faithfulness much joy doth bring, 
 though victuals we may lack. (148)  
As simple as this poem is, it succeeds in punning on a few important millenarian 
concepts, particularly rejoicing and trial. The rejoicing of the Diggers’s enemies is false, 
premised as it is on an enjoyment of their suffering. In contrast, the rejoicing of the 
Diggers is righteous because it emerges from their vision of truth and their declaration of 
truth vis-à-vis work, not speech. Here, it becomes clear why Winstanley is so tentative in 
his earlier writings; divinity is best expressed through the work of the hands, not the 
expressions of the mouth. As a kind of work of the hand, writing is a compromise 
between physical labor and public profession that can be both lawful and free.   
John Rogers argues that the Digger experiment was ultimately doomed to fail 
because of the disjunction between Winstanley’s theology and his agrarian practices: “the 
physical act of clearing trees and digging up the commons . . . necessarily contradicts the 
unswerving passivity of official Digger theology.”37 This sharp dichotomy between 
activity and passivity, however, breaks down if we continue to explore the acute 
phenomenological reflections in Winstanley’s mature treaties, especially regarding the 
experience of joy. According to Keith Botelho, the political activism of Winstanley and 
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the Diggers was not so much revolutionary as it was restorative.38 Such a dynamic plays 
out in Fire in the Bush, in which Winstaley argues that the enjoyment of outward objects 
marks the beginning of all sin, whereas the kingdom within is a state in which one can 
rejoice in poverty, imprisonment, and social alienation. Christ, the restoring power, 
brings man back to “that plaine hearted estate of simplicitie” or “Virgin-state of 
Mankinde.” This innocence, which Winstanley calls the “Image of God,” is different 
from the “strength and life of God.” Sooner or later, all men are tempted out of 
innocence; whether or not they are drawn up into the strength and life of God is another 
question. Of the state of innocence, Winstanley makes a remarkable claim: “it rejoyces, 
but it is not Joy it selfe” (207). In other words, rejoicing is crucial, but frequently 
untrustworthy; it often betrays the speaker’s soon-to-fade innocence, or, demonstrates the 
fallen speaker’s pretensions to innocence. Joy itself—the strength and life of God—can 
only be attained when a man is following the path of righteousness and when the 
righteous spirit begins acting within. As we can see, Winstanley’s inner life is intensely 
active, even if he tends to speak of it as patient and silent. It is significant that this 
blurring of activity and passivity occurs through a theorization of joy, which is both an 
individual experience and a religious politics for Winstanely.    
In The Law of Freedom in a Platform (1652), his visionary utopia, Winstanley 
continues to blur activity and passivity, but this time, rejoicing becomes an active 
expression occurring as a result of a greater passivity imposed by restraints. In an ideal 
commonwealth (the “joy of all Nations”), Parliament must work to abolish oppressive 
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laws and enact those for “the ease and Freedom of the people.” Preempting the 
counterargument that too much freedom will lead to a lack of consensus amongst the 
people, Winstanley claims that the people, unlike persons in power, are not quickly 
swayed to follow “particular Interest” over “common Interest.” Instead, the people tend 
to be somewhat polarized; they either “suffer sorrow under a burthensom Law, or rejoyce 
under a Law of Freedom” (336–37). Here rejoicing is not a lawless, antinomian 
expression of enthusiasm; it occurs under a law. But as Winstanley, of all people, is 
surely aware, rejoicing does not necessarily signify true joy. This is why, later in the text, 
he examines the divinity of a commonwealth’s ministers. To vest total spiritual authority 
in ministers is to invite said ministers to experience fancies of joy, in which they claim 
for themselves a personal God and begin to “speak strange things,” but “all by 
imagination” (346). For Winstanley, investing too much earthly power in ministers leads 
them to uncontrollable fits of passion and imagination, thereby leading the people astray. 
It is better to trust people without political and ecclesiastical power, who tend to have the 
common interest at heart, with freedom; they will begin rejoicing, which, in Winstanley’s 
imagination, slowly but surely spreads like an affirmative contagion. 
Throughout his theological treatises and Digging texts, Winstanley depicts joy as 
a revolutionary experience transforming the subject, but he also recognizes how easy it is 
to misconstrue flights of passion and imagination as experiences of true Christian joy. Joy 
becomes less trustworthy as it becomes more communal, an idea that helps explain 
Winstanley’s social traditionalism. He defended the social centrality of the nuclear, 
patriarchal family, citing 1 Corinthians 7:2 in A New Years-Gift as justification: 
“Nevertheless,” Paul says, “to avoid fornication, let every man have his own wife, and let 
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every woman have her own husband.”39 The following two verses of 1 Corinthians 7, 
however, describe marriage as less patriarchal and more reciprocal. The husband confers 
conjugal rights onto his wife, and as his wife does the same for him. Similarly, the 
husband is the authority of the wife’s body, a notion that would sound traditionally 
patriarchal if not for the passage’s corollary: the wife is the authority over the husband’s 
body (“every woman” has “her own husband,” just as “every man” has “his own wife”). 
As a result of Christ’s crucifixion and resurrection, Paul claims that the “present form of 
this world is passing away,” illustrating the changes to come:  
from now on, let even those who have wives be as though they had none, 
and those who mourn as though they were not mourning, and those who 
rejoice as though they were not rejoicing, and those who buy as though 
they had no possessions, and those who deal with the world as though they 
had no dealings with it.40  
During times of economic, social, and emotional transition, Paul argues that it is 
desirable, and often necessary, to detach from social institutions, including marriage. In 
citing 1 Corinthians 7:2 to defend the traditional patriarchal family, Winstanley 
accidentally subverts those norms, sounding more like a Ranter downplaying marriage’s 
social import within the apocalyptic milieu of mid-seventeenth century England. As Ariel 
Hessayon notes, Winstanley shares with the Ranters a “pronounced sense of community,” 
but he was deeply opposed to their polygamous practices.41 Thus, Winstanley attempts to 
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distinguish between his Diggers and the Ranters with A Vindication (4 March 1649); 
while the Diggers endeavor to “make the earth a common treasury,” the Ranters engage 
in the “immoderate use of creatures” and cultivate an “excessive community of women.” 
This “excesse of Feminine society” destroys families, hindering “the pure and natural 
Generation of man” and the “healthfull groth of mankind” (235–36). But as we will see in 
the next section, which focuses on the writings of Abiezer Coppe, there is a method to the 
excessive madness of Ranter polyandry. Indeed, Coppe ironically embraces the Mosaic 
Law in depicting himself and his fellow saints as joyful brides of Christ.    
 
LEAPING FOR JOY: ABIEZER COPPE AND THE RANTERS  
History of the Ranter movement has undergone serious and productive revision 
over the last few decades. First, historians and literary critics have had to admit that the 
Ranters existed, and that they existed as a significant (though fleeting) social movement. 
In opposition to J.C. Davis’s famous argument that the Ranters were mostly a figment of 
a sensationalizing media, Ariel Hessayon argues that, though “the anxieties [the Ranters] 
engendered were out of proportion to their size, exaggerated as they were by journalists 
and other polemicists,” the “varied if near universal condemnatory reactions to and fairly 
swift suppression of the Ranters exposed manifold pre-existing religious divisions within 
England’s fledgling republic.”42 Second, scholarship has corrected the misconception that 
the Ranters were largely illiterate anarchists. Whereas J.F. McGregor once argued that 
the “extreme antinomianism” of the Ranters results from their ignorant dabbling in the 
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idiom of enthusiasm,43 Nigel Smith points out that the Ranters, especially Abiezer Coppe, 
engage in complex modes of address that convey the extra-linguistic experience of 
antinomianism by obliterating the distinction between reader and writer.44  
Still, other misconceptions remain to be resolved, especially the critical 
assumption that the Ranter movement was centered on negative affects. According to 
Hessayon, the Ranters created panic about “the progress of the Reformation, national 
security, good government, a hierarchical social system, the maintenance of law and 
order, property ownership, and patriarchal authority” by “preying upon individual and 
collective fears.”45 Similarly, Thomas Corns argues that the Ranters forged community 
by cultivating shamelessness.46 While it cannot be denied that fear and shamelessness are 
crucial to shaping the phenomenon of Ranterism, this section aims to show how central 
spiritual joy is to the writings of one, exemplary Ranter: Abiezer Coppe.  
Coppe published A Fiery Flying Roll and A Second Fiery Flying Roule together in 
late 1649, the same year Parliament executed Charles I for treason (30 January). In a 
broadsheet dated 1 February 1650, Parliament ordered that all copies of Coppe’s texts, 
containing “horrid blasphemies, and damnable and detestable opinions,” be collected and 
burned. Coppe, however, had already been arrested in Warwick on 8 January and 
transferred to Coventry jail two days later.47 Parliament was certainly justified in finding 
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threatening—at least symbolically—the notorious Ranter’s prophetic warning to the 
“Great Ones of the Earth,” especially concerning the impending divine judgment of the 
“rich ones.” On the title page to the second roll, Coppe declares that “the great, notable, 
terrible, (yet glorious and joyfull) day of the LORD is come,” wherein “the secrets of all 
hearts are ripped up” (90).48 Millenarian rhetoric such as this intensified across England 
upon the execution of Charles I; the Second Coming of Christ, prefiguring his thousand-
year reign on Earth before the Last Judgment, will be a day of sorrow for the reprobate, a 
day of joy for the elect, and a day where hypocrisy will be destroyed and truth shall 
emerge. Whereas the rich and powerful are more likely to be among the reprobate and 
hypocritical, the weak and poor—including Coppe and his fellow saints—will experience 
the joy of Christ’s earthly monarchy.  
The millenarian joy of A Second Fiery Flying Roule certainly poses a threat to 
Parliament, but Coppe’s personal experience of joy, disclosed in the preface to the first 
roll, attempts to edify his individual readers. After losing everything—his parents, house, 
wife, bodily strength—Coppe sunk into “the bowels of the Still Eternity,” lying naked in 
his “mothers wombe.” In this state, Coppe’s spirit was “rapt up in silence,” but his body, 
remaining awake, hears two exceedingly terrible thunderclaps. “Upon the second 
thunder-clap,” he continues, “I saw a great body of light, like the light of the Sun, and red 
as fire, in the forme of a drum (as it were) whereupon with exceeding trembling and 
amazement on the flesh, and with joy unspeakable in the spirit, I clapt my hands, and 
cryed out, Amen, Halelujah, Halelujah, Amen.” Coppe continues to share many of the 
divine visions he witnessed over four days, but twice he warns readers to take his 
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descriptions with a grain of salt: these visions—like his spiritual joy upon beholding the 
fiery red drum that caused his flesh to tremble—are “infinitely beyond expression” (73–
74). If Coppe’s readers are to similarly experience this unspeakable joy, they must first 
grapple with the text’s self-conscious subversion of the written language by which it 
communicates. 
Coppe’s individual experience of unspeakable joy, recounted in the first Fiery 
Flying Roll, informs his opaque writing style, unique theology, and attempts to forge 
saintly community. In An Additional and Preambular Hint, Coppe provides a “Copy of a 
Letter written in Heaven . . . By the Elder [Christ] To the Elect Lady [Christ’s spouse—
the saints].” This apocalyptic letter alludes to the parable of the virgins in Matthew 25:1–
13, in which the bridegroom (Christ) only selects to wed the prepared virgins. In melding 
Christ’s voice with his own, Coppe speaks of the prepared saints as his “joy,” “glory,” 
and “life.” There is, however, a complicating deity:  
I am a jealous God, and that’s thy joy. 
If thou hast any lovers besides me, I’l not spare –  
for it is the day of my vengeance: and I in thee, and thou in me art glad  
on’t. 
If thou hast any delights but my self, I’l crown them all with 
discontentments; that thou mightest lie in no bosom, but mine own. (70)  
Coppe depicts an Old Testament God, forbidding idolatry via his Ten Commandments, 
but he eroticizes God’s relationship to humanity by claiming that his monotheistic 
command evinces jealousy. The saints, furthermore, derive joy from God’s 
possessiveness. Though God’s jealousy and the saints’ joy seems like an adversarial 
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dichotomy, Coppe claims earlier in the tract that all things are reconciled in God and 
“complicated in Unity,” including “Joy and Jealousie” (64). The apocalyptic joy of the 
elect saints, Coppe suggests, is neither an anodyne peace nor a fleeting experience of 
spirited rapture. It is the joy of being possessively desired by God, and it is not a 
straightforward experience of pleasure but a complicated affect accompanying the 
unfolding of divine providence. That Coppe speaks as both Christ (the bridegroom) and 
the saints (the bride) evinces his fluid gender performance in this epistle.  
Some Sweet Sips, of some Spiritual Wine (1648), a text that Nigel Smith describes 
as “fiercely critical of formalized religion,”49 finds Coppe continuing to develop a 
feminized conception of apocalyptic joy, which he instrumentalizes to forge community. 
Coppe relates an extract of an epistle he received from Mrs. Thomasine Pendarves, an 
influential Abingdon Baptist and the wife of the Particular Baptist minister John 
Pendarves.50 “I should rejoyce,” Pendarves begins, “to have some spirituall communion 
with you,” even if women are “weaker vessels.” Nevertheless, she shares a vision she had 
in which a lion, growing wild after she tries affixing to it a collar, disrupts her peaceful 
cohabitation with beasts. The interpretation Coppe provides is not as interesting as his 
attempt to inspire Pendarves. Coppe first rebuts her for defining women as weaker than 
men. Then, possessed by “one of the Songs of Sion,” Coppe has a vision of Christ 
resurrected—both outside his body and “alive in me, formed in me”:  
                                                          
49 Smith, Ranter Writings, 13. 
50 Thomasine and John often disagreed, much to John’s embarrassment (Smith, Ranter 
Writings, 36 fn.2). John became a Fifth Monarchy Man and released Arrowes against 
Babylon (1656). Pendarves also joined other dissenting ministers in addressing their 
congregations with Sighs of Sion. He also collaborated with Christopher Feake, an 




“The Babe springs in my inmost wombe, leapes for joy there, and then I 
sing, and never but then, O Lord my song! to me a childe is borne, a son is 
given, who lives in me, O Immanuel! O living Lord! This is life eternall, – 
its true, both in him, and in you, because the darkness is past, and the true 
light now shineth: thus hath he brought us into a way that we knew not, 
and we are arrived at our rest.” (59)  
Imagining himself as the Virgin Mary, Coppe feels the immaculately conceived Christ 
child leap for joy in his womb, inspiring him to sing one of the many songs of Sion. It is 
strange enough that Coppe imagines himself as a woman, and as a pregnant woman, but 
the fact that he figures himself as an impregnated virgin allows him to claim both 
physical purity and Christly inspiration. The birthed Christ child embodies the song, of 
which the written text is a recording. In conceiving of his spirited song as childbirth, 
Coppe is able to appeal to Pendarves as a woman and to convey the extent to which 
sainthood involves a period of pain and suffering followed by a period of calm (“we are 
arrived at our rest”). Indeed, Coppe figuratively places Thomasine in “the Holy Land,” 
engaging in psalmist and Revelation rhetoric concerning the transformation of mourning 
into rejoicing. God within Pendarves rejoices with joy, a phenomenon Coppe hopes will 
make her sing and shout, for “the Shout of a King is in Thee,” he says. Coppe engages 
with the rhetoric of joy and rejoicing as a means of claiming for himself divine 
enthusiasm with the power to make Thomasine compulsively sing. Man, he says, is “the 
Woman, and thou [Christ] art the Man, the Saints are thy Spouse, our Maker is our 
Husband” (60–61).  
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Returning to A Second Fiery Flying Roule (1649), Coppe appeals to scripture to 
explicate his Christian madman persona, his “strange and lofty carriage towards great 
ones, and his most lowly carriage towards Beggars, Rogues, and Gypseys” (96). “It’s joy 
to Nehemiah,” Coppe asserts, “to come in like a mad-man, and pluck folks hair off their 
heads, and curse like a devil—and make them swear by God” (98). Nehemiah 13—the 
passage Coppe cites—is a celebration of the reconstruction of Jerusalem, in which the 
Jewish community implements the Torah so as to separate from foreigners. Nehemiah is 
distraught to see Jews marrying foreign women, which leads their children to speak a 
number of different languages. Pulling out their hair is the best of it; to punish the Jews, 
Nehemiah “cursed them and beat some of them.”51 David Loewenstein sees Nehemiah’s 
shameless joy as a positive model of excess,52 but the concerns of the passage’s scriptural 
subtext—upholding extremely strict marriage standards—seem to contrast with his 
antipathy towards marriage as a social institution. What is interesting, however, is the 
manner in which Nehemiah’s shameless joy emerges out of his community’s adherence 
to the Torah and Mosaic Law. Coppe thus frustrates those that would accuse him of 
antinomian license on account of Christian enthusiasm, for in comparing his shameless 
joy to that of Nehemiah, he implies a scriptural landscape in which elect religious 
community is forged on a foundation of Mosaic Law.    
Coppe’s apocalypticism is, like Nehemiah’s rampage, potentially violent, but it is 
ultimately playful. As we saw in the previous section, Winstanley’s apocalypticism 
grows increasingly insular and quietist. In the final section of this chapter, I turn to the 
                                                          
51 Coogan, New Oxford Annotated Bible, 705–07 HB fn.13. 
52 David Loewenstein, Representing Revolution in Milton and His Contemporaries: 
Religion, Politics, and Polemics in Radical Puritanism (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), 113.  
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Fifth Monarchy movement, which appealed to the popular millenarianism echoed by 
Winstanley and Coppe but that advanced a more explicitly violent apocalypticism.53 B.S. 
Capp describes the Fifth Monarchists as a “pressure group” whose highest moment of 
success occurred when Cromwell dissolved the Rump Parliament and instantiated the 
Barebones Parliament in 1653. The Fifth Monarchists were not the culmination of the 
long history of Puritan evangelizing but rather of the political turmoil of the 1640s, which 
created a “millenarian tide” that eventually turned into a protest movement against 
Cromwell.54 One of the most prominent critics of Cromwell was Anna Trapnel, the Fifth 
Monarchist prophetess, to whom I now turn. Trapnel relies on the rhetoric of spiritual joy 
to understand the providential implications of her prophetic body and its relationship to 
the community as Cromwell begins, in her eyes, turning England back towards 
monarchy. As a single woman, she embodies the ideal of the prudent bride waiting for 
Christ, the bridegroom, to return upon the Second Coming and consummate his joyful 
marriage with the elect.  
 
MY JOY AND SONG: ANNA TRAPNEL AND THE FIFTH MONARCHISTS  
As a woman within the Fifth Monarchist movement, Trapnel provides keen 
insight into the gendered nature of apocalyptic political subjectivity in 1650s England. 
Shannon Miller argues that women’s prophecies, especially Trapnel’s Cry of a Stone 
(1654), were usually categorized by an erasure of the self, in accord with the social norm 
                                                          
53 Bernard Capp, “The Fifth Monarchists and Popular Millenariansim,” Radical Religion 
in the English Revolution, ed. J.F. McGregor and B. Reay (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1984. 165–189), 185–86. 
54 Bernard Capp, The Fifth Monarchy Men: A Study in Seventeenth-Century English 
Millenarianism (London: Faber, 1972), 170–74. 
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that presented women as the passive sex. More than their radical male counterparts, 
women writers carefully had to navigate the ecstasy-prophecy continuum;55 overtly 
enthusiastic rhetoric could lead readers to view the female prophet as hysterical, no 
longer in control of herself and her body.56 Possession is thus a key analytic to 
understanding women’s prophecies, but not exactly of a material kind. In Domesticity 
and Dissent, Katherine Gillespie places Trapnel into a genealogy of a heteronomous 
theory of possessive individualism and the pre-history of democracy, one in which 
“property-in-self” functioned as a desire to action. These prophetesses argue that 
individuals are the product of their makers and exist as a function of this maker’s 
pleasure, which necessitates a demarcation between public political government and 
private individual choice, as well as between voluntary association and self-
determination.57 While I agree that Trapnel’s theory of political activism derives from her 
self-conceptualization as a possession of God and Christ, I resist situating her into either 
histories of democracy or possessive individualism. Attention must be paid to her 
activities within a social world.58  
                                                          
55 For this argument, see Phyllis Mack, Visionary Women: Ecstatic Prophecy in 
Seventeenth-Century England (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995). 
56 Shannon Miller, Engendering the Fall: John Milton and Seventeenth-Century Women 
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Trapnel’s “godly intellect and doctrine” (162). See Diane Purkiss, “Anna Trapnel’s 
Literary Geography,” The Intellectual Culture of Puritan Women, 1558–1680, ed. 




 Trapnel’s millenarianism is uniquely un-patriarchal. Much of her legacy resides in 
her confrontation with Cromwell and his Protectorate government, which flirted with a 
godly parliament before dissolving it less than a year into its existence. Cromwell 
responded to the Fifth Monarchists (like he did to Levellers and Diggers) with force, 
creating a treason ordinance that led to the arrest of Christopher Feake and Vavasour 
Powell (two prominent Fifth Monarchist preachers).59 Trapnel travelled to Whitehall on 
the occasion of Powell’s arrest, where she fasted and began producing prophetic 
utterances for about twelve days. In what came to be recorded as The Cry of a Stone, 
Trapnel painted Cromwell as a backslider who traded the labor of godly reform for the 
pleasures of domesticity.60 For Teresa Feroli, Trapnel sidesteps the inherent spectacle of 
her fasting, prophetic body not only by rationalizing its “extraordinary capacities,” but 
also by making her body “a model for political and religious authority.”61 Megan 
Matchinske has argued that “holy hatred” fuels Trapnel’s Cry of a Stone, but Katherine 
Gillespie counters by pointing out that Trapnel is more interested in defending the liberty 
of independent preaching.62 This primary concern animates Hilary Hinds’s thesis about 
Trapnel’s interest in the overlaps and conflicts between the individual and her godly 
community.63 As I will argue, the overlap between the individual and the community 
materializes in the recognition of unspeakable joy.  
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 In The Cry of a Stone, we see this relationship between the prophetic individual 
and spiritual community play out through the interaction between Trapnel and the male 
recorder of her prophecies. Marcus Nevitt has recently argued that Trapnel is acutely 
aware of “the multiple and concealed agencies” facilitating her work as a written 
document; therefore, the text frequently reminds its readers that it is a “transitional” 
document, “situated on the threshold between spoken and written word.”64 In one key 
moment, the relator retrospectively recognizes one of Trapnel’s songs as an expression of 
spiritual joy. Many days into her fasting, the relator recalls a moment when Trapnel had 
“overflowings of joy and delight in spirit.” Trapnel’s heart then “poured out” in a song 
about eternal rest. God brings rest to all of creation: fishes, plants and trees, earthly 
creatures. “O, what an increase through a rest,” Trapnel rejoices. She then sings of the 
millenarian rest the saints shall have on the first day of the new world order after the 
Second Coming, in which Christ will “draw the quintessence out / Of all things.” The 
saints, like birds resting in a tree’s nest, will be protected from the violence of the Second 
Coming. “Though nests in trees may shaken be,” she sings, “yet thine shall ere remain; / 
They rest and nest in Jesus Christ, / his hand shall them sustain” (52–53).65 The rest 
Trapnel imagines is not so calm and pleasing at it may seem; necessarily, the nests will 
shake, much as the joy of the apocalypse will be accompanied by fear and trembling 
(even for the elect). Given the violence of the image, it is striking that, retrospectively, 
the relator recognizes this song as an outburst of joy. It is additionally striking because, as 
Feroli notes, the affect of the fasting, prophesizing female body was often untranslatable; 
                                                          
64 Marcus Nevitt, Women and the Pamphlet Culture of Revolutionary England, 1640–
1660 (Farnham: Ashgate, 2017), 11, 14. 
65 All citations from Trapnel’s Cry of a Stone derive from Trapnel, Cry of a Stone. 
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the case of Trapnel is different, she argues, because of her appeal to scripture and her 
emphasis on the active, interpretive role of her audience.66 The relator is indeed able to 
translate her bodily disposition and words, and he translates them into expressions of 
unspeakable joy.  
 The relator seems to pick up on the motif of trembling as indicating Trapnel’s 
elect joy. On the sixteenth day of the month, Trapnel expresses confusion as to why the 
powerful do not tremble in their faith. Their “prayers, promises and declarations,” she 
explains, come from “a legal and slavish . . . fear”—a fear deriving from fealty to the 
Mosaic Law. Trapnel’s appeal to filial fear—the fear of God the Father deriving from the 
Gospels—foreshadows her defense of zeal on the seventeenth day of the month (the final 
day of her fasting), in which she predicts that her enemies will claim “the spirit of 
madness and distraction is upon her.” The professional clergy have left zeal behind, 
prompting Trapnel to attack them in a song: “Oh clergy that you should so wrong, / And 
extenuate your joy, / By bringing forth unto proud man, / That which God doth not 
convoy” (73–74). Implicitly, Trapnel is accusing the professional clergy of fostering and 
extenuating a false kind of joy, rooted in pride instead of obedience to God. Recalling 
Winstanley’s language of interest, the clergy will have no “interest” in Christ’s kingdom 
because they will not (and cannot) hear Sion’s songs. The end of Trapnel’s song 
demonstrates the intensity of the joy she will experience when these clergymen are 
sundered upon the Second Coming: “Oh he will rend you throughout, / That lion which is 
strong, / He will you trample under foot, / Who is my joy and song” (76). Trapnel’s 
rejoicing clearly indicates enthusiastic possession by Christ, but it also appeals to the 
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authority of the trembling body as an index of its orientation towards God’s divine 
providence. 
 In her autobiographical writing, Trapnel continues to figure joy as central to her 
material suffering and spiritual progress, but the genre’s descriptive confines lead her to 
favor suggestive restraint over enthusiastic expression in discussing her joy. After her 
prophetic trance at Whitehall, Trapnel was invited by Captain Francis Langdon, one of 
four Cornish MPs in the dissolved Nominated Parliament, to continue her prophetic 
ministry in Cornwall.67 According to its title page, Anna Trapnel’s Report and Plea is a 
narrative of her journey from London to Cornwall documenting “the rage and strivings of 
the People against the comings forth of the Lord Jesus to reign,” which is made manifest 
by her “harsh, rough, boisterous, rugged, inhumane, and uncivil usage” by the Justices 
and people of Truro (41).68 The terms in the title, as Hilary Hinds notes, have specific 
legal meanings: a report is a “written account of a case heard in a court”; and a plea is “a 
formal statement . . . made by or on behalf of a prisoner or defendant.”69 The title thus 
draws the reader’s attention to the second section of Trapnel’s narrative, which deals with 
her stay in Cornwall and her imprisonment in Bridewell. This section contains a brief 
dialogue between Trapnel, Justice Richard Lobb (the Sheriff of Cornwall), and Justice 
James Launce (an MP for Cornwall) at a Quarter Session in Truro, in which Trapnel was 
tried by a grand jury for her prophetic, blasphemous utterances at Whitehall, which had 
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been published without her assent (Feb 1654). The Report and Plea provides her an 
opportunity to speak for herself, to render her unspeakable experiences into narrative 
prose. 
Naomi Baker argues that separating Trapnel’s prophetic utterances from her 
autobiographical writing is misguided, for it occludes the import of Trapnel’s 
“millenarian religious and political context” to the “construction and articulation of her 
subjectivity.”70 In the first part of her narrative, Trapnel relates both the apprehensions 
and joy she experiences as she follows God’s extraordinary calling and invitations from 
friends to travel to Cornwall (48–50). As she travels out of London, she recounts the 
interplay between Satan’s “many temptations” and “the Lord’s presence in marvelous 
joy” (56). On one particular Monday during her journey—the day her congregation at 
Allhallows dedicates to “praying and preparing for the return of the kingdom of God to 
earth”71—Trapnel prays with her congregation “in the Spirit,” though “absent from them 
in body.” As she prays, a “dear friend” rides beside Trapnel’s coach in his own and 
informs her that he plans to attend the Monday Allhallows service. Because Allhallows 
had fallen on hard times (two of its preachers, John Simpson and Christopher Feake, were 
imprisoned at Windsor Castle for speaking against the Cromwellian Protectorate72), 
Trapnel encourages the friend to “assist the church in the wilderness, and be helpful in 
the second day’s meeting, keeping close to the work of the present day” (59). When the 
friend departs, Trapnel notes the change in her spiritual disposition: “my joy was 
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increased at the sight of that precious servant of Christ, whose words left a fragrancy 
upon my spirits some part of the day; and the enjoyment of prayer in the Spirit with them 
at Allhallows, took up the other part of the day” (59). The way Trapnel narrates the story, 
it is as if her spiritual prayer with her congregation prompts her friend to arrive beside her 
coach. As an intermediary between Trapnel and her longed-for congregation, the friend 
intensifies her joy, but only for a little while; her joy is only sustained by the continuance 
of her spiritual prayer with Allhallows. Neither promoting nor denying the presence of 
her friend as an instance of divine intervention, Trapnel frames the story within the ebbs 
and flows of her intersecting experiences of spiritual joy and temptation in her journey to 
Cornwall. 
 In the second part of her narrative, upon her arrival in Cornwall, Trapnel recounts 
a conversation she has with God at the house of Captain Francis Langdon, a member of 
the recently dissolved Nominated Parliament.73 God says the following to her: “thou art 
come into a strange country, among many that don’t affect thee, and thou art like to 
suffer by them” (66). God, however, supplies Trapnel with a “double shield”: faith, and 
remembrance of Genesis 15:1, in which God describes himself to Abraham as “thy 
shield, and thy exceeding great reward.”74 Receipt of God’s scriptures enlarges Trapnel’s 
spirit as she walks alone in Langdon’s garden, and she “rejoiced that I was come into a 
country where I should suffer for the testimony of Jesus” (67). After attending a Tuesday 
sermon at the Truro church, Trapnel indeed experiences affliction. The Truro clergy, 
fearing that Trapnel’s presence in their town might cost them parishioners and money, 
informed authorities of her visit, which caused the people of the town to “spit forth 
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venom” against Trapnel. This venom, however, “did me no hurt,” Trapnel recalls, 
because “my Father made it work for good; my joy was not lessened, but increased” (76). 
When compared with the earlier scenario, in which Trapnel’s joy increases upon 
beholding her Allhallows friend, the episode in Truro suggests that the relationship 
between suffering and joy depends on the social environment and divine forewarning. It 
is not as if Trapnel, as a result of her extraordinary calling, always experiences joy as 
suffering and suffering as joy, but such joy-in-suffering attests to the manner in which 
God perfects her righteousness through suffering. In the case of being spat upon by the 
Truro townspeople, God made persecution “work for good” by making it an occasion for 
increasing, not diminishing, Trapnel’s joy. The perfection of suffering is experienced as 
an increase in joy.  
 At the end of her narrative, Trapnel experiences greater suffering when she is 
imprisoned at Bridewell, yet nonetheless feels unspeakable joy in the midst of her 
travails. She is visited by friends but also comes down with a deep fever. She speaks with 
God, pleading for the removal of this sickness; God, Trapnel claims, induced her into an 
extraordinary spirit of singing and praying, after which she “felt no sickness nor pain, nor 
faintness.” On this day, Trapnel claims she was so “wrapped up” that she “could not tell, 
whether I was in the body or out” (114). Further elevating her spirit is visitation by the 
elders of Allhallows, dutifully tasked with looking after their parishioners (115–16). At 
this point in her imprisonment, God, Trapnel claims, “filled me with joy unspeakable, 
and full of glory in believing, and many visions and hallelujah songs I had there; and 
more frequent they were than they ever had been” (116). The reader should not be 
surprised by such a claim; at this point in her narrative, the language of unspeakable, 
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rapturous, and total joy is tropic, almost to the point of being untrustworthy. Indeed, as 
Trapnel waits for the Council of State to decide her fate, she describes how the Lord 
“made this and many more annoyances” (the quarrelling and brawling of fellow inmates; 
rats running about her bed) “to be very pleasantly embraced by divine love appearing in 
the midst of all trials.” But after claiming she desires to be totally humiliated by God so 
that she may become “more self-denying and self-debasing,” Trapnel reflects on her own 
narrative. “I shall begin to shorten my relation,” she says, “lest I should be too tedious to 
the reader, and leave the visions and opening of Scriptures, that the Lord brought to my 
soul, while I was in Bridewell for my own benefit, and for others that are his little flock, 
with whom he hath made an everlasting covenant, well ordered in all things and sure” 
(118). To the reader weary of the rhetoric of spiritual joy in the Report and Plea, 
Trapnel’s self-imposed truncation is a welcome amendment. But her truncation is also an 
effect of her spiritual merit; she keeps it a secret for her own benefit and that of “his little 
flock”—those with whom he has “made an everlasting covenant.” While she seems to 
realize that the repetitive nature of the trope of joy in her relation too vociferously 
defends her spiritual election, she simultaneously realizes that keeping the particulars of 
her spiritual joy private does more to establish her election than elaborating them in 
detail. In this sense, joy gains its power by remaining private and extra-linguistic.   
 
CONCLUSION 
 As I have argued, representatives of different Protestant sects—Winstanley (the 
Diggers), Coppe (the Ranters), and Trapnel (the Fifth Monarchists)—utilize rejoicing as a 
means of negotiating the free experience of Christian grace and the constrictive mandates 
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of divine law as they reflect on, and attempt to forge, spiritual community. For 
Winstanley, the experience of joy signifies the Christian’s coming-into divine 
righteousness, but it is difficult to distinguish true from false joy—and thus, forge 
authentic Christian community—as enthusiastic professors define all experiences of 
rapturous affect as joy. For Coppe, the uncertainty of joy is its defining feature; it 
signifies the arrival of a Second Coming that will be violent and tumultuous, but that will 
also invert and enmesh gender identities, as the saintly emerge as the brides of Christ. For 
Trapnel, a single woman, unspeakable joy becomes the primary affect through which she 
understands her spiritual enlightenment amidst persecution, her coming into God’s 
providential plan along with her congregation. In sum, all three writers recognize that, in 
the apocalyptic moment of late-1640s–early-1650s England, joy defines the experience of 
elect individual and that expressing joy to others serves to announce and forge spiritual 
community. 
For Hilary Hinds, the notion of “free grace” comes to define Trapnel’s spirituality 
and sense of community by the time she composed A Legacy for Saints (1654).75 As I 
have shown, the work preceding the Legacy renders the experience and expression of joy 
a stepping-stone towards this theology of free grace, but not without conflict. Indeed, 
Trapnel paradoxically overemphasizes and privatizes spiritual joy in the Report and Plea. 
In this way, she is unlike Coppe—seizing on apocalyptic joy to engage in prophetic 
play—and Winstanley—increasingly prioritizing a private, quietist joy. As The Cry of a 
Stone suggests, Trapnel’s concern with joy as a social phenomenon may derive from the 
effect Cromwell had on his followers after he was dubbed Lord Protector of England 
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(1653). After Cromwell’s political ascension, Trapnel relates a vision in which “a great 
company of cattle” is led by an animal whose “countenance was perfectly like unto 
Oliver Cromwell’s.” After his followers emit a “great shout,” the Cromwell-figure looks 
back and finds them “bowed unto him,” giving another shout before leaping up from the 
earth “with a great kind of joy that he was their supreme” (15). For Trapnel, Cromwell’s 
ostensible crowning is not a cause for joy, especially considering it happens after the 
dissolution of the Nominated Parliament (12 Dec 1653). In Trapnel’s vision, the joy of 
the cattle is a joy desiring monarchical and earthly subjection. But Cromwell had his 
supporters, and some of them turned the rhetoric joy against Trapnel, the Fifth 
Monarchists, and the sectarians. In the next chapter, I turn to one of Cromwell’s most 




GLITTER IN OUR JOY: 
THE POLITICS OF PIOUS WEEPING IN MARVELL’S REVOLUTIONARY 
ENCOMIA 
 
The title page to William Aspinwall’s A Brief Description of the Fifth Monarchy 
(1653)—perhaps the central text of the Fifth Monarchist movement—conveys a warning 
to the powerful through scriptural citation: “Be wise therefore O yee Kings: be instructed 
yee Judges of the Earth. Serve the Lord with feare, and rejoyce with trembling. Kisse the 
Son least he be angry, and ye perish from the way, when his wrath is kindled but a little” 
(Psalms 2, 10, 11, 12).1 This juxtaposition of joy and fear was common in Fifth 
Monarchist millenarian rhetoric, and it was increasingly applied to Oliver Cromwell, 
particularly after he transformed England from a republic into a protectorate, with 
himself as Lord Protector. This rhetoric was so common, in fact, that a poet like Andrew 
Marvell could mock it. In The First Anniversary of Government under His Highness the 
Lord Protector (Dec 1654–Jan 1655), Marvell derides the Fifth Monarchists in particular 
for “rejoicing” when Oliver Cromwell nearly died in a coaching accident; their imminent 
millenarianism leads them erroneously to anticipate the apocalyptic arrival of their “new 
king”—Christ—after Cromwell’s accident (293–98).2 Earlier in the poem, Marvell 
depicts a different response to Cromwell’s fall; the Protectorate faithful weep tears of joy 
upon this one sorrow amidst the copious glories of Cromwell’s first year as Lord 
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shortly is to come into the World (London: Printed by M. Simmons, 1653). 
2 All citations of Marvell’s poetry derive from Andrew Marvell, The Poems of Andrew 
Marvell, ed. Nigel Smith (Longman Annotated English Poets. London: Routledge, 2007). 
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Protector (181–86). But as the poem develops, Marvell imagines Cromwell dying as a 
result of the accident. Prompted by an imaginary grief, the joyful tears of The First 
Anniversary imagine Protectorate England without its Lord Protector. 
This chapter deals with weeping and its textual transmission as a non-linguistic 
activity transforming worldly sorrow into spiritual joy. The tears of joy in The First 
Anniversary support Derek Hirst and Steven Zwicker’s argument that Marvell politically 
prioritizes the vulnerability of Cromwell,3 as well as David Loewenstein’s claim that the 
poem’s providential apocalypticism imaginatively negotiates the “precarious and 
unsettled political and religious tensions which Cromwell himself personified and which 
threatened the stability of his fragile regime.”4 But these tears of joy are much more than 
an assertion of vulnerability and unsettledness; in prophesizing Protectorate life beyond 
Cromwell, they attempt to persuade readers of the Protectorate’s ability to forge a religio-
political position between the sober godliness of Cromwellian Independency and the 
antinomian enthusiasm of radical sectarianism.  
In mainstream English Protestantism, weeping is valued as a private form of 
prayer, but Marvell’s verse publicizes private weeping to a degree that demonstrates its 
political and spiritual potential without compromising the sanctity of private life. To this 
end, my argument primarily supports that of David Norbrook, who sees Marvell’s post-
regicide politics poetically culminating with a synthesis of republican, courtly, 
                                                          
3 Derek Hirst and Steven N. Zwicker, Andrew Marvell, Orphan of the Hurricane 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 1–6. Hirst and Zwicker see Marvell forming 
this poetics in response to his frequent occupation of positions of service, and they 
leverage this insight to suggest Marvell’s unease over patriarchy as an overarching 
sociological system.  
4 Loewenstein, Representing Revolution, 144. 
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apocalyptic, and prophetic elements that means to reassure men of property and fashion.5 
I advance Norbrook’s claim by arguing for the centrality of weeping in Marvell’s 
fortification of a political compromise between Cromwellian Independents, royalists, 
republicans, and religious radicals. As an impassioned yet biblically sanctioned form of 
public Protestant devotion, weeping serves to de-radicalize the Commonwealth project 
while simultaneously accommodating the generative potential of religious experience, in 
an effort to maintain the commonwealth’s Reformist image at home and abroad.  
Weeping was always a contested form of prayer in Reformation England, but it 
became a crucial counterbalance to the prophetic antinomianism of radical sectarians in 
the late 1640s and early 1650s. Sermons of the 1620s, especially those of John Donne, 
show that weeping became an acceptable form of Protestant devotion within the national 
church. But throughout the revolutionary decades, tears were many things to many 
factions: a symptom of overzealous sectarianism and dissembling Independency for 
Presbyterian heresy-hunters like Thomas Edwards; a means for royalists and moderate 
Presbyterians to process the regicide of Charles I and the ascendance of Independency; 
and a pious display of sober godliness for Independents and republicans. Throughout 
England’s mid-century political tumults, Marvell kept company with royalists, 
Presbyterians, republicans, and Independents, but his disposition towards moderate, 
impassioned Protestantism derives from his father, Andrew Marvell Sr. (1585–1641). A 
minister at Hull’s Holy Trinity Church in the 1630s, Marvell Sr. found himself situated 
between Laudian autocracy and Baptist nonconformity. Despite these pressures, he 
maintained openness and toleration towards radicals. His drowning (23 Jan. 1641) robbed 
                                                          
5 David Norbrook, Writing the English Republic: Poetry, Rhetoric and Politics, 1627–
1660 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 244–45, 339–40, 348.  
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Andrew of his clearest path towards an academic or clerical career, but Marvell Sr. left 
his son with a deep interest in theology and ecclesiology, along with a healthy skepticism 
of the clergy.6 As this chapter will illustrate, Marvell considered weeping an important 
pastoral art throughout the revolutionary era, capable of transforming political sorrow 
into spiritual joy in a period where the national religious settlement was still in flux. 
Tears are political throughout Marvell’s revolutionary verse as a non-linguistic 
form of epideictic rhetoric. For Annabel Patterson, epideixis allows Marvell to square his 
interest in inexpressibility with the “tendency of events to innovate” during the 
revolutionary era.7 In a similar vein, Ryan Netzley sees Marvell’s revolutionary poetry 
probing the nature of innovative events like the Civil Wars, the regicide, and the birth of 
the Cromwellian Protectorate through idiosyncratic apocalyptic imagery in order to come 
to terms with the era’s political uncertainty.8 For Marvell, weeping is an acceptable form 
of Protestant devotion, especially when married to imaginative scripturalism. Though the 
Marvell of the revolutionary era may seem like an opportunistic turncoat shamelessly 
doling out praise to powerful men like Cromwell in a self-interested bid for employment, 
I see the semi-voluntary nature of Protestant weeping affording the maturing poet a 
resource from which to think beyond the politics of allegiance and retirement. In 
encomiastic tears of joy, Marvell finds his best poetic representation of sympathy towards 
a Cromwellian Protectorate that does not tolerate antinomian enthusiasm but that 
nevertheless encourages the generative potential of affective religious experience.    
                                                          
6 For a longer account of Marvell Sr. and his influence on his son, see Nigel Smith, 
Andrew Marvell: The Chameleon (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2010), 14–41.   
7 Annabel Patterson, Marvell and the Civic Crown (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1978), 53. 
8 Netzley, Lyric Apocalypse, 26. 
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In its attention to tears as a mode of spiritual joy, this chapter aims to articulate 
the dissertation’s claims regarding affirmative religious affect in early modernity. Though 
weeping is generally thought of as an expression of sorrow, it is also a means of 
expressing spiritual joy in the medieval Christian tradition of gratia lacrimarum (“grace” 
or “gift of tears”), which was deeply influenced by Augustine’s distinction between 
public and private weeping.9 Eugenie Brinkema points out the importance of the gratia 
lacrimarum tradition in philosophically linking tears to positive affects, but she generally 
categorizes the pre-Enlightenment, Augustinian tradition of weeping as “antisocial,” 
insofar as Augustine and most mainstream Protestants favored private over public 
weeping.10 Brinkema’s focus on the formality and textuality of affect, beyond its usual 
association with sensation and the body, pairs well with early modern Protestantism’s 
renewed interest in scripture as a means of investigating and intensifying affective faith. 
In a recent article, Joseph Campana explores the kinds of tensions between affect and 
ethics created by the question of animal weeping: “The rush to distribute affect, emotion, 
cognition, and speech to nonhuman creatures seems to imply a countervailing desire to 
strip capabilities from the human, as if to turn away from reason and sentience is to turn 
towards happiness.”11 A similar tension occurs in the distribution of affect to the 
nonhuman sphere of God, but the joy of religious ethics is quite different from the 
                                                          
9 Diane Apostolos-Cappadona, “‘Pray with Tears and Your Request Will Find a 
Hearing’: On the Iconology of the Madgalene’s Tears,” Holy Tears: Weeping in the 
Religious Imagination, ed. Kimberly Christine Patton and John Stratton Hawley 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005. 201–228), 201–08. 
10 Eugenie Brinkema, The Forms of the Affects (Durham: Duke University Press, 2014), 
5–9. 
11 Joseph Campana, “Crocodile Tears: Affective Fallacies Old and New,” Affect Theory 
and Early Modern Texts, ed. Amanda Bailey and Mario DiGangi (Palgrave Studies in 




happiness of secular ethics, insofar as the latter is predicated on material welfare and the 
former is predicated on spiritual intensification.  
This chapter begins with a reading of the lyric “Eyes and Tears” (ca. 1648) that 
articulates the confluence of worldly and spiritual value in Marvell’s poetic depictions of 
pious weeping before turning to a more historicist reading of weeping throughout the 
revolutionary poetry. The following section focuses on the royalist elegies, where we see 
Marvell developing a critique of royalist joy as he grieves fallen Cavaliers. In the next 
section, I turn to Upon Appleton House, Marvell’s country house poem dedicated to Sir 
Thomas Fairfax, to show how the poem’s depictions of Protestant triumphalism via 
weeping are indebted to Fairfax’s meditations on the relationship between sorrow, 
weeping, and joy in post-regicide England. I then return to The First Anniversary and the 
Cromwell encomia more generally to illuminate how and why Marvell came to find tears 
of joy to be a salient devotional practice in the uncertain, sectarian landscape of 
Protectorate England. In concluding, I look at masculine weeping in his wedding song for 
Cromwell’s daughter to demonstrate how Marvell joyfully celebrates the potential of 
Cromwellian-Continental unity in late-1650s England.      
 
THE CONFLUENCE OF WORLDLY AND SPIRITUAL VALUE IN “EYES AND 
TEARS”  
Marvell scholarship tends to find “Eyes and Tears” to be an important 
development in the poet’s thought concerning the relationship between temporal and 
spiritual order, but the political dimensions of Marvellian weeping have not yet been 
teased out. For Gary Kuchar, the poem negotiates between Catholic and Laudian 
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exemplars of the pious weeping literary genre through a theological vision colored by 
irony and skepticism. In probing the potential authenticity and narcissism of weeping, 
Marvell comes to view the difference between worldly and spiritual order as a 
constitutive hinge, and the distorting effects of tears on vision serve to purify spiritual 
perception.12 More recently, Brendan Prawdzik argues that “Eyes and Tears” helps 
redefine Marvell’s eschatology as recursive, informed by an “Ecclesiastean skepticism” 
requiring “engaged labor that is also humble, seasonable, and ordinary.” Prawdzik 
defines Marvell’s sense of historical agency within a recursive eschatological framework 
as a progression towards a “pure, pastoralized pre-Nicene Christianity” through the labor 
of weeping.13 Before examining Marvell’s revolutionary verse, I offer a reading of “Eyes 
and Tears” that extends Prawdzik’s emphasis on the semi-voluntary nature of weeping 
and Kuchar’s focus on tears as a nexus of worldly-spiritual relationality in order to 
articulate the philosophical substratum of Marvell’s religious politics, which will be 
discussed in the subsequent sections.  
Once considered a resolutely Catholic practice of sacramental penitence, weeping 
is now understood to have been a prominent, but contested, form of (mostly) private 
prayer in early modern Protestantism. As Alec Ryrie explains,14 weeping’s semi-
voluntary nature made it uniquely appealing to Protestants: because tears were 
simultaneously understood as a gift from God delivered by the Holy Spirit and 
                                                          
12 Gary Kuchar, The Poetry of Religious Sorrow in Early Modern England (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2008), 99–101. 
13 Brendan Prawdzik, “‘Till Eyes and Tears Be the Same Things’: Marvell’s Spirituality 
and the Senses of History,” Explorations in Renaissance Culture 41 (2015: 202–24), 220, 
221. 
14 The following discussion of Protestant weeping in this paragraph derives from Ryrie, 
Being Protestant, 187–95. 
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controllable by the individual believer, weeping helped Protestants distinguish true from 
false repentance. The rise of pious weeping in Protestant worship surely owes much to 
Protestantism’s de-emphasizing of sacraments and processions, but unlike medieval 
affective piety, Protestant weeping was a largely private prerogative; public weeping 
raised the specter of hypocrisy. Though sermons and funerals were acceptable occasions 
for public weeping, elite and popular Calvinism argued that tears emerging from physical 
pain or earthly loss possessed no inherent spiritual value, thus placing pressure on 
believers to distinguish worldly from pious tears. This was also a gendered dynamic; 
because women and children tended to weep more than adult men, worldly tears were 
often consigned to the former, and the latter faced charges that their “pious” tears were 
womanish or childish. The problems of hypocrisy and emasculation, however, were less 
serious than the defining concern of Protestant worship: hardness of heart. Believers thus 
looked to biblical representations of tears softening stony hearts. Preachers and poets 
used their rhetorical forms to explore the boundaries between affective experience and 
election through figurative language. The goal was for these hermeneutic, textual, and 
auditory experiences to serve as a supplement for pious weeping, providing a metaphor 
for the kind of softening, even enlarging, of the heart that pious weeping allusively 
promised, priming it for intakes of spiritual hope, love, and joy. 
In one of the more famous early modern poetic examples of pious tears softening 
stony hearts, George Herbert’s “The Altar,” which opens The Temple (1633), alludes to 
Psalm 51 in establishing weeping as a semi-voluntary, pseudo-sacrificial activity:  
A broken ALTAR, Lord, thy servant rears, 
Made of a heart, and cemented with tears: 
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Whose parts are as thy hand did frame: 
No workman’s tool hath touched the same. (1–4)15   
The “broken altar” of the poet’s heart echoes the psalmist’s evaluation that God “desirest 
not sacrifice” and his redefinition of sacrifice itself: “The sacrifices of God are a broken 
spirit: a broken and a contrite heart, O God, thou wilt not despise” (51.16–17). But unlike 
the psalmist, who implores God to “wash me thoroughly from mine iniquity” (51:2) with 
hyssop, Herbert appeals to the watery substance of his tears; they cement together the 
broken pieces of the poet’s heart, but their agency is not attributed to the poet (“No 
workman’s tool hath touched the same”16). In the poem’s conclusion, “each part” of the 
poet’s “hard heart” praises the name of God: “if I chance to hold my peace, / These 
stones to praise thee may not cease” (9–14). These lines allude to Jesus’s entrance into 
Jerusalem in Luke 19, when Jesus responds to the Pharisees in their chastisement of his 
rejoicing disciples: “if these should hold their peace, the stones would immediately cry 
out” (Luke 19:40). In Herbert’s poem, the stones are the pieces of his broken heart 
offered as a new kind of sacrifice to God; both passages appeal to the divine agency 
propelling human rejoicing and weeping. Herbert surely knew that the lines following 
Luke 19:40 depict Jesus weeping upon his entrance into Jerusalem, prophesizing its 
destruction. In implicitly comparing the broken altar of his heart to the destroyed city of 
Jerusalem, Herbert moves beyond depicting his tears as agents of divine will; that the 
poem begins with his broken heart “cemented with tears” gives weeping a prophetic 
                                                          
15 Cited from Stephen Greenblatt, Katharine Eisaman Maus, George Logan, and Barbara 
K. Lewalski, eds., The Norton Anthology of English Literature, Ninth Edition, Volume B: 
The Sixteenth Century and the Seventeenth Century (New York: W.W. Norton & 
Company, 2012), 1,707 fn.3.  
16 This is an allusion to Exodus 20:25: “And if thou wilt make me an altar of stone, thou 
shalt not build it of hewn stone: for if thou lift up thy tool upon it, thou hast polluted it.”  
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quality; like the penitent psalmist, Herbert desires to “hear joy and gladness” after 
shedding his tears, to have “the joy of thy salvation” restored to him (Ps. 51:8, 12). With 
Christ’s prophetic tears as a model, Herbert figures weeping as an amalgamated sign of 
human and divine agency, supported by an imaginative synthesis of biblical precedents. 
Marvell inherited from Herbert this complex, Protestant poetics comingling 
human with divine agency. In depicting a poetic speaker “insulated from the world 
around [him] and the world of values from which [he came],”17 “Eyes and Tears” reflects 
the heavily private bent of Protestant weeping, but its status as a poem written for an 
audience confers upon its depiction of weeping a degree of publicity. Smith calls the 
poem a highly original commentary on “English religious verse since the late sixteenth 
century and the confessional battleground of which it was a part.”18 The poem’s center of 
gravity particularizes this confessional battleground in the form of the weeping Mary 
Magdalene, whose “tears more wise” and “liquid chains” not only “Dissolved those 
captivating eyes,” but “could flowing meet / To fetter her Redeemer’s feet” (29–32). 
These tears, the poet claims, are like the tears of grievers, which “preserve their sight 
more true” (27). Marvell’s Magdalene stanzas allude to the episode of Jesus at the house 
of Simon the Pharisee (Luke 7:36–50), in which the Magdalene bathes Jesus’s feet in her 
tears and then dries them with her hair. These actions lead Simon to question Jesus’s 
prophetic abilities, but Jesus responds that the copious sins of this woman have been 
forgiven, partly because of her faith and partly because she demonstrated more 
hospitality than Simon.19 Gary Kuchar is right to read Marvell’s weeping Magdalene as 
                                                          
17 Smith, Chameleon, 68. 
18 Smith, Chameleon, 69. 
19 Coogan, New Oxford Annotated Bible, 110 NT fn.7.36–50.  
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more than a nod to similar poems by Robert Southwell and Richard Crashaw, as 
dramatizing “the very breach between experience and understanding” in which “the 
tearful eye comes to a relation with, if not a rational apprehension of, divine 
revelation.”20 But as Luke 7:36–50 suggests, the poor Magdalene also captures and 
transforms the gendered dynamic of Protestant weeping; the presumably male speaker 
looks to her weeping as an example of piety emerging out of good hospitality.        
As the poem transitions from the Magdalene stanzas towards its conclusion, the 
speaker’s reflexive encouragement of his own pious tears takes a distinctly poetic form. 
In the twelfth stanza, the speaker brings himself to the brink of opening the “double 
sluice” of his eyes, allowing them to “practise” their “noblest use” (45–48). The 
thirteenth stanza then relays similes appealing to the elemental substance of tears:  
Now like two clouds dissolving, drop,  
And at each tear in distance stop: 
Now like two fountains trickle down: 
Now like two floods o’erturn and drown. (49–52) 
Between the simile of clouds dissolving and fountains trickling, Marvell’s speaker 
attempts to “stop” each tear “in distance.” As Kuchar notes, Marvellian weeping disjoints 
time to distinguish between the “captivating eye of reason” and the “pregnant eye of 
faith.”21 But this line—the only in this stanza that is not a simile—also mitigates between 
the heavenly and earthly position of the weeper. Unlike Magdalenian tears flowing 
upward to heaven like “incense,” the poet’s similes, which become increasingly 
terrestrial (“two fountains trickl[ing] down”) and hyperbolic (“two floods o’erturn[ing] 
                                                          
20 Kuchar, Poetry of Religious Sorrow, 116. 
21 Kuchar, Poetry of Religious Sorrow, 118. 
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and drown[ing]”), can only flow downward. Though he attempts to use poetry to find a 
metonym for pious weeping, the speaker cannot help but stray from the humble piety of 
the Magdalene, whose tears travel to heaven as an effect of her genuinely penitent 
intention, not by some inherent quality or sufficient quantity of their being. Contrary to 
the tradition associating femininity with inauthentic tears, Marvell is making the 
Magdalene’s tears emblematic of truly authentic, pious penitence.      
 If the Magdalene helps the speaker of “Eyes and Tears” understand and appreciate 
the pious potential of weeping, the poem’s final stanza renders unclear whether she 
actually influences him to weep and, if so, if such weeping is pious:  
Thus let your streams o’erflow your springs, 
Till eyes and tears be the same things: 
And each the other’s diff’rence bears; 
These weeping eyes, those seeing tears. (53–56) 
The speaker moves from addressing his eyes in the second person to deictically referring 
to “these weeping eyes” and “those seeing tears.” The first couplet details a progression 
wherein excessive weeping creates a synthesis between eyes and tears. The deictics of the 
final line, however, elaborate a subtle difference; the weeping eyes belong to the weeper, 
but the seeing tears belong somewhere beyond the eyes. In positing the “rigorous 
reflexivity” of Marvell’s poem, Kuchar suggests that Marvell moves towards something 
inexpressible without quite reaching it.22 “Eyes and Tears” thus comes to a distinctly 
Protestant understanding of the intense, ceaseless investigation of weeping in relation to a 
                                                          
22 Kuchar, Poetry of Religious Sorrow, 120.  
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broader salvific economy. Fittingly, Marvell’s poem ends on a Protestant compromise 
between actual pious weeping and poetic language as a substitute for pious weeping. 
 If the speaker struggles to weep pious tears, perhaps it is because, earlier in the 
poem, he reveals himself to be too much a creature of the world, prone to conceptualize 
the relationship between his sorrow, tears, and joy in economic terms: 
Two tears, which Sorrow long did weigh 
Within the scales of either eye, 
And then paid out in equal poise, 
Are the true price of all my joys. (9–12)  
The speaker sees himself purchasing  joys from Sorrow with his tears. Nigel Smith 
suggests that this mercantilist exchange is indeed pious, signifying “a penitent sense of 
redemption through sacrifice.”23 Stanza 4, however, complicates such a reading, for tears 
return to an otherwise mirthful speaker:  
What in the world most fair appears,  
Yea, even laughter, turns to tears; 
And all the jewels which we prize, 
Melt in these pendants of the eyes. (13–16)  
At first blush, this stanza chastises vain materialism; worldly objects are only “fair” on 
the level of their outer appearances. But curiously, Marvell retains the same material 
conceit in describing the melting of the literal “jewels” in the speaker’s field of vision 
within the figurative jewels—“pendants”—of the speaker’s tears. These tears, worn by 
the speaker’s eyes as luxury items that paradoxically suggest world-weariness, exemplify 
                                                          
23 Marvell, Poems, 52 fn.9–12. 
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the fluid threshold between material and spiritual value in this stanza. As Joan Hartwig 
argues, they transform “a sense of plentitude in this world” into “something of greater 
value, a joy that is unbounded by sorrow because the weeping eye has transformed joy 
and sorrow into the same feeling.”24 Still, “Eyes and Tears” makes no statement 
regarding spiritual joy in the singular; it holds fast to the speaker’s relationship to the 
world and its plural joys, a relationship that is intensified by the activity of weeping. The 
matter-spirit fluidity characterizing the joyfully lachrymose speaker of “Eyes and Tears” 
informs Marvell’s depictions of weeping throughout his revolutionary verse, which, I will 
argue, helps us articulate his synthesis of the era’s shifting religious and secular politics. 
 
THE MOTHER OF SOUND JOY: WEEPING IN THE ROYALIST ELEGIES 
 The years 1647–49 were transformative in English political history: Charles I 
secretly signed the Engagement with Scottish Covenanters, promising to instantiate 
Presbyterianism in England in return for military aid (26 Dec. 1647); the Second Civil 
War culminated with Parliament’s victory over the king (mid-1648); Charles was found 
guilty of treason and publicly executed (30 Jan. 1649); and the republican 
Commonwealth was established (May 1649). In these two years, Marvell mostly ran in 
royalist literary circles, and the regicide was for him a traumatic experience.25 Like many 
royalist poets, he wrote elegies for fallen compatriots to express personal and political 
                                                          
24 Joan Hartwig, “Tears as a Way of Seeing,” On the Celebrated and Neglected Poems of 
Andrew Marvell, ed. Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth (Columbia: University 
of Missouri Press, 1992. 70–85), 77. 
25 Smith, Chameleon, 73. 
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grief over the decline of English court culture.26 But these elegies also register Marvell’s 
developing skepticism of royalism and nascent interest in republicanism. Norbrook 
argues that Marvell, exposed to many cultural imperatives in the late-1640s and 
“unsatisfied with a bland compromise,” tests out different voices in his verse, thus 
“keeping his options open with a certain tactical skill.”27 Nicholas McDowell 
contextualizes Marvell’s royalist elegies amidst John Hall and Marchamont Nedham’s 
arguments for a royalist-Independent alliance, stemming from distaste for the 
beleaguered Charles’s negotiations with the Presbyterians and Scots.28 In Marvell’s 
royalist elegies, consoling joy emerges out of mournful weeping, balancing the requisite 
praise of the elegiac subject and a critique of royalism’s carnal masculinity.  
 As early as 1623, we can see the emerging political purchase and divisions of 
pious tears in the late Jacobean pulpit. Many sermons delivered in the first half of this 
year concerned themselves with Prince Charles’s potential marriage to the Spanish 
Infanta, which lead to fear of his Catholic conversion and the growth of papism in 
England.29 On the first Friday of Lent, 1623, Donne gave a sermon of lamentation on 
                                                          
26 For a detailed account of the decline of court culture in late-1640s England, see 
Nicholas McDowell, Poetry and Allegiance in the English Civil Wars: Marvell and the 
Cause of Wit (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 112–201.  
27 Norbrook, Writing the English Republic, 180, 244. 
28 McDowell, Poetry and Allegiance, 155–66, 203–04. As McDowell explains, 
proponents of a royalist-Independent alliance needed to distinguish anticlericalism from 
sectarianism. Nedham, for example, supported congregationalism and its Erastian 
implications of state dominance in religion (155–66). Given his later, unequivocal 
support of Cromwellian Independency in the mid-1650s, we may venture to say that the 
Marvell of the late-1640s would have been sympathetic to a royalist-Independent alliance 
and its anticlerical impulses, given the influence of his moderately Puritan father’s 
preference for reasoned preaching.  
29 Shami, Conformity in Crisis, 169. Shami also notes that reports of judges admonished 
to deal more favorably towards papists lead to deep uncertainty about the future of 
religion in England and to careful expressions of religious criticism (170).  
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tears at Whitehall, his base text being John 11:35 (“Jesus Wept”).30 In order to convince 
his congregation that weeping should be a more common practice of piety, Donne points 
out three types of tears wept by Christ, their occasions, and functions: “Humane tears” 
wept upon the death of Lazarus meant to console a family; “Propheticall” tears wept upon 
entrance into Jerusalem presaging national destruction; and “Pontificall” tears wept in his 
Passion upon contemplating the inefficacy of his sacrifice for the sinful.31 While Donne 
concedes that there are “constitutions” and “complexions” antithetical to weeping, he 
nevertheless argues that it is “the worst Epithet” to be labeled “Illachrymabilis, a person 
that could not weep.”32 The main benefit of pontifical tears, Donne claims, is to intensify 
sorrow so that it appears to be joy:  
To conceive true sorrow and true joy, are things not onely contiguous, but 
continuall; they doe not onely touch and follow one another in a certaine 
succession, Joy assuredly after sorrow, but they consist together, they are 
all one, Joy and Sorrow…So equall, so indifferent a thing is it, when we 
come to godly sorrow, whether we call it sorrow or joy, weeping or 
singing.33 
Donne’s appeal to the notion of adiaphora (“things indifferent”—matters unessential but 
helpful to salvation) in describing the affect of godly sorrow-joy aptly demonstrates his 
homiletic technique of testing extremes and finding a middle ground. In this way, the 
pious joy that is also pious sorrow in weeping serves to allay the congregation’s anxieties 
                                                          
30 Shami, Conformity in Crisis, 177. 
31 John Donne, The Sermons of John Donne, Volume IV, ed. George R. Potter and Evelyn  
M. Simpson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957), 324–25. 
32 Donne, Sermons IV, 339. 
33 Donne, Sermons IV, 343. 
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about religious division and incite their desire for religious stability and tolerance for all 
Christians (except papists).34 Safely in the semi-private confines of the church 
(parishioners are publicly gathered within the building but are privately cultivating 
individual responses to a sermon), Donne’s elite Protestant parishioners can weep holy 
tears without being labeled hypocritical, effeminate, or (if you happened to be a woman 
or child) hypersensitive, precisely because this activity can be metaphorically construed 
as singing holy joy. But in Donne’s rhetoric, it is the space of a unified English church 
that ultimately sanctifies this experience.   
 Other sermons of this year, however, deploy weeping in a nationalist key to 
castigate separatists. William Whateley, for example, gave a sermon in Banbury on 17 
February 1623—the day Prince Charles made his journey to Spain to marry the Infanta. 
Using Psalms 116:136 as his base text (“Rivers of water runne downe mine eyes, because 
they keepe not thy Testimonies”), Whateley dedicates his sermon to “any small remnant 
left, of those that haue hearts of flesh.” Similar to Donne, Whateley claims that “Godly 
sorrow is the mother of sound Joy” and that godly tears are “the proper seeds of heuenly 
comfort.”35 He advocates for the role of tears in curing souls, galvanizing church 
community, and atoning for national sins. To this end, he makes sure to distinguish 
between the tears of the church faithful and the bloodless activities of separatists:   
There is, I acknowledge, a generation of fault-finding men, that make vs 
farre worse than wee be, their sharpe-sighted eyes can see no lawfull 
Ministry, no true Word, Church, Sacraments, nor prayer amongst vs; and 
                                                          
34 Shami, Conformity in Crisis, 177. 
35 William Whateley, Charitable Teares: or, a sermon shewing how needfvll a thing it is 
for every godly man to lament the common sinnes of our Countrie (London: Imprinted by 
Felix Kyngston for Thomas Man., 1623), 258. 
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yet of these captious People, and carping Nation, that ouerlash so much in 
accusing, there is scarce any that mourneth for the things hee carpeth at: 
for they so spend themselues in false accusing, that they haue no leasure to 
bestow in true bewailing of our sinnes.36  
Separatists only find fault and do not genuinely mourn for the sins of the nation. Though 
they possess “sharpe-sighted eyes” that discern between worshipping practices (ministry, 
sacraments, prayer) and the lawful grounds of these practices, they do not take the next, 
important step in mourning these lamentable conditions. The argumentative, affectionless 
nature of these men makes them dangerous to those that find value in using their leisure 
time to meditate on, and weep for, the sins of England.  
 By the 1640s, after the abolition of the church episcopacy and the first Civil War, 
the relationship between weeping and sectarianism had drastically shifted. In the second 
part of the Presbyterian Thomas Edwards’s massive and unreliable Gangraena (1646), a 
text meant to expose the various heresies of sectarianism and portray the Independents as 
disguised sectarians,37 Edwards details some examples of sectarians falsely recanting 
when faced with ministerial and magisterial authorities. Sectarians of Lam’s Church, 
Edwards claims, travelled to an unnamed town in Essex to corrupt its people. When they 
spoke with the town’s ministers, the sectarians “openly blessed God for that dayes work, 
and the light they had received, even weeping for joy.” They then progressed to another 
                                                          
36 Whateley, Charitable Teares, 236–37. Though this passage does not call out separatists 
by that name, Shami sees Whateley’s diatribe against “fault-finding men” who see “no 
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England (175). 
37 For more on the development of Edwards’s strategy of exploiting the Sectarian-
Independent continuum to accuse mid-1640s Independents as dissembling sectarians, see 
Hughes, Struggle for the English Revolution, 1–54.  
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Essex town to seduce its people, but the news of their “late conviction” from the previous 
town followed them. When confronted with such news, they said “they wept to think how 
nigh the Ministers were come to them.” Edwards dubiously details this anecdote of 
sectarian hypocrisy to prove that the separatists “have their consciences seared with an 
hot iron, and sin, being condemned of themselves.”38 No longer were sectarians, as in the 
1620s, professorial ideologues unable to feel emotion; they became experts at affective 
dissimulation in the eyes of a heresy hunter like Edwards, feigning tears of joy to escape 
confrontation and reprisals for their erroneous beliefs and practices. By presenting the 
sectarians as even-keeled in their lachrymose dissimulation, Edwards achieves with this 
example the dual objectives of his treatise; feigned weeping is a symptom of sectarian 
enthusiasm, but it also suggests the cunning Independent hiding behind a vale of tears.  
 Turning now to late-1640s Marvell, we can appreciate how the budding poet 
utilizes elegiac tears to fit into a sorrowful royalist culture while also critiquing its ethos 
carnal masculinity and looking ahead to new political vistas. Returning to England in 
1647 after four years of travel on the Continent, Marvell confronted a rhetorical climate 
in which pious weeping potentially encompassed authoritarian Presbyterians, 
revolutionary Independents, radical sectarians, and disaffected royalists. In some ways, 
“An Elegy Upon the Death of My Lord Francis Villiers” (July–August 1648) is a 
straightforward royalist work. Indeed, the poet promises to praise the young Francis, and 
“plant upon his hearse the bloody bays, / Which we will water with our welling eyes” 
(18–20). But these tears of “Valour” that harden a desire for vengeance (21–24) sit in 
uneasy tension with the stanzas featuring Chlora-Mary, the last “argument” able to 
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“prolong / His stay” (67–68) away from the battlefield. This section of the elegy alludes 
to Villiers’s decision to send his company ahead while he entertained Mary, a tactical 
error that allowed parliamentary soldiers to surprise and kill him—quite gruesomely—the 
following day. Even some with royalist sympathies saw this error as a function of the 
excessive, often adulterous carnality of the royalist ethos that Villiers embodied.39 
Marvell admits that the pair possesses a natural, reciprocal attraction, but Chlora-Mary 
neglects Villiers’s desires and her own for her honor’s sake, shrinking like a “modest 
plant at every touch” (79–82). As Villiers leaves, the chaste but loving Chlora-Mary 
cannot help but weep, and Marvell echoes the dissolving clouds of “Eyes and Tears”40 in 
capturing her pain: “She like a rainbow, that ere long must fail, / Whose roseal cheek 
where heaven itself did view / Begins to sep’rate and dissolve to dew” (86–88). The 
elegy’s closing stanza seems like an unambiguous affirmation of royalist outrage (“And 
we hereafter to [Villiers’s] honour will / Not write so many, but so many kill” [125-26]); 
nevertheless, Chlora-Mary’s tormented tears subtly but definitively cast Villiers’s carnal 
royalist ethos into relief. Villiers’s brash aggression, which gets him killed, results from 
his bloodless response to weeping Chlora.  
Marvell does celebrate Villiers’s military prowess, but he also injects himself into 
an illuminating semi-confrontation with the cavalier:   
Lovely and admirable as he was, 
Yet was his sword or armour all his glass. 
Nor in his mistress’ eyes that joy he took,  
As in an enemy’s himself to look. 
                                                          
39 Marvell, Poems, 11–12. 
40 Marvell, Poems, 53 fn.49. 
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I know how well he did, with what delight 
Those serious imitations of fight. 
Still in the trials of strong exercise 
His was the first, and his the second prize. (51–58) 
Villiers derives less joy from gazing into Chlora-Mary’s eyes than from finding his 
reflection in the eyes of his enemies. Marvell knew from experience how seriously 
Villiers took combat; he spent time fencing with Francis Villiers and his brothers in 
Italy.41 Though Marvell’s elegy acknowledges the unique love culture of Cavalier 
courtiers, “flout[ing] the boundaries of relationships provided by marriage and family 
honour,”42 his allusion to Villiers the fencer suggests an implicit critique of royalism’s 
masculine shortcomings; the civil wars have shown that no courtly mode of violence 
exists. Even Villiers’s sister— the “Bright Lady” Mary Villiers, the Duchess of 
Richmond that “rulest from above / The last and greatest monarchy of love” (59–60)—
cannot prevent Francis from going off to war. Perhaps, the poet wonders, her tears will 
“prevail with him to stay” (65), but Villiers “resolved breaks carelessly away” (66). 
Surrounded by weeping women attempting to persuade him from war, Villiers is 
nevertheless trapped in a royalist ethos of masculinity that is both impervious to and 
generative of the pious tears of loved ones. The poem subtly critiques the vanity and 
sensuality at the heart of Cavalier masculinity.   
After the regicide, Marvell would pen another elegy for a fallen royalist, albeit 
one that died outside the battlefield. “Upon the Death of Lord Hastings” (late June–July 
1649) appeared in Lachrymae Musarum, a collection of elegies edited by Richard Brome 
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for Hastings that, as some have argued, covertly served to mourn Charles I.43 But unlike 
the other poems in the collection, Marvell downplays Hastings’s royalism; Smith sees 
Marvell, attuned to the details of the Hastings family, “reading the situation carefully and 
guarding his own position, perhaps already in anticipation of preferment with the new 
regime.”44 When Marvell describes Hastings’s dwelling, he presents an image of familial 
consolation with apocalyptic undertones and intertexts:  
But most he doth th’eternal book behold, 
On which the happy names do stand enrolled; 
And gladly there can all his kindred claim, 
But most rejoices at his mother’s name. (37–40) 
The “eternal book” references the Book of Life in Revelations 3:5 containing the names 
of the Christian elect. Though all of Hastings’s kindred reside in the book, he finds the 
most joy in his mother’s name: Lucy Hastings, Countess of Huntingdon. Marvell is likely 
appealing to Lucy on account of her prestigious and controversial literary genealogies,45 
but this appeal additionally resonates with the pious affectivity of a grieving mother. In 
her elegy for her son, “The Bowells of the Earth my bowels Hide,” Lucy’s weeping eyes 
clear up when she realizes that he “Lies not here” on earth because “His soul is he,” to be 
refined by his “Redeemer” upon the “approaching Resurrection.” Until then, Hastings’s 
soul—along with those of the “elect”—“rest, and Joyfully expect / The image of our 
Lord’s perfection.”46 Marvell seems to want to draw the reader’s attention to Lucy’s 
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46 Cited from H. T. Swedenberg, Jr., “More Tears for Lord Hastings,” Huntington 
Library Quarterly 16.1 (Nov. 1952: 43–51), 51.   
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poem, which does not apotheosize her son but describes a mortalist scenario in which his 
soul, residing in his deceased material body, joyfully anticipates its ascension into 
Heaven while it carries along his material body. Marvell’s elegy does not echo Lucy’s 
moralism, but he does single Lucy out as the apex of Hastings’s anticipatory joy in 
heaven. It is also important that Marvell deploys the decidedly apocalyptic image of the 
Book of Life in depicting Hastings’s anticipatory joy for his mother; it is an image 
collapsing Marvell’s practical concerns for keeping royalist channels of association alive 
while experimenting with radical imagery in an uncertain political landscape.  
 For Marvell, Hastings’s mother Lucy is the model for tearful grieving’s consoled 
and consolatory culmination in apocalyptic joy. Marvell searches for “a store / Of tears 
untouched, and never wept before” in mourning the deceased, youthful Hastings. Other 
weepers appear throughout the poem, including Hymen—the only mourner in a pantheon 
of gods that “cannot their joy conceal” for Hastings’s celestial arrival—who “tears his 
saffron coat” because Hastings died the day before his own wedding (44–45). Théodore 
de Mayerne— Hastings’s intended father-in-law, Paracelsian physician, and Huguenot 
alchemist—weeps just like the company of mourners that open the poem: “without 
redress or law” (58). The weeping of Hastings’s would-be father in law is particularly 
noteworthy, given that Marvell exclaims in lament for the progeny that could have been: 
“how immortal must their race have stood, / Had Mayerne once been mixed with 
Hastings’ blood!” (51-52). By singling out Mayerne instead of Hastings’s biological 
father, Marvell finds the Huguenot alchemist to be a fit figure to describe tears that 
neither cure sorrow nor involuntarily emerge. If the tears that are wept “without redress 
or law” are wedding tears transformed into funerary tears, their pathos is thus heightened. 
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Indeed, these were to be tears of joy upon Hastings’s wedding, but his death prompts an 
uncontrollable deluge that, in its inability to console the weeper, signifies uncontrollable 
affective expression. The joyful wedding tears, it is implied, would also have been 
beyond control. The greatest grief of the Villiers elegy, Marvell suggests, is that a 
Villiers-Mayerne family—an English/French Protestant family—did not come into 
existence. Such a family, a composite of English and French Protestants, would have 
constituted a spiritual unification beyond national and continental borders, a community 
coming into greater spiritual joy.  
 After the regicide, Marvell’s next great example of poetic encomia is Upon 
Appleton House, his country house poem dedicated to Sir Thomas Fairfax. Like Marvell 
and like other disaffected royalists, Fairfax searched for means to transform his political 
sorrow into spiritual joy; he found such means in weeping. In Upon Appleton House, 
however, Marvell utilizes weeping not to mediate on the tumultuous transformations of 
the late 1640s but to forecast a more pious future for England, grounded in the Fairfax 
family and its proliferating communities of joy. 
 
NOT TEARS OF GRIEF: UPON APPLETON HOUSE AND THE SPIRITUAL JOY OF 
THOMAS FAIRFAX 
Disturbed by the regicide and the new commonwealth’s plan for a preemptive 
invasion of Scotland, Sir Thomas Fairfax, commander-in-chief of the parliamentary army 
and a Presbyterian, resigned his post and retired to his Nun Appleton estate in North 
Yorkshire. Shortly thereafter, Marvell joined Fairfax at the estate to tutor Fairfax’s 
daughter, Mary (25 June 1650). Pride’s Purge squashed Presbyterian aspirations to 
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reform the national church in their image, and it assured Independent dominance in 
Parliament. After the regicide, the commonwealth regime attempted to compel loyalty to 
the new political settlement through the Engagement Controversy (1649), which placed 
Fairfax in a difficult position; he had vowed to protect the king in signing the Solemn 
League and Covenant (1643), Parliament’s pact with Scottish Covenanters, but 
Parliament beheaded the king despite this covenant. Fairfax was thus plunged into a 
“melancholy madness” by these political transformations, and, making matters worse, his 
retirement to Nun Appleton did not fully remove him from civil war animosities. The 
estate was situated between the resurgent Levellers and the parliamentary army, which 
was growing increasingly millenarian.47 Perhaps lifting his spirits was Upon Appleton 
House, a poem written by his employee Marvell that is, “in the fullest sense, the product 
of a patronage relationship.”48 Notwithstanding the optimistic conventions of epideictic 
rhetoric, Smith claims that the “joyful and reverential tone” of the poem’s speaker seems 
genuine, in somewhat stark contrast to the “guardedness” of Marvell’s major public 
poems.49 The tonal joy occurring on the level of epideictic form in Upon Appleton House 
dovetails with its providential depiction of Mary as the progenitor of Protestant joy in the 
ambiguous climate of post-revolutionary England.  
 Criticism of Upon Appleton House has increasingly found value in 
contextualizing the poem amidst Fairfax’s military experiences during the civil wars and 
his private pursuits at Nun Appleton. John Barnard argues that the image of Denton, 
Fairfax’s other property upriver from Nun Appleton, opening its “cataracts” and flooding 
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its downriver companion echoes the biblical Flood, which has political resonance. 
Indeed, Takashi Yoshinaka notes that emblem literature frequently portrayed the civil 
wars as the biblical flood.50 Fairfax, the governor of an estate surrounded by water, 
paradoxically finds himself on fertile grounds to “till” his conscience, “that heaven-
nursed plant” shining “in the crowns of saints” (354–60).51 Though limited by the 
conventions of decorum, Marvell was, according to Philip Major, “ideally placed to 
assess and articulate…the active-passive tension” generated by his employer’s “sudden 
withdrawal from national prominence.”52 Keith McDonald and Joan Faust both argue that 
Marvell’s encomium to Fairfax demonstrates interest in potential beyond activity and 
passivity, but it is a potential that “has to be waged against the actual and the attainable, 
the kind of life that is led and the outside world that governs it.”53 Fairfax dealt with his 
melancholy and the dangers encompassing him by turning his retirement into an 
opportunity for useful, even pleasurable, writing activity. The dual nature of this writing 
is captured in the two subtitles of his collection: The Imployment of my Solitude 
(devotional works) and The Recreations of my Solitude (secular works). The Imployment 
contains Fairfax’s Psalter, as well as numerous transpositions of biblical songs into 
English verse. More eclectic is the Recreations, which includes, for example, a 
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translation of Marc-Antoine Girard de Saint-Amant’s libertine poem, “La Solitude.” With 
his collection, Fairfax “self-fashions himself . . . as a gentleman-scholar in tune with 
prevailing currents of literary fashion” without “undermining the genuineness” of his 
piety and humility. Moreover, Fairfax’s collection vindicates the perceived passivity of 
retirement and solitude through its engagement of solitude’s active dimensions.54 Not 
unlike his employee Marvell, Fairfax finds value in balancing devotional and secular 
influences across both the Imployment and the Recreations, in an attempt to understand 
and articulate a moderate, but not unimpassioned, Protestantism.  
The Imployment presents poems in which Fairfax meditates on the Bible in order 
to understand how sorrow and grief can be transformed into joy. In “Hezekiahs-Songe” 
(Isaiah 38), for example, the post-Davidic king of Judah recounts a long sickness and his 
divine recovery. He laments that his “flitting years” are “Cut off like to a weauers 
thread,” comparing himself to the “Doue that trembling sitts / When Hawke aboue doth 
sores his pitch” as he sends “sad groanes” up to God (258). The reference to weaving and 
the dove recalls the Marvellian poet “retiring from the flood” in the “yet green, yet 
growing ark” of Nun Appleton’s woods (481–84). There, the poet finds the “sadder, yet 
more pleasing sound” of the Christic stock-doves to be a suitable influence for his own 
music (521–24). But after the “tallest oak” falls by one “feeble stroke” of the “holt-
felster”—an image of Charles I’s beheading—he observes the aftermath: “Out of these 
scattered sibyl’s leaves / Strange prophecies my fancy weaves” (551–52, 577–78). Unlike 
Fairfax, who poeticizes scripture to cope with the regicide, the Marvellian poet 
embroiders the leaves into an “antic cope,” thus becoming like “some great prelate of the 
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grove” (591–92). Marvell’s depiction of himself as a head cleric of Nun Appleton’s 
emerging natural church is surely an ironic critique of the destructive role of 
ecclesiastical power before, during, and after the revolution, but this depiction also serves 
to put Fairfax—his ideal reader—into spiritual relief. Hezekiah, after asking God to recall 
how he “walked before you in faithfulness with a whole heart, and have done what is 
good in your sight,” weeps. God then visits Isaiah, telling him to tell Hezekiah that “the 
God of your ancestor David” has “heard your prayer” and has “seen your tears,” and that 
he will not only add fifteen years to his life, but that he will “deliver you and this city out 
of the hand of the king of Assyria, and defend this city.”55 Fairfax accounts for this 
narration in his song by having Hezekiah claim that God’s “Word & Truth keep perfait 
touch”:  
By these things Lord doe Mortals liue  
New Life by these things thou dost giue  
Lo, Peace to me dost thou restore  
And Joy for Greefe I had before. (258)  
What for Hezekiah is praise of God’s direct communication with Isaiah is for Fairfax 
Protestant praise of God’s word as gleaned from scripture. As Kevin Killeen argues, 
Hezekiah stood as a model for the power of prayer to curry divine Providence during a 
siege in civil-war era England.56 Directly following his rendition of David’s lament for 
the death of Saul, Fairfax’s poeticization of Hezekiah’s divine recovery gestures towards 
the more promising future of David’s lineage, culminating with Christ’s birth.       
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 Fairfax’s most original meditation on weeping occurs in “The Christian War-
fare,” a poem in the Recreations. It is significant because it is not a direct meditation on 
scripture; it is an original poem composed by Fairfax. The children of God describe 
themselves as “happy,” on account of the afflictions they suffer, which “to the State 
Eternal do amount” (276):   
T’indure sorrowes & Iniuryes we must  
(As Scriptures tel) & to be exile thrust  
Then tis a signe indeed heauen is our choyse  
When in our tribulations wee rejoice (276).   
The effect of rejoicing in tribulation is ambiguously active and passive. While sorrow and 
injury collectively serve as a passive “signe” confirming that “heaven is our choice,” this 
very phrase presents the children of God as actively choosing providence. This ambiguity 
continues into the following lines, where Fairfax presents the rejoicing of the saints as a 
gift from God: “T’is Gileads pretious Balme & serues to binde / The wounds & blowes 
which here belowe we find.” What the true solider of Christ can do is wait with “patient 
calmness” for the “Soueraigne hand” to dispense its rewards. The Christian should try to 
raise his soul above “Passions sphere” by lengthening patience as worldly afflictions 
grow. Fairfax, however, distinguishes such activity from self-affliction by questioning 
affected weeping: “Should we aflict ourselues when loss appear’s / Our Teares would 
sooner want then Cause for teares” (276-77). The tears that emerge as a result of self-
affliction are narcissistic, for they belie the more pressing reality of the subject’s 
instrumental desire to acquire God’s favor. It is the “cause for tears” that Fairfax finds 
interesting and somewhat mysterious. All the Christian subject can and should do in the 
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midst of sorrow is practice the virtue of fortitude, for “Prouidence deuine” will turn his 
eye when he pleases, transforming the subject’s “Sorrows into Joy” and making “the 
firtile Earth produce / Her anual fruit most meet for humaine use” (278). If weeping is, 
for Fairfax, a road to godliness, it must be weeping attuned to its own causality. “The 
Christian War-fare” suggests that such pious tears are hard to distinguish from true 
Christian fortitude on the one hand and self-involvement on the other.  
 Fairfax’s secular poems do engage Christian ethics in ruminating on the 
possibility of joy amidst overwhelming sorrow, but they are more predominantly 
ensconced in this sorrow. At the end of the Recreations, Fairfax presents a more 
pessimistic view of pious weeping in “The tears of France for the deplorable death of 
Henry 4 surnamed the Great,” a translation of an elegy by Anne de Rohan, which appears 
at the end of Agrippa d’Aubigné’s Histoire Universelle.57 That this secular poem is a 
translation of a French woman’s elegy for the Huguenot king Henry IV, however, 
presents layers of complexity with regards to its depiction of weeping. “Our songes & 
mirth,” the poem’s mourners say, “into sad plaints we turne”; in the same stanza, they 
“send…endless sighs to th’ highst Sphere / Whilst hopless teares distill upon the earth.” 
The speaker then regrets that they have “nought else for him butt a few teares” to offer to 
his “sacred vrne.” Despite this meditation on the inefficacious nature of worldly weeping, 
the speaker does suggest that these tears, at least, are superior to past tears: “We oft shed 
teares for simple wrongs oft weepe / Too Comon oft for things of lesser prise.” But after 
the “faitall stroke” and “sad shock of Fate” of Henry’s death, “happy days are gone” and 
“no joy appears” in France; instead, “Life shall wast in teares” (287). Fairfax likely chose 
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to translate Anne de Rohan’s poem because both Henry and Charles I were, in his eyes, 
unjustly murdered, but the female perspective allows Fairfax to explore more deeply the 
worldly and spiritual ends of weeping without compromising his moderate skepticism of 
weeping as a public act of mourning. The Protestant Henry is a fitting devotional object 
for Fairfax to simultaneously direct his religious and secular interests towards, but the 
poem’s post-regicidal implication is that joy is forever gone and the tears wept as a result 
are nothing but waste. Unlike the biblical poems, which find hope in Christ vis-à-vis 
David’s regal lineage, the secular poems justify royalist sorrow and exile, though they do 
offer Christian fortitude as the subject’s best defense in these tumultuous political times.    
 Fairfax finds comfort and hope in Christ’s lineage through the entwined fates of 
the regal figures of David and Hezekiah. According to Killeen, Hezekiah typologically 
prefigured “a militarised Christ” during the civil war era.58 In Upon Appleton House, 
Marvell finds similar reassurance in the Fairfaxian lineage through the entwined fates of 
Isabel Thwaites, Thomas’s great-great-grandmother, and Mary, Thomas’s daughter and 
the future proprietor of the Nun Appleton estate. Before the Fairfax family owned it, the 
estate was a Catholic nunnery, controlled in the poem by hypocritical nuns housing a 
carnal “store / Of joys” (193–94). Critics have long noted that the store of joys promised 
by the Prioress to Isabel Thwaites alludes to lesbian and/or heterosexual impropriety, 
which plays into the poem’s Protestant critique of hypocritical, sensual Catholicism. 
Concerning devotional practices, the episode crescendos in an attack on Catholic idolatry 
as William storms the nunnery’s “unfrequented vault” to rescue Thwaites, the one truly 
holy jewel amidst a panoply of “relics false” (259, 261). Judith Haber, however, points 
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out that focusing too intensely on the nuns as figures of Protestant contempt ignores the 
fact that the space of the nunnery echoes the poem’s broader exploration of retreat from 
the world, embodied by Thomas Fairfax’s retirement from public political life and the 
poet’s excursion into the estate’s woods. Extending this argument, Graham Hammill 
suggests that this desire for retreat shared by most of the poem’s personages figures the 
imagination as a social entity “shaped by and shap[ing] communal bonds.”59 Marvell thus 
probes intersections between Catholic and Protestant devotion through cloistered figures 
communally exercising and cultivating their imaginations.  
 Enfolded in the linguistic rhetoric of the nunnery’s prioress is weeping, a somatic 
form of persuasion crucial to forging an affective bond with Thwaites. The “holy leisure” 
of the nuns is anything but passive; they “hourly trim” their “chaste lamps” in 
anticipation of Christ (“the great Bridegroom”), and their “incessant prayer” renders their 
breath “perfumed…with incense” (97, 107–10). Weeping is conflated with prayer: the 
“holy-water of our tears,” the Prioress claims, “Most strangely our complexion clears” 
(111-12). In the following stanza, she elaborates the power of the nuns’ tears:  
Not tears of grief; but such as those 
With which calm pleasure overflows; 
Or pity, when we look on you 
That live without this happy vow. 
How should we grieve that must be seen 
Each one a spouse, and each a queen; 
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And can in heaven hence behold  
Our brighter robes and crowns of gold? (113–20) 
The implicit critique of the nuns’ weeping appears of a piece with the episode’s larger 
narrative of Protestant triumph; in rescuing Thwaites, William Fairfax exposes the 
carnality of the nuns’ worshipping practices. But William himself is torn between 
established tradition and the emergent rupture of the Reformation. “He would respect / 
Religion,” the poet claims, “but not right neglect,” for “first Religion taught him right, / 
And dazzled not but cleared his sight.” He is a man of the kind of “Courage” led by 
“Justice,” and he eventually receives the “lawful form” that “licenses either peace or 
force, / To hinder the unjust divorce” (225–36). In this light, we should question why 
Thwaites, who “weeping at the altar waits” before William whisks her away, “bequeaths 
her tears” to the nuns (264, 266), if they are stock figures of carnal Catholicism. After all, 
the poem would be undercutting its own Protestant triumphalism if “truly bright and holy 
Thwaites” bequeathed affected tears to the nuns. Her tearful waiting should be read as an 
authentic, if misguided, patience for Christ’s arrival, evincing something akin to the 
“calm pleasure” the nuns claim as their own in overflowing with tears in anticipation of 
their life as heavenly brides of Christ. Thwaites displays the kind of genuine piety of 
which the Catholic nuns are incapable; in bequeathing her tears to the nuns, she leaves 
them with drops possessing the potential to reform their carnal devotion.  
At the end of Upon Appleton House, the poet imagines Thomas’s daughter Mary 
(Maria, in the poem) preparing to wed an unknown suitor, to which her “glad parents 
most rejoice, / And make their destiny their choice” (743–44). For John Rogers, this 
episode “swells in joyful anticipation” precisely because it fulfills the “apocalyptic 
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prophecy” attached to William and Thomas Fairfax earlier in the poem.60 Whereas 
Thwaites possesses the capacity to desire enduring joy but the inability to detect 
hypocrisy, Maria is a figure of enduring joy able to discern false from true tears. The 
“law / Of all her sex, her age’s awe” (655–56), Maria is a Christic figure inaugurating an 
apocalyptic era of sustained peace, which Marvell captures by likening Maria to the 
“modest halcyon”: she “benumb[s]” nature and “doth hush / The world” before “wholly 
vitrif[ying]” nature by her “heaven tried” flames (669, 672, 681–82, 687–88). The poet 
imagines Maria resisting the many courting tactics of her suitors, including weeping:       
Blest Nymph! that couldst so soon prevent 
Those trains by youth against thee meant; 
Tears (wat’ry shot that pierce the mind); 
And sighs (Love’s cannon charged with wind); 
True praise (that breaks through all defence); 
And feigned complying innocence; 
But knowing where this ambush lay, 
She ‘scaped the safe, but roughest way. (713–20) 
The verb prevent does not suggest that Maria is stopping the tears, sighs, praise, and 
feigned innocence of the male suitors; she is anticipating these ambushes.61 The 
parenthetical phrases constitute Maria’s prescient knowledge of the suitors’ tactics. 
Unlike sighs and true praise, tears are subtle weapons; they are a “wat’ry shot” that 
“pierce[s] the mind.” Marvell imagines Maria escaping this artillery on account of the 
                                                          
60 Rogers, Matter of Revolution, 73.  
61 “prevent (v.),” I.1.a., OED. 
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affective knowledge62 her paternal grandmother did not possess. If Thwaites was the 
pious object of a teleological narrative of England’s Protestant Reformation, in which 
spiritual joy begins to overtake worldly joy, then Maria is the pious subject of a history 
with the potential to make this spiritual joy enduring. The daughter of a man ceaselessly 
meditating on the origin of (pious) tears, Mary Fairfax is Protestant in her flawless ability 
to detect and avoid the rhetorical, dissimulating tears of her male carnal suitors. 
In turning from encomia praising Fairfax to encomia praising Cromwell, Marvell 
continues to engage weeping to meditate on the transformation of political sorrow into 
spiritual joy. As in the case of Upon Appleton House, Marvell meditates on weeping 
because the subject of his encomia was a known weeper. But unlike the country house 
poem, the Cromwell encomia places positive religious value on masculine weeping; in 
representing a semi-public piety appealing to those caught between Cromwellian 
Independency and enthusiastic sectarianism, Marvellian weeping attempts to forge a 
community of Protectorate faithful beyond loyalty to the person of Cromwell.  
   
’TIS PIETY TO WEEP: TEARS OF JOY IN THE CROMWELL ENCOMIA  
In the divisio of An Horatian Ode upon Cromwell’s Return from Ireland (June–
July 1650), his first poem praising the military and political activities of Cromwell, 
Marvell progresses from lauding Cromwell’s private virtue to the “wiser art” (48) of his 
                                                          
62 In turning down the advancements of her suitors, Hammill attributes to Maria “sexual 
knowledge” (192). “Affective,” I argue, is a more precise adjective to describe her 
knowledge; while the desire for sex beyond genuine love and affection is clearly a 
subtext informing the advances of the suitors, this stanza stresses Maria’s ability to 
understand and circumnavigate their gestural, somatic, and rhetorical tactics, which 
suggests not just her knowledge of their sexual desire but, more immediately, the 
instrumentalization of their bodies to procure the object of said desire. See Hammill, 
Mosaic Constitution.  
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Machiavellian political cunning. Living “reserved and austere” in his “private gardens,” 
Cromwell climbed the ranks of the military by his “industrious valour” in order to “cast 
the kingdoms old”—England, Ireland, and (soon enough) Scotland—into “another 
mould” (29–36). At Hampton Court Palace, where Charles negotiated with Parliament 
and the New Model Army after his defeat in the Second Civil War, Cromwell “twin[s] 
subtle fears with hope,” weaving “a net of such a scope / That Charles himself might 
chase / To Caresbrook’s narrow case” (49–52). Smith points out that the contemporary 
suspicion voiced in this stanza—Cromwell arranged for Charles to flee to Carisbrooke 
Castle on the Isle of Wight so that he could be betrayed by the island’s governor and 
brought to trial—is groundless,63 but this episode in the Horatian Ode nevertheless 
reflects Cromwell’s tendency towards emotional manipulation. The memoirs of Edmund 
Ludlow, for example, recount an episode in which Charles I narrates an encounter he had 
with Cromwell, wherein the general “wept plentifully” on account of remembering the 
King’s face-to-face encounter with his children. Cromwell divulges “the Sincerity of his 
Heart towards the King,” but Charles sees such emotional expression emerging out of the 
dependence that Cromwell, the Independents, and the Army have on the king as a means 
of politically acting against Parliament.64 Though Cromwell’s tears may, as the king 
suspected, be nothing more than political dissimulation, they do nevertheless demonstrate 
his valuation of familial affection.   
                                                          
63 Marvell, Poems, 275 fn.47–52.  
64 Edmund Ludlow, Memoirs of Edmund Ludlow Esq.; Lieutenant General of the Horse, 
Commander in Chief of the forces in Ireland, one of the Council of State, and a Member 
of the Parliament which began on November 3, 1640. In two volumes. Vol. I. 
(Switzerland: Vivay, 1698), 199.  
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 This would not be the only time Cromwell wept for political effect. Cromwell’s 
dissolution of the Rump Parliament tipped the scales of power towards Thomas 
Harrison’s faction within the army and the Fifth Monarchist movement. Harrison was, 
after all, a member of the godly Nominated Parliament. But the manner in which 
Cromwell enacted the dissolution caused his parliamentary opposition to question his 
sincerity. Newsletters of that year note the rise of a “zealous party in the Army” speedily 
pressing for “a new Representative” body for England. Preaching members of the army, a 
newsletter of 15 April 1653 claims, “have drawne the General to them, who, as it’s 
beleeved, was never from them, but meerly for their ends.” Earlier, Cromwell visited the 
House of Commons “with weeping eyes,” promising that “he would as willingly hazard 
his life against any whatever that should professe themselves their enemys, as he had 
done against those that were publique enemys to the Commonwealth.”65 Indeed, 
Cromwell had wept at the thought of violence towards Parliament and vowed for future 
army-parliament fidelity.66 Most in the Commons, however, knew Cromwell “hath teares 
at will, and can dispence with any Oath or Protestation without troubling his 
conscience.”67 Five days after this journal entry, Cromwell dissolved Parliament. As C. 
H. Firth argues, Cromwell’s expulsion of the Rump Parliament was not “the finishing 
stroke of an elaborately worked-out plan,” but rather “a sudden change of plan, a 
desertion of the policy which he had previously been pursuing, and the adoption of a 
completely different policy.”68 Cromwell’s change likely owed much to the “rising 
                                                          
65 C. H. Firth, “Cromwell and the Expulsion of the Long Parliament in 1653,” The 
English Historical Review 8.31 (July 1893: 526–34), 529.     
66 Blair Worden, The Rump Parliament 1648–1653 (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1974), 357. 
67 Firth, “Expulsion,” 529. 
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excitement in the army during the early part of 1653,”69 but for many in Parliament, it 
was a surprising rebuke of his earlier professions of loyalty. The general’s willed tears 
became not only an instrument of his political deception but also a sign of his deficient 
conscience. As we will see, Marvell carefully synthesizes the active deployment of tears, 
heavily associated with Cromwell, with their providential emergence in his poetic 
encomia to Cromwell, the Protectorate, and the post-Cromwellian Protectorate.     
 A more charitable reading of Cromwell’s dissolution of the Rump and 
instantiation of the short-lived Nominated Parliament would look to his own writings 
regarding his temperament upon those momentous political occasions. After the civil 
wars, Cromwell says that Parliament had the godly duty “to give the people the harvest of 
all their labour, blood and treasure, and to settle a due liberty both in reference to civil 
and spiritual things.” For the “good and well-affected of the land,” however, “it was 
matter of much grief . . . to observe the little progress which was made therein.”70 This is 
why Cromwell and his officers have decided to nominate “men fearing God, and of 
approved integrity” to govern the three nations; a political body more representative of 
the godly English people will produce “the fruits of a just and righteous reformation, so 
long prayed and wished for . . . to the refreshing of all those good hearts who have been 
panting after those things.”71 In his speech to the Nominated Parliament (4 July 1653), 
Cromwell claims that his officers and he decided to dissolve the House out of a felt “duty 
not to suffer” the pretensions of Parliament, whose plan to extend themselves into 
perpetuity would transfer “the liberties of the nation into the hands of those who had 
                                                          
69 Firth, “Expulsion,” 527.  
70 Wilbur Cortez Abbott, ed., The Writings and Speeches of Oliver Cromwell, Volume II: 
The Commonwealth, 1649–1653 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1939), 5. 
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never fought for it.”72 The new parliament of saints is tasked with preserving and 
advancing the revolutionary cause; Cromwell and his officers have magnanimously 
divested to them some of their own power, and he promises he will not counsel, but will 
rather pray for them in their pursuit of wisdom.73 Cromwell then amplifies the 
millenarian rhetoric, alluding to Daniel and speaking of England at a “threshold,” 
approaching “the door to usher in the things that God has promised.”74 The saints have 
been nominated because they fear and praise the Lord, which puts Psalm 68 in 
Cromwell’s mind: “Let God rise up, let his enemies be scattered; let those who hate him 
flee before him. As smoke is driven away, so drive them away; as wax melts before the 
fire, let the wicked perish before God. But let the righteous be joyful; let them exult 
before God; let them be jubilant with joy.” To a knowing audience of self-styled saints, 
Cromwell validates their righteous existence and political ascension as the ascension of 
God on earth. The wicked and enemies of the saints will be naturally scattered as the 
righteous, possessed of political power, joyfully exult of and before God.    
This “Parliament of Saints” resigned five months after its nomination, and 
England was declared a Protectorate with Cromwell as its head. Though some saw the 
Protectorate as a military dictatorship headed by Cromwell, others saw Cromwell 
magnanimously declining the title of King in favor of the more modest title of Lord 
Protector. James Harrington best captures the sympathy some republicans had for such a 
seeming divestment of power in The Commonwealth of Oceana (1656). This sympathy 
emerges as a republican expression of joyful tears. As Jonathan Scott argues, 
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Harrington’s politics are similar to Marvell’s, insofar as both men are interested in a 
holistic unification of moderates in the commonwealth.75 In part 4 (“The Corollary”), 
Harrington relates Lord Archon’s divestment of power after finding not only “the rapture 
of motion” (rotating elections) in the commonwealth of Oceana, but the rapture of “joy 
and harmony, into which his spheres . . . were cast.” Because such rapturous harmony 
occurred “naturally” in the commonwealth, Archon sees no need to force the Senate or 
the people to take an oath of allegiance. As a self-denying Christian, he does want to 
destroy “all unreasonable desires” in the commonwealth, so he enters the senate to 
abdicate his magistracy. The “astonished” senate stood silent until Archon exited, leaving 
the senate “with the tears in their eyes.”76 A young commissioner, representing the 
people, expresses gratitude (not flattery) to the Senate, “filled with that food of the mind 
which, being of pleasing and wholesome digestion, takes in the definition of true joy.” 
They decide to place the virtues and merits of the office of Archon in its “true 
meridian”—Olphaus Megaletor, Oceana’s Cromwell figure. Argus, a skilled orator 
expressing the “true-heartedness” and “goodwill” of the people, argues that Archon could 
have done the people of Oceana great mischief but decided not to. Reflecting on 
Archon’s noble deeds, Argus cannot control his affective response: “I dare say there was 
never a one of them could forbear to do as I do—and, it please your fatherhoods, they be 
tears of joy.”77 To reiterate, Archon is not a Cromwell stand-in; the office of Archon, as 
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created by Archon’s abdication of magistracy, is the office of Lord Protector. In this 
scenario, Cromwell imperfectly holds the office of Archon; Cromwell did not receive the 
office of Lord Protector from some higher source but helped create the Protectorate.   
About a year after the resignation of the Nominated Parliament, Marvell penned 
The First Anniversary for the Protectorate, ruling England with and under the Instrument 
of Government. After distinguishing Cromwell from monarchs that ignore the counsel of 
“sacred prophecies” within their counties (35), detailing his wondrous construction of a 
harmonious commonwealth superior to continental reason-of-statists “sing[ing] hosanna 
to the whore” (113), and elaborating his postponement of the millennium until a 
“seasonable people” bend to his (and Heaven’s) will (131–36), Marvell relates a 
potentially diversionary, counterproductive episode: Cromwell’s “sudden fall”—his near-
death experience after a coaching accident. As in Upon Appleton House and the Horatian 
Ode, Marvell utilizes weaving imagery to celebrate Cromwell: 
 Let this one sorrow interweave among 
The other glories of our yearly song. 
Like skilfull looms which through the costly thread 
Of purling ore, a shining wave do shed: 
So shall the tears we on past grief employ, 
Still as they trickle, glitter in our joy. 
So with more modesty we may be true, 
And speak as of the dead the praises due: 
While impious men deceived with pleasure short, 
On their own hopes shall find the fall retort. (181–90) 
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At the outset of this stanza, sorrow is the active agent “interweav[ing]” among the “other 
glories” of the Protectorate’s faithful, but it is a sorrow that is permitted by this faithful to 
pursue its activity. The following four lines complicate the activity and passivity of the 
sorrowful in its turn towards their weeping; they are “like skillful looms” shedding a 
“shining wave” of “costly thread.” It is crucial that Marvell depicts himself and his fellow 
weepers as the instruments of weaving, rather than the weavers themselves; it allows him 
to give the lion’s share of divine agency to Cromwell while still suggesting that the 
faithful are instruments of God themselves. The faithful are then presented as actively 
“employ[ing]” tears on their “past grief.” Hirst and Zwicker see the poet’s pleasures 
“dissolv[ing] into an exultation of guilty tears and joy,”78 but the communal aspect of 
these lines—the trickling drops glitter as the faithful search for truth in modesty—
culminates with a confident assertion that these are tears of joy. It is at this point that 
Marvell utilizes the accident as an occasion for his fellows and he to speak of Cromwell 
as if he were dead, as a means of distinguishing their warm-hearted praise from the 
“pleasure short” of “impious men” who callously celebrated his accident. Unlike 
Cromwell’s hard-of-heart enemies, Marvell and his faithful community demonstrate the 
capaciousness of their hearts by weeping.      
 Marvell’s imagined elegy for Cromwell crescendos into a comparison of the 
fallen Protector ascending to heaven like Elijah, a figure anti-Cromwellians like the Fifth 
Monarchist Christopher Feake deployed to criticize the pseudo-monarch. In The 
Oppressed Close Prisoner (19 Dec 1654), Feake cites Elijah’s prophetic warning to King 
Ahab and his progeny, after he had Naboth murdered and possessed his vineyard (1 
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Kings 21:20), to demonstrate how it is possible for Feake, like the “Prophets, Apostles, 
and Martyrs, in all ages” before him, to “own the Powers in being,” and yet “Pray, 
Preach, or Prophecy against them, as if they did not own them.”79 Marvell turns such a 
citation on its head by rendering Cromwell, not himself, as Elijah, whisked up into the 
“kingdom blest of peace and love” (218). In Marvell’s version, the Cromwellian faithful 
become Elisha, left on earth with a legacy they are not yet ready to handle: “We only 
mourned ourselves, in thine ascent, / Whom thou hadst left beneath with mantle rent” 
(219–20). In this way, they take a cue from modest Cromwell himself, who gave up his 
“privacy so dear” to become “the headstrong people’s charioteer” while refusing to 
accept the crown (“Therefore thou rather didst thyself depress, / Yielding to rule, because 
it made thee less” [227–28]). Marvell poetically weaves the imagined narrative of 
Cromwell’s death, Elijah-like ascension, and descent back to earth onto his real-life 
coaching accident, as a means of turning that oft-read millenarian event towards praise of 
his initial rejection of the English crown. Norbrook claims that Marvell writes “the kind 
of poetry that it would have been necessary to produce had Cromwell perished in his 
coaching accident.”80 It is thus crucial that the heart of The First Anniversary is the 
opaque vision of a weeping poet, imagining Cromwell’s death and searching for 
alternative pasts so as to re-scripturalize the future. In locating Elisha as a model for 
Protectorate faith, Marvell appeals to a figure who wept upon foreseeing how Hazael, as 
future king of Syria, would brutalize the men, women, and children of Israel (2 Kings 
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8:11–13). The weeping faithful do not take up Cromwell’s mantle because Cromwell is 
still alive; the poem documents their preparation for such a mantle to be passed down.         
The “sacred foam” (306) of Feake, the Fifth Monarchists, and likeminded 
sectarians amounts to little more than deficient scriptural weaving:  
You who the scriptures and the laws deface  
With the same liberty as points and lace;  
Oh race most hypocritically strict! 
Bent to reduce us to the ancient pict; 
Well may you act the Adam and the Eve; 
Aye, and the serpent too that did deceive. (315-20) 
The enthusiasts are pernicious because they disavow the Mosaic Law while threading 
their own errant prophecies and “hypocritically strict” codes of social and religious 
conduct. Though their stated aim is to return humanity to an Edenic state of innocence, 
they actually play the role of Satan-as-serpent, deceiving humankind into following a 
licentious conception of human freedom. Marvell, however, marries scripture to weeping, 
not enthusiasm or inspiration. Cromwell overcomes the Fifth Monarchist threat, making 
them “tremble one fit more,” a trembling that does not presage the imminent millennium 
but the revivification of “all that is good” (321–24). Cromwell is not a conduit of the 
apocalypse but of the emergence of an ethical, pious populace.  
 Against the hypocritical Adamism of the sectarians, Marvell tells the story of the 
“first man” during the first “morning new,” pleased with the sun’s “shining race” until 
sorrowing when it “plunged below the streams” (326–30). Such a scene recalls the final 
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two stanzas of “The Garden” (1668),81 in which the speaker compares his quiet, innocent 
state in the titular garden to “that happy garden-state, / While man there walked without a 
mate” (57–58). Tellingly, Marvell champions this state of masculine isolation (“After a 
place so pure, and sweet, / What other help could yet be meet?” [59–60]) while also 
admitting that such a state of solitary wandering “’twas beyond a mortal’s share” (61–
62). In The First Anniversary, however, the first solitary man is despondent his first night 
in paradise. His “weeping eyes” that keep “doleful vigils” for the fallen sun gestures back 
towards the weeping faithful, mourning Cromwell’s accident; like them, he is environed 
by the “screeching noise” of owls and raven that, like the ranting sectarians, “Did make 
the fun’rals sadder by their joys” (333–35). Finally, “with such accents, as despairing,” 
the first man mourns in words: “‘Why did mine eyes once see so bright a ray; / Or why 
day last no longer than a day?’” (338–40). Without knowledge of the cycle of days, the 
first man feels the intensity of existential despair and conveys a sense of cosmological 
and terrestrial mourning. But Marvell’s tautological repetition of the word day pokes fun 
at the sectarians; waiting for “the day” of Christ’s return, they will experience nothing but 
the ordinary cycle of days, promised by a falling and rising sun. Each of Cromwell’s 
Protectorate faithful, however, is like the newly created man authentically discovering 
natural and divine truth. For the poet, Cromwell is the “angel of our commonweal” 
descending to “trouble[e] the waters” so that those same waters may, à la John 5:4, “heal” 
(401–02), ushering in an entirely new genesis narrative for England and its godly people 
willing to allow the Lord Protector to enlarge their hearts.  
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 In actually mourning Cromwell in A Poem Upon the Death of his Late Highness 
(Sept 1658–Jan 1659), Marvell amplifies his praise of Cromwell’s private virtues. 
Throughout his public career, Cromwell was admired for “what he least affected”—
war—and Marvell claims that it is now time to speak, in a more private register, of “the 
wondrous softness of his heart” (15–20). Hirst and Zwicker call the poem a “theatre of 
pathos” harmonizing “domestic affection” and “the hidden sympathies of suffering.” 
Marvell’s portrayal of the “affective family” is more than ideological; it displays a 
“deeper longing that drives towards suffering and loss.”82 Indeed, Marvell’s Cromwell is 
killed by love and grief: the love of his daughter Elizabeth, and his grief over her passing 
on 6 Aug 1658 (one month before his own). As Elizabeth matured, she was able to meet 
her father’s “hidden soul at every turn” through her “smiles serene” and “words discreet,” 
until she “daily his affection spied,” which ultimately caused their deathly destinies to 
become intertwined. They do not comprehend their intertwined destinies by knowledge 
but by “sense”; Elizabeth helps calm his “growing cares,” and her children fill him with 
“a grandsire’s joy” as he spies them “[h]anging about her neck or at his knees” (31–50). 
If Marvell situates Cromwell’s joy at the end of his life in his grandchildren, then he 
situates the most profound sorrow in the poem in those same children, who have lost their 
grandfather, in addition to their mother: “Hold fast, dear infants, hold them both or none! 
/ This will not stay when once the other’s gone” (51–52).  
 Though Marvell goes to shocking lengths in depicting Cromwell’s corpse in the 
middle of the elegy, he does not depict the Lord Protector weeping for the death of his 
daughter, despite Cromwell’s well-known proclivity for shedding tears. Cromwell is like 
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a vine “under whose shady tent men every year / At its rich blood’s expense their sorrow 
cheer” (91–92); when “some dear branch where it extends its life”—Elizabeth—“Chance 
to be pruned by an untimely knife, / The parent-tree unto the grief succeeds, / And 
through the wound its vital humour bleeds” (93–96). Marvell then compares the sap to 
tears “trickling in wat’ry drops, whose flowing shape / Weeps that it falls ere fixed into a 
grape” (97–98). As a depiction of weeping, Marvell’s image of Cromwell as a vine 
dropping sap as a function of branch pruning speaks to the grief of a father outliving his 
child. Still, Marvell avoids a direct presentation of weeping; perhaps he wants to 
celebrate Cromwell’s familial affection while respecting his vulnerability.  
 Beyond its depiction of the Cromwellian family, the elegy casts its eye towards 
the English citizenry, in which Marvell seems to have lost faith. As Holberton argues, 
Marvell distinguishes the “sober affections” of Cromwell from the “cruder passions” of 
the people. Part of Cromwell’s spiritual attraction was his private simplicity, and by 
making himself the “expositor” of a private Cromwell, Marvell claims to have been a 
party to the arcana imperii and the “mysteries of Godliness” that have woken him up to 
the “great secret of Gods election.”83 Noticing that the date of the Lord Protector’s death 
(3 September) coincides with the anniversaries of his decisive military victories in the 
Battles at Dunbar (1650) and Worcester (1651), Marvell distinguishes between a selfish 
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populace that would “at his death have joyed” and a more godly elect that, in mourning 
his departure, “[y]et joyed rememb’ring what he once achieved” (149–52), especially 
military victories. Cromwell’s death date all but cements his national and providential 
status in Marvell’s verse. Thus, the Cromwellian faithful have no qualms about their 
lachrymose nature: “Where heaven leads, ’tis piety to weep” (166). And weep they do: 
Stand back ye seas, and shrunk beneath the veil 
Of your abyss, with covered head bewail 
Your monarch: we demand not your supplies 
To compass in our isle; our tears suffice. (167–70) 
With hyperbolic gusto, Marvell compares these tears to the seas enclosing England. And 
yet, out of context, the last two iambs of the last line almost seem modest; in sufficiently 
compassing England, Marvell suggests they are capable of covering more ground. But 
these are not just isolationist tears. As the stanza proceeds, Marvell celebrates the manner 
in which Cromwell has not only cemented the worth of the “British saints” at home, but 
also how he “joined us to the continent,” “planted England on the Flandric shore,” and 
“stretched our frontier to the Indian ore” (172–74). Cromwell’s international and 
transatlantic successes in Dunkirk and Jamaica stem from his private, modest virtue of 
prudence, and they are celebrated in this elegy through tears of English joy.  
To cap off its praise of the fallen Protector, Marvell paints a picture of 
Cromwell’s glorified body in heaven. Holberton argues that, in this scene, Marvell 
reforms the courtly protocols of mourning by imagining Cromwell’s relationship with 
heaven in courtly and heraldic terms.84 Cromwell, combining virtue and godly passion, is 
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a figure of “quickened sociability” in a non-hierarchical heaven.85 In “seas of bliss,” 
Cromwell’s spacious soul finds an equally spacious, equally pure “bright abyss” to bathe 
in, with Moses, Joshua, and David amidst his company:  
How straight canst to each happy mansion go? 
(Far better known above than here below) 
And in those joys dost spend the endless day, 
Which in expressing, we ourselves betray. (295–98) 
For Nigel Smith, the attempts of Cromwell’s mourners to express the nature of divine 
glory reveal their earthliness and sense of loss.86 By expressing the inexpressible joy of 
Cromwell in heaven, Marvell suggests that Cromwell’s mourners betray themselves: they 
give up the chance of approximating these joys on earth. Veering ever closer to the return 
of monarchy in his heavenly depiction, Marvell suggests that, finally, Cromwell inhabits 
a truly monarchical setting, all the more sweet because he deferred its earthly counterpart.     
 
CONCLUSION 
  This chapter has argued that Marvell utilizes weeping as a semi-private, extra-
scriptural compromise between radical and sober religious dispositions. Politically, tears 
of joy are tears of praise demonstrating such a compromise. Unlike the other figures dealt 
with in this dissertation, who tend to appeal to a sharper distinction between the material 
and the spiritual, Marvell perceives a fluid threshold through a veil of tears. The 
“pendants of the eyes” in “Eyes and Tears” return in the First Anniversary as tears 
joyfully “glittering” in imagining Cromwell’s death and the uncertain future of the 
                                                          
85 Holberton, Cromwellian Protectorate, 185, 189–90. 
86 Marvell, Poems, 311 fn.298.  
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Protectorate. Rooted in language related luxurious display, the glittering of Marvellian 
tears invites theoretical reflection. Brinkema points out that, etymologically, the English 
word “joy” derives from the Latin gaudere, which also provides the origin of the English 
“gaudy,” a word usually describing ornate jewelry. For Brinkema, the link between 
gaudy and “gaudies”—the beads on a rosary—suggests a conception of affect in which 
“joy’s merriment hovers in the pleasure or gladness in the glittering surface of things.”87 
The OED defines the earliest instance of the verb “glitter” as “to shine with a brilliant but 
broken and tremulous light.”88 For both Brinkema and Marvell, joy is a glitter, more 
surface than substance, though that surface possesses its own folds, manifested in the 
tremors of its shining light. Marvell’s scripture-oriented Protestantism leads him to 
conceptualize tears of joy as an affective form indicative of spiritual depth in need of 
relentless interpretation, but politically, Marvell only goes so deep in divulging their 
interiority; he preserves the privacy of domesticity.  
In concluding, I would like to look at the song Marvell composed for the marriage 
of Cromwell’s daughter, Mary (1657), in order to suggest how Marvell poetically depicts 
male weeping to harmonize Cromwellianism and royalism under the aegis of Protestant 
piety. Though this song is understudied even in Marvell studies, it serves as a fitting 
conclusion to this chapter because it captures Marvell’s synthesizing tendencies, in 
political, religious, and poetic registers. Since the late 1640s, Marvell was interested in an 
alliance between royalists and Independents, and this wedding song, written a few short 
years before the restoration of the monarchy would definitively squash such hopes 
(1660), indicates the direction Marvell’s political poetics would likely have taken had the 
                                                          
87 Brinkema, Forms of the Affects, 243. 
88 “glitter (v.),” 1.a., OED. 
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Protectorate survived beyond the death of Cromwell and the ascension of his ill-prepared 
son, Richard. As an expression of nuptial joy, the marriage song nevertheless narrates the 
progression of Mary’s betrothed out of weeping despair, a brief episode meant to correct 
the carnal masculinity of royalism, glorify the affective temperament of Cromwell’s 
daughter, and promise English-Continental unity.  
Cromwell’s third daughter, Mary, was married on 19 November 1657 to Thomas 
Belasyse, second Viscount Fauconberg and Cromwell’s Paris ambassador. Marvell’s Two 
Songs at the Marriage of the Lord Fauconberg and the Lady Mary Cromwell, heavily 
indebted to Miltonic pastoral, were likely performed shortly after the wedding ceremony. 
Matrilineally related to Thomas Fairfax, Fauconberg and the Belasyse family were 
known royalist sympathizers. Unlike the wedding of Frances, another of Cromwell’s 
daughters, this ceremony was modest and private; the women in Cromwell’s family had 
Anglican preferences, and the royalist Fauconberg requested the cost of the wedding be 
allocated to the dowry. Written and perhaps performed within a courtly Anglican context, 
Marvell’s two wedding songs “contributed to an atmosphere that must have felt 
somewhat like a reversion to the 1630s.”89 Though Cromwell’s increasing courtliness 
alienated him from the army, his royalist alliance was a sign of great political hope from 
a continental perspective.90 Smith says the marriage “represented a consolidation of the 
Cromwell family’s rise to the ranks of the nobility” and “a further healing of national 
division by the reconciliation of a former royalist family with the Protectorate,”91 which 
                                                          
89 Marvell, Poems, 316.  
90 Holberton, Cromwellian Protectorate, 156. 
91 Marvell, Poems, 316, 319 fn.30. 
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the second song expresses in the choric celebration of Damon and Marina’s marriage: 
“Joy to that happy pair, / Whose hopes united banish our despair” (29–30, 47–48).  
 The first song focuses on Endymion’s (Fauconberg) courtship of Cynthia (Mary), 
overseen by Jove (Cromwell). Endymion wins Cynthia’s favor by honestly and 
courageously explaining why human and divine realms must be kept separate (“Though I 
so high may not pretend, / It is the same so you descend” [41–42]). After Cynthia agrees 
to descend into Endymion’s “dark” cave, the chorus celebrates: “Joy to Endymion, / For 
he has Cynthia’s favour won. / And Jove himself approves / With his serenest influence 
their loves” (51–54). D. M. Friedman argues that Jove’s “serenest influence” alludes to 
Cromwell’s role in matching Mary Fairfax with George Villiers (Sept. 1657), second 
Duke of Buckingham and brother of the deceased Francis.92 Though Fauconberg wins 
Mary’s favor and nuptial joy through his exercise of reason, Marvell gives Cromwell 
greater credit in honestly, valiantly, and wisely making “mortals” (Fauconberg, George 
Villiers) fit wedding partners for “deities” (Mary Cromwell, Mary Fairfax) (57–58). 
Cynthia declines sharing her “care” of “sublunary things” with Endymion, so the 
erstwhile shepherd implores her to cure his “deep despair” by shining her “resplendent 
ray” through his “obscurer breast”: “Rather restrain these double seas, / Mine eyes’ 
uncessant deluges” (19–22, 25–28). Cynthia is wary of distractions from her celestial 
governance: “My wakeful lamp all night must move, / Securing their repose above” (23–
24). At this point, the chorus intervenes, encouraging Endymion to forego his “sad 
delight” and “boldly woo” Cynthia. Though Holberton claims that Marvell “subtly 
exposes Cromwell’s interest while vaguely humiliating Fauconberg” in an effort to 
                                                          
92 Marvell, Poems, 318 fn.53–4. 
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remind both that “the political present is different from the courtly ideals projected” by 
the song,93 the poet does not depict Fauconberg’s weeping as effeminate. Fauconberg 
does resemble, however, the male suitors in Upon Appleton House, firing “wat’ry 
shot[s]” attempting to pierce Mary Fairfax’s mind. Like them, Fauconberg is faced with a 
wise target in Mary Cromwell, a governess inhabiting a Neo-Platonic realm of pure 
reason. But unlike those suitors, he succeeds not through the persuasive power of his 
tears but his reasoned poeticization of human presumption and divine descent, 
synthesized in the Platonic cave where “none can spy” (49). Holberton is right to argue 
that the song’s emphasis on choice makes Mary and Fauconberg an “independent-
minded” couple in line with Protestant desacralization of marriage,94 but its emphasis on 
privacy is more politically consequential. This privatized version of an Anglican-Royalist 
ceremony symbolizes the confluence of Marvell’s poetic syntheses throughout the 
revolutionary era, and it is not surprising that the private, nuptial joy of these songs 
depend on masculine humility, evinced by weeping. In an era in which antinomian 
enthusiasm monopolized divinity, Marvell reclaims weeping from sectarian discourse to 
develop a more encompassing Protestant divinity while also avoiding its usual 
association with Catholic sacramentality. Because weeping avoids claims to inspiration 
while still dramatizing human suffering, it is an ideal devotional practice through which 
to illustrate the transformation of worldly sorrow into spiritual joy.   
In Paradise Lost—to which I turn in the final chapter—Milton depicts the great 
grandfather of humankind, Adam, weeping after the Fall. It is his final bout of weeping—
“with such joy / Surcharged, as had like grief been dewed in tears, / Without the vent of 
                                                          
93 Holberton, Cromwellian Protectorate, 156. 
94 Holberton, Cromwellian Protectorate, 159. 
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words” (12.372–74)—that is similar to the weeping of the Marvellian poet and the 
Protectorate faithful of The First Anniversary, insofar as both are shedding tears of joy. 
But unlike Marvell and the faithful, expressing loyalty to the Protectorate regime without 
expressing loyalty to the person of Cromwell per se, Milton’s Adam expresses faith in the 
promise of the long arc of Christian redemption, even if it did not seem, in Restoration 





SENSE OF NEW JOY INEFFABLE: 
PARADISE LOST, PROPHETIC NATALITY, AND THE MILTONIC SUBLIME 
 
Famously, Andrew Marvell was one of the first readers of Paradise Lost to affix to it the 
label “sublime”: “Thy verse created like thy theme sublime, / In number, weight, and 
measure, needs not rhyme” (53–54). First fearing that the poet would “ruin . . . The 
sacred truths to fable and old song” (7–8), Marvell concedes that “none will dare / Within 
thy labours to pretend a share” (25–26). Whether Marvell means for “labour” to doubly 
register as Milton’s artistic work and the Miltonic speaker’s poetic conception of 
Paradise Lost is an open question; it would be fitting, considering how central a 
capacious notion of “birth” is to the sublimity of Paradise Lost. It would also link 
Milton’s poetics to the radical propheticism of Abiezer Coppe, detailed in chapter 2, in 
which his inspired song is figured as the offspring of an immaculately impregnated 
woman. Within the epic itself, Milton does not depict human reproduction, but he does 
dramatize Adam and Eve’s joint decision to reproduce after the Fall. In book 10, Eve 
proposes to Adam a novel means of preventing the misery into which their children will 
be born: refusing to reproduce. Though his “more attentive mind” is not swayed by Eve’s 
“vehement despair,” Adam does admit that Eve’s “contempt of life” suggests that 
“something more sublime / And excellent” exists within her (10.1007–12, 1013–15):1 
[W]e expected 
Immediate dissolution, which we thought 
                                                          
1 All citations of Paradise Lost derive from John Milton, Paradise Lost, Second Edition, 
ed. Alastair Fowler (Longman Annotated English Poets. London: Routledge, 2013).   
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Was meant by death that day, when lo, to thee 
Pains only in child-bearing were foretold, 
And bringing forth, soon recompensed with joy, 
Fruit of thy womb. (10.1048–53) 
In echoing the fourth Gospel, in which John claims that a woman “remembereth no more 
the anguish” of childbearing “for joy that a man is born into the world” (John 16:21), 
Adam’s recapitulation of Eve’s divine judgment seems a straightforward celebration of 
reproduction. Adam’s reference to Eve’s childbearing pains, however, strays from the 
exact terms of her divine sentence; “Thy sorrow I will greatly multiply / By thy 
conception,” the Father says to Eve, “children thou shalt bring / In sorrow forth” 
(10.193–95, my emphasis). Furthermore, Adam’s allusion to the joyful fruit of Eve’s 
womb echoes the salutation of Elizabeth, a once barren woman impregnated by the Holy 
Spirit, to Mary in Luke’s synoptic gospel (“Blessed are thou among women, and blessed 
is the fruit of thy womb” [Luke 1:42]). Not only does Adam correctly forecast that Eve’s 
childbearing will be painful; the scriptural subtext of Adam’s words foreshadows Mary’s 
immaculate conception with Christ.  
 Similarly, Hannah Arendt notices that “the curse by which man was expelled 
from paradise” did not “punish him with labor and birth; it only made labor harsh and 
birth full of sorrow.” For Arendt, Adam and Eve’s curse is not that they leave a world of 
pleasure for one of pain, but rather, that their horticultural labor, which was once a 
marker of their divine service, becomes a principle of servitude in the postlapsarian 
world.2 Whereas happiness has more to do with good fortune (in postlapsarian Eden, 
                                                          
2 Hannah Arendt, The Human Condition, Second Edition (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1998), 107 fn.53. 
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Adam and Eve have lost good fortune), joy is bound to the “painful exhaustion” and 
“pleasurable regeneration” that accompanies labor: whether it is Adam’s manual labor 
tilling the earth, or Eve’s childbearing labors. Fertility, Arendt contends, is “the force of 
life”—the living organism “is not exhausted when it has provided its own reproduction, 
and its ‘surplus’ lies in its potential multiplication.”3 The “fact of natality” is the “miracle 
that saves the world, the realm of human affairs, from its normal, ‘natural’ ruins; it is an 
interruption of mortality that can bestow “faith and hope” upon human affairs, succinctly 
expressed by the “glad tidings” of the Gospels, announcing that “a child has been born 
unto us.” (246–47)    
I will return to Adam and Eve’s postlapsarian conversation in book 10 later in this 
chapter. For now, I open with this reading of Paradise Lost and Arendt’s The Human 
Condition to indicate that natality is central to Milton’s sublime Christian poetics. In his 
study of Milton’s republican sublime, David Norbrook contextualizes the poem amidst its 
late-1650s–early-1660s creation, in which the Interregnum, a political “interruption,” was 
legally erased, thus rendering the “relations between the time-bound and the timeless . . . 
infinitely complex.”4 In the opening three books of Paradise Lost, Milton deploys the 
language of interruption to critique Satanic sublimity and demonic joy. In hell, 
Beelzebub, Satan’s deceptive mouthpiece, advises the demonic counsel against open war, 
patience, and sensual pleasure; to possess earth, seduce humankind to the demonic party, 
or prompt God to abolish his creation would “surpass / Common revenge, and interrupt 
his joy / In our confusion, and our joy upraise / In his disturbance” (2.370–73). God, 
however, takes no pleasure in demonic suffering; from Heaven, he beholds the couple in 
                                                          
3 Arendt, Human Condition, 108. 
4 Norbrook, Writing the English Republic, 437. 
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the “happy Garden” reaping “immortal fruits of joy and love, / Uninterrupted joy, 
unrivaled love / In blissful solitude” (3.66–69). Milton’s description indicates that the 
narrative of interrupted joy in Paradise Lost centers on Eve and Adam’s subsequent falls. 
Having succeeded in this interruption, Satan returns to Hell and is, at first, met with 
joyful acclamations and “[s]ublime . . . expectation” (10.536), but these responses turn to 
“public scorn” (10.509) as the rebels transform into serpents. Later in the same book, 
Milton turns back to Adam and Eve, simultaneously turning away from the demonic 
sublime and its perverse conception of joy towards the true joy of Eve’s reproduction and 
Christ’s Incarnation. If book 10 thwarts the vitality of a republican sublime bound to the 
rebel angels, it exalts the republican deliberation of postlapsarian Adam and Eve, whose 
repentant consensus is premised on Adam’s prophecy concerning her sublime natality, in 
which joy transcends pain. Unknowingly, Adam voices the complex interplay between 
time-bound human reproduction and timeless spiritual reproduction. 
 The spiritual ramifications of his prophecy that joyful reproduction repays 
childbearing pains become clear to Adam upon Michael’s biblical lesson in books 11–12, 
in which Adam experiences unspeakable joy when confronted with a sweeping oration 
that begins with the foundation of Mosaic Law and culminates with Christ’s birth. 
According to Rachel Trubowitz, the typological visions of books 11 and 12 “reverse the 
traditional relations between gender and value: biological fathers decline, while spiritual 
mothers ascend.” This accords with the notion that spirit, rather than flesh, forges the 
postlapsarian Christian communities of the future (149). More broadly, Adam learns from 
Michael of “the supersession of abstract, spiritual, and affective ties over blood and 
genealogical bonds” (152). The Adam of book 10, Trubowitz argues, “lacks the grace 
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necessary to experience the transcendent sublimity of redemption,” as he is “mired in the 
. . . temporal space between . . . the tragic patriarchal drama of history and the 
apocalyptic maternal comedy of redemption.”5 It is important to note, however, that 
Adam’s claim that Eve’s childbearing pain will be repaid with joy correctly gauges the 
affective tenor of regenerate Christian subjectivity, as relayed throughout books 11 and 
12: suffering and joy are intimately linked.6 Indeed, Adam prophetically articulates the 
quotidian truth of childbearing pain recompensed with reproductive joy, proleptically 
affirmed by the cosmic scheme of Christian history.  
 De Doctrina Christiana, the manuscript for which was likely finished in the 
1650s,7 explains how regenerate Protestants serve as spiritual midwives in nurturing the 
joy of their fellow Christians. Milton argues that the regulation of the internal affections, 
including joy, can breed virtue and “the proper government of the tongue.” Rightly 
regulated, joy can help a Christian perform his social duty of expressing good will 
towards his neighbor, thereby imitating the angels in their delighted interest in man’s 
salvation. Milton emphatically asserts that neither the ecclesiastical minister nor the civil 
magistrate is “entitled to exercise absolute authority over the church,” citing Paul’s 
assertion to the Corinthians that he and his fellow Apostles do not have “dominion over 
                                                          
5 Rachel Trubowitz, Nation and Nurture in Seventeenth-Century English Literature 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 176. 
6 Trubowitz does make a similar point about “the tragic experience of loss, sacrifice, and 
suffering” central to the Reformation, but she argues that Adam maintains a “strong 
attachment to his embodied self,” despite sacrificing “the primacy of the body for that of 
the spirit” (153). I agree that this attachment exists, but I do not see it as strong. As Adam 
progressively brings his experience of unspeakable joy into language throughout book 12, 
he becomes increasingly enchanted by the spiritual narrative of Christ’s resurrection and 
Second Coming. 
7 See Gordon Campbell and Thomas N. Corns, John Milton: Life, Work, and Thought 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008), 271–72.  
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your faith, but are helpers of your joy” (2 Cor. 1.24).8 Milton cites this same passage in 
the chapter on particular churches, which are “societ[ies] of persons professing the faith, 
united by a special bond of brotherhood, and so ordered as may best promote the ends of 
edification and mutual communion of the saints.”9 Because there is no longer one 
national church in England but rather “a number of particular churches, each complete 
and perfect in itself, and all co-equal in divine right and power,” these churches may 
communicate with one another and “cooperate for purposes connected with the general 
welfare.”10 Commonwealth governments, in other words, originate in saintly 
communities that reciprocally nurture spiritual joy. 
 Milton’s prose tracts on the eve of the Restoration build off De Doctrina’s 
Pauline vision of joyful community in their effort to maintain England’s status as a free, 
republican state. In A Treatise of Civil Power (16 Feb. 1659), Milton again cites 2 
Corinthians 1.24, arguing that if the Apostles did not possess “dominion or constraining 
power over faith or conscience,” then ordinary ministers certainly do not possess such a 
power.11 In The Readie and Easie Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth (23–29 Feb. 
1660), Milton argues that allowing an expanded Rump Parliament to rule in perpetuity 
could secure for England a republican form of government. But by the time the tract hit 
bookstalls, the restoration of Charles II to the English throne became an even greater 
possibility, thus prompting Milton to release a second edition (April 1660) appealing 
                                                          
8 John Milton, The Complete Works of John Milton, Volume 8: De Doctrina Christiana, 
Volume 2, ed. John K. Hale and Donald Cullington (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2012), 397. 
9 Milton, De Doctrina Christiana 2, 285. 
10 Milton, De Doctrina Christiana 2, 311. 
11 John Milton, Complete Prose Works of John Milton, Volume VII: 1659–1660, ed. 
Robert W. Ayers (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), 245. 
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more forcefully to an enlightened minority supporting republicanism against the 
“inconsiderate multitude” craving monarchy.12 Expanding his argument that monarchs 
tend to govern in accord with their own self interest, Milton adopts an ironic tone in 
wondering why capable persons would consent to governance by a less capable person: 
“Is it such an unspeakable joy to serve, such felicitie to wear a yoke? to clink our 
shackles, lockt on by pretended law of subjection more intolerable and hopeless to be 
ever shaken off, then those which are knockt on by illegal injurie and violence?” (448, 
my emphasis). In De Doctrina, Milton defines unspeakable joy as the product of 
“assurance of salvation,” which is itself “a certain degree or gradation of faith, whereby a 
man has a firm persuasion and conviction . . . that if he believe and continue in faith and 
love . . . he will at length most certainly attain to everlasting life and the consummation of 
glory.”13 His sequence of biblical citations culminates with 1 Peter 1.8–9, in which Peter 
describes believers who “rejoice with joy unspeakable and full of glory,” despite never 
having seen God and despite numerous trials.14 In the Readie and Easy Way revision, 
Milton ironically deploys the Protestant trope of unspeakable joy in order to descry the 
multitude’s monarchical idol worship while implicitly championing the enlightened’s 
spiritual merit. The pretended law of monarchical subjection is far more intolerable than 
physical violence precisely because it convinces citizens that servility to an inferior head 
of state is not servility at all: it is an indescribable experience of spiritual joy, mystically 
                                                          
12 Milton, Complete Prose Works VII, 207. 
13 John Milton, The Works of John Milton, Volume XVI: De Doctrina Christiana, Book 1 
Chapters 21–33, ed. James Holly Hanford and Waldo Hilary Dunn. Trans. Charles R. 
Sumner, D.D. (New York: Columbia University Press, 1934), 75, 71. 
14 Milton, De Doctrina Christiana 1, 75. 
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expressive of divine order.15 In his last ditch effort to galvanize the meritorious citizens 
of England, Milton appeals to their sense of spiritual injury: a prelude to the physical 
persecution they would certainly suffer under a restored Charles II.   
 The Restoration dashed Milton’s hope for the ascendance of a spiritually 
enlightened minority, ushering in a new rhetoric of royalist joy carnally celebrating 
obedience to the earthly monarch. As Sharon Achinstein observes, Paradise Lost avoids 
the language of conscience and toleration to distance the epic from the “rebellion” of the 
1640s and 50s, favoring instead the language of faith as a road to express radical religious 
politics.16 Milton did, however, challenge royalist ideology, which deployed joy to render 
the Restoration a renewed golden age.17 In a Foucaldian register, Laura Lunger Knoppers 
claims that royalist joy—exceedingly public and excessively bacchic—was “backed by 
the threat of punishment,” but she also points out how joy was an affirmative technology 
of royal power during the Restoration, “eliciting, even producing, a positive display of 
joy and celebration.”18 In Paradise Lost, it is God that rules heaven “not through coercion 
and force but through joy as a mode of power.”19 Milton opposes the celebratory joy of 
the Restoration by crafting a song that crescendos, in books 11 and 12, with the crucial 
                                                          
15 In her reading of this passage, Melissa Sanchez argues that Milton depicts the 
encroaching Restoration as “a sadomasochistic scenario in which bondage and abjection 
have become sources of pleasure” (210). Although I would not necessarily disagree with 
a reading in which Milton figures the supporters of monarchy as deriving a certain kind 
of carnal pleasure from the abstract pains of royal bondage, the passage’s deployment of 
a common trope of Protestant worship signals a spiritual critique more than a carnal one. 
After all, unspeakable spiritual joy was often considered to emerge out of painful 
experiences of rapture and/or persecution. 
16 Sharon Achinstein, Literature and Dissent in Milton’s England (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003), 120–21.   
17 Laura Lunger Knoppers, Historicizing Milton: Spectacle, Power, and Poetry in 
Restoration England (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1994), 68. 
18 Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, 78. 
19 Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, 83. 
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linking of joy with obedience through Adam’s experience of Noah’s covenant with 
God.20 The cosmic unfolding of Christian joy, however, depends on Adam and Eve’s 
decision to reproduce, which itself depends on Adam’s observation that reproductive joy 
transcends childbearing pains. Milton sublimates royalist joy by appealing to a fleshly 
sublime operating in the prophetic natality of book 10, which foreshadows—and 
produces—the sublime transcendence of Christ’s Nativity. Such prophetic natality is 
occasioned by Adam’s faith in God’s divine sentence.    
  Long-eighteenth century critics of Paradise Lost, especially those draining the 
epic of its radical religious politics (in an attempt to champion the poem as a politically 
detached paragon of aesthetic style), did recognize the link between sublimity and 
unspeakable joy. Later, with the advent of Romanticism, John Leonard explains how 
readings of a “dark sublime” in Paradise Lost emerged, associated with Satan and 
attendant concepts of obscurity, terror, and horror. In the first half of the eighteenth 
century, however, critics of the epic advanced a notion of the “bright sublime,” a style 
bound to beauty and moral elevation.21 One such long-eighteenth century critic is John 
Dennis (1658–1734), one of the first to formulate a notion of “complex pleasure” (joy-
terror, for example) that would eventually define “an aesthetic experience of affective 
intensity as the conjoining of contrary feelings.”22 As I will show, Dennis’s instincts 
about Milton’s aesthetics are sound, insofar as his critical work identifies prelapsarian 
Adam’s unspeakable joy as crucial to his sublime poetics. In his poetry, however, Dennis 
                                                          
20 Knoppers, Historicizing Milton, 91, 93. 
21 John Leonard, Faithful Labourers: A Reception History of Paradise Lost, 1667–1970, 2 
vols. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2013), 405. For a fuller account of the transition 
from the bright to dark sublime in early criticism of Paradise Lost, see 401–410. 
22 Robert Doran, The Theory of the Sublime from Longinus to Kant (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2015), 125. 
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figures unspeakable joy as a militaristic experience, like fellow critics who utilized a 
Miltonic style to express the preeminence of English Protestantism in continental Europe. 
Missing from Dennis’s picture is the manner in which unspeakable joy frames Christian 
providence, which reframes the politics of spiritual joy in the epic away from a narrow 
nationalism towards a more encompassing vision of intertwined human-spiritual natality.  
Illustrating where Dennis’s construction of the Miltonic sublime stuck close to 
Paradise Lost’s depiction of unspeakable joy, as well as where Dennis’s own poetics 
stray from the epic in its own depiction of unspeakable joy, will open the door for a 
counter-reading of sublime joy in Paradise Lost. I will begin to make this reading by 
unfolding the providential design of unspeakable joy in books 3 and books 11–12. I will 
then return to the Eden books, especially books 8 and 10, to illustrate how Milton folds 
an earthly sublime natality within a spiritual sublime of Christian history. To conclude, I 
build off Patrick Cheney’s recent definition of the “early modern sublime” as a principle 
of authorial representation to suggest that the Miltonic sublime emerges in his book 3 
hymn to the Trinity.    
  
JOHN DENNIS, PARADISE LOST, AND THE MILTONIC SUBLIME 
For John Dennis, an overlooked but important theorist of aesthetics, the sublime is 
ultimately a religious and pathetic figuration. Dennis’s sublime rests on two central 
notions: “religious ideas” (grand conceptions) and “enthusiastik passions” (passions 
enlarging the soul).23 Though Dennis comes close, as Robert Doran argues, to 
                                                          
23 Doran, Theory of the Sublime, 130–33. “On the Sublime” was likely not written by 




formulating an “aesthetics of religion” through his discussion of sublimity, his main 
concern is to defend poetry.24 In The Grounds of Criticism in Poetry (1704), Dennis 
argues that enthusiastic passions are raised by religious ideas: ideas concerned with 
divine attributes and worship (339).25 That which is truly sublime, says Dennis, “has this 
peculiar to it, that it exalts the Soul, and makes it conceive a greater Idea of it self, filling 
it with Joy, and with a certain noble Pride, as if it self had produc’d what it but barely 
reads” (360).  
Enthusiastic terror is central to Dennis’s notion of the sublime; “No passion,” 
Dennis claims, “is attended with greater Joy than Enthusiastick Terror, which proceeds 
from our reflecting that we are out of danger at the very time that we see it before us” 
(361). Here, Dennis sounds like the narrator of Paradise Lost, describing repentant Adam 
and Eve finding “[s]trength added from above, new hope to spring / Out of despair, joy, 
but with fear yet linked” (11.138–39). Before exposing Adam to divine foresight, 
Michael warns Adam that the visions and narrations he is about to experience contain 
affective heights and depths as “supernal grace” contends with the “sinfulness of men.” 
Through vicarious experience, Adam is to learn “true patience” and how to temper joy 
with fear and pious sorrow, so that he may lead a life in which he can endure 
“prosperous” as well as “adverse” conditions (11.358–64).26 Like Dennis’s reader, Adam, 
                                                          
24 Doran, Theory of the Sublime, 134–36. 
25 All citations of Dennis’s critical works derive from Edward Niles Hooker, ed., The 
Critical Works of John Dennis, Volume I: 1692–1711 (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
Press, 1939).   
26 In her analysis of suffering and joy in Adam’s regeneration narrative in books 11 and 
12, Mary C. Fenton finds the significance of these books as emerging “not merely from 
the relentless spectacle of human faithlessness and its consequences, but from the 
remarkable possibilities of hope, love, and joy that must be show to arise from it” (181). 
While I share Fenton’s view of spiritual joy as a kind of “perfect equilibrium of action 
and peace, service and rest” (187), I find the “relentless spectacle of human faithlessness” 
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experiencing interchanges of joy and fear, is aesthetically distanced from Michael’s 
biblical history, but because he is the father of the children that will suffer disease, war, 
and extinction, this aesthetic distance is affectively narrow.  
In The Advancement and Reformation of Poetry (1701), Dennis makes a bold 
claim: “the Design of the True Religion”—Christianity (the revealed religion)—“and 
Poetry are the same” (251). As Doran explains, Dennis does not offer “a religious 
version of sublimity,” but instead highlights “the structural analogy between aesthetic 
transcendence and religious experience.”27 Poetry excites passion, but passion must lead 
to “spiritual reformation,” thus linking poetry to true religion. Religious texts, including 
the Christian Bible, are not great in and of themselves or because they possess spiritual 
revelation; they are made great by a certain aesthetic disposition, one defined not by 
mysticism but by passion-fueled transport. For this reason, great poetry—especially 
Paradise Lost—can be equally as transformative as scripture.28 Perhaps with Paradise 
Lost in mind, Dennis claims that poetry possesses the power to transport mankind back to 
prelapsarian Eden, a time in which Adam experienced unique enthusiastic passions:  
He walked with God, and was then united to him, because the Creator was 
pleased to communicate himself in so great a Degree to his Creature. Man, 
therefore, constantly contemplated God, not so much by the Force of 
Reason, as of Intuition, or a luminous lively Intelligence. God acted upon 
                                                          
narrated in books 11 and 12 to be deeply implicated with Milton’s vision of regenerate 
Christian joy and its liberating possibilities. Fenton is, however, correct in arguing that 
the protevangelium (Christ’s first prophecy) “manifests divine joy, the means to human 
joy, and the lived example of it” in Paradise Lost (191). See Mary C. Fenton, 
“Regeneration in Books 11 and 12,” The Cambridge Companion to Paradise Lost, ed. 
Louis Schwartz (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 179–194. 
27 Doran, Theory of the Sublime, 139–40. 
28 Doran, Theory of the Sublime, 131–32. 
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his Mind, and he felt him, as well as saw him, and consequently, Admir’d, 
Lov’d, Desir’d, Ador’d him, and the Result of these charming Passions 
was a Joy unspeakable. (256)  
Dennis’s reference to prelapsarian man communicating with God reminds us of Adam’s 
book 8 autobiography, which includes a recapitulation of his “celestial colloquy sublime” 
with God (8.454–55) that culminates in the creation of Eve from his rib. Adam’s “Joy 
unspeakable,” as Dennis calls it, occurs when Eve returns after first fleeing from Adam: 
“I overjoyed,” Adam recalls, “could not forbear aloud” (8.490). Paradoxically, Adam’s 
experience of unspeakable joy causes him to exclaim beyond his own control. Dennis 
thus helps us to realize that prelapsarian Adam’s enthusiastic joy in book 8, a reward for 
rationally arguing for Eve’s existence, is an example of sublime transcendence shorn of 
fear, a height fallen humanity can regain through its experience of religious poetry.      
 Dennis participates in the larger, long-eighteenth century project of revising the 
politics of Milton’s epic poetry. According to Nicholas von Maltzahn, much of Milton’s 
changing reception in the long-eighteenth century hinges on the increasing compromise 
between Whigs and Tories that began to emerge in the 1680s and 90s; Milton’s “English 
Protestant voice” became newly valuable as James II’s reign renewed anti-papal 
sentiment. In this context, Paradise Lost was no longer a monument to republicanism and 
religious dissent, but rather a means for Whigs and Tories to galvanize an Anglican 
conservatism and express national pride.29 Dennis’s poetic theory, with its appeal to “a 
presumed sense of broad political appeal,” evinces such conservatism, moderation, and 
nationalism. But as Phillip Donnelly argues, Dennis’s attempt to rehabilitate 
                                                          
29 Nicholas von Maltzahn, “Wood, Allam, and the Oxford Milton,” Milton Studies 31 
(1994: 155–177), 164, 168.  
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“enthusiasm” as a term of poetic, rather than religious, inspiration clashes with his 
Whiggish appeal for balance between reason and passion; despite his valorization of the 
enthusiastic passions, Dennis is a champion of a rationalized Christianity within the 
bounds of instrumental reason. To this end, the “enthusiastic passions” of Dennis’s poetic 
theory are not attuned to human salvation but to satisfying individual, psychological 
needs.30 In abandoning the radical religious and secular politics of Paradise Lost, the 
poetic theory of Dennis advances a narrow, nationalist politics quite unlike Milton’s 
vision of intersecting spiritual and earthly politics. 
 Dennis’s construction of a Miltonic sublime cannot be divorced from his own 
poetic deployment of a “sublime” Miltonic style. His aesthetic reading of Paradise Lost, 
stressing poetic language as a means of exciting passion and reforming religious thought, 
leads him to appropriate Miltonic style in his own poetry. As von Maltzahn explains, the 
Duke of Marlborough’s military victories on the continent in 1704 opened the door for 
Dennis to employ a Miltonic form of heroic poetry, one that primarily served to 
sensationalize English military ingenuity.31 In Britannia triumphans (1704), a poem 
celebrating English victory in the Battle of Blenheim, Dennis echoes Milton in the 
poem’s invocation, its glorification of Marlborough, and its characterization of the 
French as ambitious Satanists.32 In one notable stanza, Dennis figures the English army 
marching to supply aid to “Germania”—the Germanic states of the Holy Roman Empire. 
                                                          
30 Phillip J. Donnelly, “Enthusiastic Poetry and Rationalized Christianity: The Poetic 
Theory of John Dennis,” Christianity and Literature 54.2 (2005): 235–264. 
31 Nicholas von Maltzahn, “The War in Heaven and the Miltonic Sublime,” A Nation 
Transformed: England after the Restoration, ed. Alan Houston and Steve Pincus 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001: 154-79), 177. 
32 von Maltzahn, “War in Heaven,” 175. 
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Dennis repeats the trope of Germania’s “vast Surprize of Joy” upon perceiving their 
English saviors:  
Th' unconquer'd English from the Northern Main 
March to thy Aid, O vast Surprize of Joy! 
Heark! How thy ravish'd Offspring shout for Joy! 
Heark! How they fiercely cry Revenge, Revenge, 
O welcome, welcome to our longing Souls, 
For whose dear Sake a thousand times we'll die.  
… 
The unconquer'd English from the Northern Main 
March to thy Aid; O vast Surprise of Joy! 
They whom thy wond'ring Eyes ne'er saw before, 
Nor them, nor their Forefathers since the Time 
Thy rugged Saxons left their horrid Clime, 
For Britain's gentle Shore, at last are come, 
Are unexpected and unhop'd for come; 
See to their ancient wretched Mother's Aid 
The Pious Nation march impetuous on. (12–13)33 
The first iteration serves to explain how the English help to lift the German states out of 
their despondency into a spirit of fealty towards their English brethren and revenge 
towards their French adversaries. In the second iteration, Dennis unifies the English and 
                                                          
33 John Dennis, Britannia triumphans: or the Empire sav'd: and Europe deliver'd. By the 
success of her Majesty's forces under the wise and heroick conduct of his Grace the Duke 
of Marlborough (Stationer’s Hall: London, 1704). 
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Germans through their shared Anglo-Saxon ancestry; he compares the English army 
marching to provide aid to Germania, Britain’s “ancient wretched Mother,” to the 
“rugged Saxons” leaving the “horrid Clime” of their homeland for “Britain’s gentle 
Shore.” In Dennis’s poem, the English army is providential; it comes to aid the “ravish’d 
Offspring” of the defeated German states, and the Germans feel such divine intervention 
as a surprising, capacious joy prompting them to shout as they resolve to continue 
fighting the French. In its lofty religious ideals, Dennis’s appropriation of the Miltonic 
style specifically excites nationalist passion.   
 Dennis’s own poetry provides a clue into how his notion of sublimity ultimately 
resides in a notion of martial masculinity beyond Milton’s own sublimity, which is 
grounded in feminine natality. With Britannia triumphans, Dennis produces the style of 
Milton without meditating on the poet’s intersecting theology and politics; in this way, he 
is like most other late-seventeenth and early-eighteenth century champions of the 
Miltonic style. Whether deliberately or unintentionally, Dennis situates the English army 
in the same position as the Son on the third and final day of the War in Heaven in 
Paradise Lost. Like the German states, the loyal angels see a sign of hope after a day of 
defeat:  
[The Son] on the wing of Cherub rode sublime 
On the crystalline sky, in sapphire throned. 
Illustrious far and wide, but by his own 
First seen, them unexpected joy surprised, 
When the great ensign of Messiah blazed 
Aloft by angels borne, his sign in Heav’n. (6.769–74, my emphasis) 
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In presenting the Son as a blazing ensign and his cherubic conveyance as a heavenly sign 
filling the loyal angels with unexpected joy, Milton alludes to Matthew 24:30, an 
eschatological passage depicting Christ and his attendant angels as presaging an 
imminent historical transformation.34 Milton’s sublime Christ, preparing to exact 
vengeance upon the rebel angels for failing to acknowledge him as their head, becomes in 
Dennis’s hands the sublime Marlborough allowing Germania to exact revenge upon 
France. Whereas in Dennis joy is Germania’s vengeful affect, joy in Milton is the loyal 
angels’ prophetic affect. Furthermore, Milton’s unexpected joy stages the paradox of 
subjectivity attendant in experiences of rapture: the loss of self in divine incorporation. 
The Son’s arrival prompts Michael to reduce his army “under their head embodied all in 
one” (6.779). But the Son riding in his chariot is not presented as unitary; he is “attended 
with ten thousand thousand saints” and “twenty thousand . . . Chariots of God, half on 
each hand” (6.767–70). In this moment, the sublimity of Christ resides in his present and 
future status as a symbol of unified plurality, not the mere (preordained) fact of his 
victory over Satan and the rebels.  
Motivated by English nationalism and continental Protestantism, Dennis renders 
unspeakable joy a crudely militant affect in his Miltonic poetry, revealing that he did not 
pick up on the role of unspeakable joy in framing Milton’s theological and scriptural 
representations of divine providence. In turning to this design, which begins with God 
and the Son’s postwar, post-Creation colloquy in book 3 and crescendos with Michael’s 
biblical education of Adam in books 11–12, I will begin to argue for Milton’s natalist 
                                                          
34 Coogan, New Oxford Annotated Bible, 45 NT, fn.24.1–51. 
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religious politics, which demonstrates macro- and microcosmic attention to the role new 
joy plays in forging Christian community in a fallen world.  
 
SWIM IN JOY (SWIM AT LARGE): THE SUBLIMITY OF CHRISTIAN 
REGENERATION  
Russ Leo contends that religion and aesthetics are inextricably linked in Milton’s 
thought, leading to “the emergence of new poetic continuities across Testaments and 
lived temporalities.” For Milton, according to Leo, monotheistic religion is sublime 
because it renders “the human connection to God a matter of feeling, intuition, and 
poesis.”35 Nowhere do the questions of Milton’s typology and sublimity more palpably 
collide in Paradise Lost than in books 11–12, when Michael, the “solemn and sublime” 
angel (11.236), offers Adam a providential prophecy of fallen human history and its 
regeneration through Christ. Michael’s biblical history is a lesson in “[t]rue patience” 
(11.361), which, as previously mentioned, necessitates tempering joy with fear and pious 
sorrow. That joy is the excessive emotion singled out foreshadows joy’s crucial status in 
Michael’s providential revelation, on the levels of content—pre- and postdiluvian life, the 
life of Christ—and form—Adam’s affective responses. The climaxing moment of 
                                                          
35 Russ Leo, “Milton’s Sublime Judaism and Hegel’s Religion der Erhabenheit: The Ends 
of Typology and the Impossibility of Christianity,” Milton’s Modernities: Poetry, 
Philosophy, and History from the Seventeenth Century to the Present, ed. Feisal G. 
Mohamed and Patrick Fadley (Rethinking the Early Modern. Evanston, IL: Northwestern 
University Press, 2017. 199–240), 202, 205. Through a comparison of Milton’s 1671 
poems to Hegel, Leo more specifically argues that Milton depicts Jewish monotheism as 
the religion of sublimity, which leads the mature poet to ruminate on the impossibility of 
fulfilled Christianity in history. Since I am advancing a reading of the earlier Paradise 
Lost in this chapter, I am comfortable agreeing with Leo’s claim that affect grounds 
Milton’s typology, but less so with the broader claim that the mature Milton more or less 
rejects traditional typology in favor of a Hebraic-centered scripturalism.   
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unspeakable joy for Adam in book 12 occurs when he learns of Christ’s miraculous 
conception. It is fitting, then, that the epic’s first moment of unspeakable joy occurs in 
book 3, when the loyal angels—filled with “solemn adoration” (3.351)—learn that Christ 
will inhabit a human body to sacrifice himself for Adam and Eve’s future disobedience.  
Joy is thus deeply linked to the Atonement. Gregory Chaplin argues for Milton’s 
fundamentally political reading of the atonement in Paradise Lost, which presents God as 
a just, constitutional monarch and the Son as a friend of humankind gladly offering 
himself as a sacrifice on their behalf. The Son’s consent expresses God’s sovereign 
goodness, and the sacrifice can only legally occur if and when the Son forges a corporate 
relationship with humankind, which he does by becoming human.36 By “embracing 
Arianism and deemphasizing the spectacle of the Crucifixion” in his soteriology, Chaplin 
argues that Milton’s heretical theology subtends his dignity- and agency-centered 
republicanism, thereby rejecting the “normative model of Protestant subjectivity” that 
internalizes the Crucifixion.37 Feisal Mohamed, however, questions an easy alignment 
between Milton’s theology of the Atonement and the Reformed, forensic view that 
ushered in a legal idiom of the Atonement emphasizing divine majesty. Such a view 
                                                          
36 Gregory Chaplin, “Beyond Sacrifice: Milton and the Atonement,” PMLA 125.2 (March 
2010: 354–69), 364–65. As Chaplin explains, Milton’s political atonement is indebted to 
Hugo Grotius’s De satisfactione Christi (1617). Grotius appeals to Roman public law in 
suggesting that God can alter the punishment and have someone else pay the penalty. 
Chaplin argues that God exercises his imperium by relaxing the law (365).   
37 Chaplin, “Beyond Sacrifice,” 354, 359. Chaplin sees Milton working against the more 
“traditional” notions of Reformation and Protestant humility, which deemphasized human 
dignity, by arguing that most Protestant conceptualizations of humility amount to 
servility (359). Though I argue that this deemphasizes Christic humility, it nevertheless 
makes sense that Milton sees Protestant humility and internalization of the Crucifixion as 
creating a servile sense of humility that simply internalizes and particularizes the Catholic 
prerogative to outwardly worship Christ’s crucifixion. If, as Chaplin argues, dignity is 




prioritizes justice, a prioritization not upheld in Paradise Lost. The arc of the Atonement 
narrative begins and ends with mercy; the Son mercifully delivers Adam and Eve’s 
repentant prayers to God, and Christ will mercifully forego his earthly scepter to reunite 
with God in Heaven.38 Mohamed’s reading of Milton’s political imagination thus 
emphasizes meritocracy grounded in internal fitness beyond Chaplin’s more capacious 
and inclusive vision of Milton’s republicanism.39  
Just as mercy is Alpha and Omega in Milton’s theory of the Atonement, joy is 
Alpha and Omega in his vision of Christian history. As God speaks his sovereign 
sentence promising grace to fallen man, “ambrosial fragrance filled / All Heav’n, and in 
the blessed spirits elect / Sense of new joy ineffable diffused” (3.135–37). As the 
fragrance of God’s speech begins to stir an indescribable joy within the angels, the Son of 
God visibly appears as the substantial expression of God, particularly his attributes of 
divine compassion and endless love. As God asks who among the “Heav’nly powers” 
will “be mortal to redeem / Man’s mortal crime” (3.214–15), they grow mute, thus 
silencing Heaven. The Son then gladly offers himself as a sacrifice for humankind, 
narrating a sequence of events after his human death that mirrors his sublime military 
campaign on the third day of the War in Heaven: “I through the ample air in triumph high 
/ Shall lead Hell captive maugre Hell, and show / The powers of darkness bound” (3.254–
57). The Son and the “multitude” of his “redeemed” will then enter Heaven, finding “joy 
entire” in the presence of God (3.256–65). This narration engenders a sublime experience 
among the angels, comparable to their surprised joy upon witnessing a militant Son: 
                                                          
38 Feisal G. Mohamed, “Milton Against Sacrifice,” Religion & Literature 45.1 (Spring 
2013: 192–206), 201–02. 
39 Mohamed, “Milton Against Sacrifice,” 203–04. 
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“Admiration seized / All Heav’n, what this might mean, and whither tend / Wond’ring” 
(3.271–73). God then fills in the details of millenarian history; from a conflagration will 
rise  
New Heav’n and Earth, wherein the just shall dwell,  
And after all their tribulations long  
See golden days, fruitful of golden deeds,  
With joy and love triumphing, and fair truth. (3.334–338) 
Whereas the Son stresses the joy that will attend his redeemed in the presence of God in 
Heaven, God stresses the joy that will emerge on earth during Christ’s millennial rule 
after a host of long tribulations. The poet then describes the angelic response:  
No sooner had the almighty ceased, but all 
The multitude of angels with a shout  
Loud as from numbers without number, sweet  
As from blest voices, uttering joy, Heav’n rung  
With jubilee, and loud hosannas filled  
Th’eternal regions. (3.344–49)          
The olfactory sense of new, ineffable joy diffused at the beginning of God and the Son’s 
dialogue informs the booming, visceral cacophony of joyous voices praising their newly 
anointed king. Lauren Shohet argues that Milton often uses fragrance in Paradise Lost to 
convey the ineffable and explore the “theological and narratological complexity of 
undertaking theodicy through the poetics of ‘sacred Song.’”40 In the angelic response to 
                                                          
40 Lauren Shohet, “The Fragrance of the Fall,” Milton, Materialism, and Embodiment: 
One First Matter All. Ed. Kevin J. Donovan and Thomas Festa. Medieval and 




God’s decree and the Son’s sacrifice, ineffable smell infuses compulsive sound, 
suggesting that the experience of unspeakable joy is a means for Milton to explain the 
complexity of divine justice and the Atonement (and vice-versa). Christ’s substitution for 
man proves that divine justice is fungible, and God’s promise that Christ and man will 
find a long period of earthly joy proves that mercy can indeed lead to justice, and justice, 
to mercy. 
 The colloquy between God and the Son in book 3 culminates with an expression 
of unspeakable joy that is linked to book 11’s depiction of angelic community. After God 
anoints the Son, the angels pick up their harps and break out into sacred song, but not 
before they lay down their crowns enwoven with “amaranth.” Milton seizes this 
opportunity to describe how the legendary, immortal flower complexly enfolds the epic 
narrative to come;41 it “once / In Paradise, fast by the Tree of Life / Began to bloom,” but 
removed itself back to Heaven after “man’s offense” (3.353–55). The amaranth 
foreshadows the awakening of the angels from their “fellowships of joy” and “blissful 
bow’rs / Of amaranthine shade” in book 11, after the Son delivers Adam and Eve’s 
repentant prayers to God, thus restoring his “smell of peace toward mankind” (11.80, 77–
78, 38). God resolves to expel the pair from paradise and sentence them to eventual 
death, but he nevertheless “call[s] to synod all the blest / Through Heav’n’s wide 
bounds,” so not to “hide / My judgments, how with mankind I proceed” (11.67–69). God 
sends Michael to instruct Adam’s “variable and vain” heart, lest he attempt to reach for 
the fruit of the Tree of Life. Critics may see God’s adherence to divine justice as 
                                                          
41 John Milton, The Complete Poetry and Essential Prose of John Milton, ed. William 




particularly harsh and unforgiving, but unlike Satan, he makes sure to make plain the 
rationale behind his judgments. Though God’s obstinate judgment is a constant source of 
discomfort throughout the epic, his expression of intention informing his divine will 
nevertheless helps secure the joy of the angelic fellowships. 
Unspeakable joy is a crucial theological and affective thread grounding Paradise 
Lost’s depiction of Christian providence. Raymond Waddington’s Looking into 
Providences has done much to unpack the providential design of books 11 and 12 in 
Paradise Lost. Waddington reads Adam’s experience throughout the final two books of 
the epic as a conversion narrative, with Adam undergoing a symbolic death and baptism 
in his own tears upon witnessing the Flood.42 As his instructor, Michael imbues Adam 
with providence as an internal principle meant to guide one throughout a life of trial and 
tribulation refined by faith and faithful works.43 Milton typologically links the six moral 
visions of book 11—all constituting the “first age” of the Bible—with the narration of 
ages 2–7 in book 12. Of particular interest to my analysis are the links between: vision 3 
(the Sons of God) and age 4 (the Sons of Abraham); vision 5 (the Flood) and age 6 (the 
Incarnation of Christ); and vision 6 (recession of the Flood) and age 7 (transcendence of 
temporal order).44 As both biblical content and affective response, joy is crucial to the 
providential design of books 11–12.  
                                                          
42 Raymond B. Waddington, Looking into Providences: Designs and Trials in Paradise 
Lost (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2012), 9. 
43 Waddington, Looking into Providences, 172. Like many Protestants convinced of the 
Bible’s literal truth value and progressive providentialism, Waddington argues that 
Milton found Arminian theology a liberating force compared to English Calvinism, citing 
God’s love of justice and humanity as facilitating his conception of providence in 
Paradise Lost, particularly in books 11 and 12 (173). Waddington leans in the direction 
of evaluating Milton’s depiction of Christian history as recurrent, citing his reliance on 
Ecclesiastes and depiction of the Second Coming (173–74). 
44 Waddington, Looking into Providences, 179. 
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 After exposing him to death’s many “shapes” (11.467), Michael shows Adam a 
more pleasing scene: the Sons of God creating and participating in material culture 
(vision 3). At first, their work and study is godly, but some of the sons, descending into 
the plain, find “a bevy of fair Women,” clothed in “Gems and wanton dress,” singing and 
dancing (11.582–83). Forgoing their solemnity, the men ceaselessly eye the women until 
each chooses the woman best to his liking, composing “[s]oft amorous ditties” meant to 
woo them (11.584). His heart charmed, Adam finds this vision to portend “peaceful days” 
(11.600), but Michael quickly rebukes his false judgment: “Judge not what is best / By 
pleasure, though to Nature seeming meet, / Created, as thou art, to nobler end / Holy and 
pure, conformity divine” (11.603–06). Michael foreshadows the Flood in describing the 
dalliance this once “sober race of men” will have with these “fair atheists”: “‘and now 
[the Sons of God] swim in joy, / (Erelong to swim at large) and laugh; for which / The 
world erelong a world of tears must weep’ (11.621–27). Adam, “of short joy bereft,” 
answers that he now sees that “the tenor of man’s woe” originates from the sins of 
womankind. Michael, however, corrects Adam; man’s woe begins from “man’s 
effeminate slackness . . . who should better hold his place / By wisdom, and superior gifts 
received” (11.628-37). Simply put, Michael instructs Adam not to hate Eve and women 
as a whole, but to abhor masculine effeminacy. Eve, after all, is the key to salvation.  
Typologically linked to vision 3 is book 12’s narration of Biblical Age 4 (the Sons 
of Abraham); more specifically, the Sons of God swimming in lewd joy prefigures the 
drowning of the Pharaoh—the “lawless tyrant” who ordered the drowning of newborn 
Israelites (12.173)—in the Red Sea, commanded by Moses’s “potent rod” (12.211). Like 
the wayward Sons of God, the Pharaoh denies knowledge of God, compelled only by the 
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“ten wounds” (12.190) (the ten plagues) inflicted by God into liberating the enslaved 
Israelites. The Pharaoh, however, is overtaken by rage and begins pursuing Moses and 
Israelites; the king is “obdúrate” in his pursuit (12.205), but the sea eventually swallows 
him and his “embattled ranks” (12.213). This narration begins “opening” Adam’s eyes 
and “eas[ing]” his heart (12.274). In the earlier vision, Michael counters Adam’s faulty 
misogyny, grounded in gender politics, with a more sophisticated misogyny grounded in 
the gendered politics of posture; regenerate man is to be attentive and disciplined. This 
latter narration, however, teaches Adam that there is such a thing as tyrannical obduracy, 
as too rigid a commitment to a course of action. In either case, the divine result for this 
excessive slackness or obduracy is to drown with one’s host.   
In vision 5, Adam witnesses the Sons of God swimming “at large” in the Flood, 
as punishment for swimming in lewd joy. The peace of “jollity and game” (11.714) 
interrupting human war on the cities of the plain is, literally, the calm before the storm; 
Moses builds the ark, the Flood begins, and humankind, “so numerous late, / All left, in 
one small bottom swum embarked” (11.752–53). In detailing Adam’s affective response 
to this vision, the Miltonic poet speaks directly to his great grandsire: 
How didst thou grieve then, Adam, to behold 
The end of all thy offspring, end so sad, 
Depopulation; thee another flood,  
Of tears and sorrow a flood thee also drowned, 
And sunk thee as thy sons. (11.754–58)   
Milton’s tone is more prescriptive then descriptive, linking Adam’s Flood vision, 
drowning all but one of his offspring, to the flood of “tears and sorrow” in which he 
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drowns himself. Weeping Adam recalls the Protectorate faithful of Marvell’s First 
Anniversary, weeping after Cromwell’s accident in what is construed as the post-diluvian 
milieu of post-revolutionary England. But unlike the Protectorate faithful, who 
demonstrate their political fortitude by weeping, Adam is spiritually reborn. Indeed, 
Waddington argues that Adam’s tearful response to the Flood vision represents the 
symbolic death of the “Old Adam” and a new one baptized in tears of remorse.45 As we 
will shortly see, these tears of utter sorrow foreshadow the tears of utter joy he will weep 
in book 12.   
Adam does not learn the meaning of the Flood vision until hearing of biblical age 
6: the Incarnation of Christ.46 Michael ends a sweeping biblical history beginning with 
God’s instantiation of the Mosaic Law with the birth of “the true / Anointed King 
Messiah” (12.358–59) by the Virgin Mary, fathered by “the power of the Most High” 
(12.369). This narrative has an overwhelming effect on Adam, which Michael observes:  
He ceased, discerning Adam with such joy  
Surcharged, as had like grief been dewed in tears,  
Without the vent of words. (12.372–74)  
Like he did during the Flood vision, Adam weeps to hear of the miraculous birth of 
Christ, but these are not tears of sorrow: they are tears of joy. Speechless, Adam finally 
breathes some words; he now clearly understands the protevangelium (first related to the 
fallen couple in book 10), why “our great expectation should be called / The seed of 
woman” (12.377–78). Instead of providentially linking the Flood with the parting of the 
Red Sea, Milton typologically links the Flood with the Incarnation by way of Adam’s 
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affective response of weeping. Moreover, these stories are linked as examples of 
miraculous births tending towards Christian redemption. Milton’s unique typology thus 
resides less in the similarity of biblical events—the two “floods”—than in the similar 
affective response generated by Old Testament visions and New Testament narrations; 
though the affects expressed are different (sorrow, joy), they are linked by the same 
embodied expression: weeping.  
As Michael continues his narration, the Crucifixion and Resurrection renders 
Adam “[r]eplete” with “joy and wonder,” prompting him to cautiously but confidently 
express the sublime doctrine of the felix culpa (“the fortunate fall”): 
Full of doubt I stand, 
Whether I should repent me now of sin 
By me done and occasioned, or rejoice 
Much more, that much more good thereof shall spring, 
To God more glory, more good will to men 
From God, and over wrath grace shall abound. (12.473–78) 
In his existentialist reading of the fortunate fall in Paradise Lost, Stephen Fallon argues 
that the Fall makes the labor of discerning between good and evil more difficult but 
thereby more meaningful, affording the subject the opportunity to forge identity in the 
world and cultivate a great soul.47 Michael teaches Adam and Eve a lesson in “hard-won 
maturity that holds joy and sorrow in balance.”48 We might question, however, whether 
Adam’s experience is balancing joy with sorrow in this moment. Michael—ever 
                                                          
47 Stephen M. Fallon, “The Fortunate, Unfortunate Fall and Two Varieties of Immortality 
in Paradise Lost,” Immortality and the Body in the Age of Milton, ed. John Rumrich and 
Stephen M. Fallon (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018. 107–121), 116–17.  
48 Fallon, “Fortunate, Unfortunate Fall,” 119. 
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corrective of Adam—does not encourage Adam to pay more repentance to God, thus 
validating his desire to excessively rejoice. This likely has much to do with Milton’s 
interpretation of the Gospels, which centers ineffable joy on the Incarnation and couples 
the Passion with the Resurrection in transforming ineffable into sublime joy.   
 If Adam is a master of typology by the time he hears of the life of Christ in book 
12, he learns to interpret history typologically only until vision 6 in book 11: the 
recession of the Flood.49 As Noah lifts his eyes to Heaven, beholding the postdiluvian 
rainbow, Adam, whose heart was “erst so sad,” now “[g]reatly rejoiced”:  
Far less I now lament for one whole world 
Of wicked sons destroyed, than I rejoice 
For one man found so perfect and so just, 
That God vouchsafes to raise another world 
From him, and all his anger to forget. (11.874–78) 
This sentiment is nearly identical to the one voiced as the felix culpa, except Adam 
balances lamenting with rejoicing, and the “good” of that passage is replaced by the “one 
[just] man” (Noah) of this passage. Michael’s post-resurrection Christian history is 
punctuated with two notable moments of joy. The first recounts the Apostolic era: 
Christ’s original evangelists will “win / Great numbers of each nation to receive / With 
joy the tidings brought from Heav’n” through their ministerial work (12.502–04). The 
second describes the millenarian era: upon the day of  “respiration to the just, / And 
vengeance to the wicked,” Christ will return to earth, “dissolve / Satan with his perverted 
world,” then finally  
                                                          




From the conflagrant mass, purged and refined,  
New heav’ns, new earth, ages of endless date  
Founded in righteousness and peace and love  
To bring forth fruits, joy and eternal bliss. (12.547–51) 
It was common, via 2 Peter 3:6, to typologically link the Flood to the apocalyptic 
conflagration, but Milton suggests that understanding the pre- and post-conditions of 
these two destructive-creative divine events helps Adam to access the experience of 
sublime Christian joy in a fallen world. Because the conflagration will be experienced as 
an inverse flood-recession, the righteous may affectively and elementally feel as if they 
are drowning in a flood of carnal joy when, in fact, they are transcending the carnal and 
the earthly, ascending towards true spiritual joy in heaven; in essence, the righteous will 
(or already) “swim at large” in salvific joy. If Adam becomes “the first Christian,” the 
“first Protestant justified by faith,”50 his justification culminates with an understanding of 
sublime Christian joy. 
The society that flourishes after the recession of the Flood but before the rise of 
tyrannical Nimrod—a patriarchal group of families and tribes fathered by Noah living 
their days in “joy unblamed” (12.22)—providentially prefigures the “eternal bliss” 
following the apocalyptic conflagration. But the allusion to un-blaming also points us to 
book 10, in which the couple resolves to forgo “blam[ing] / Each other” and resolves to 
“strive / In offices of Love, how we might lighten / Each others burden in our share of 
woe” (10.958–61). Before he pins the “tenor of man’s woe” on woman, Adam correctly 
                                                          
50 Waddington, Looking into Providences, 197. 
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intuits that postlapsarian burdens must be actively and lovingly exchanged in a shared 
affective economy of woe. In a crucial foreshadowing of the Flood in book 11, Milton 
constructs a simile to describe fallen Adam and Eve:  
As with new Wine intoxicated both  
They swim in mirth, and fansie that they feel  
Divinitie within them breeding wings  
Wherewith to scorn the earth. (9.1008–10)  
In the postlapsarian moment, Adam and Eve interpret their excessive carnal pleasure as 
spiritual transcendence. Milton is surely critiquing the pleasure-oriented telos of the 
fallen couple, but he also suggests a crucial truth about the fallen world: swimming in 
carnal mirth feels an awful lot like soaring in spiritual joy. As I will show in the next 
section, Adam begins to discern the difference before Michael’s biblical education by 
dislodging sublimity from direct divine presence, relocating it in Eve’s future 
childbearing. Such relocation, I argue, demonstrates Adam’s prophetic capabilities.  
 
PAIN RECOMPENSED WITH JOY: THE SUBLIMITY OF HUMAN PROCREATION  
As John Leonard argues, Milton’s sublimity mostly derives from his rendering of 
cosmic spaces and superhuman beings into exhilarating verse, but he also suggests that 
Milton’s most sublime moments may occur in Eden.51 Tracking the epic’s use of the term 
in the garden books, we can conclude that Edenic sublimity shifts from the character of 
prelapsarian Adam—whose “eye sublime” (heavenly-directed gaze) “declared / Absolute 
rule” over Eden (4.300–01)—to postlapsarian Eve—within whom Adam discerns 
                                                          




something “more sublime.” Though sublimity in a fallen world resides in human 
reproduction, reproduction is only sublime insofar as it culminates in the immaculate 
conception of Christ via the Virgin Mary. Nevertheless, Adam instrumentalizes his 
“sublime eye” to discover, however opaquely, the reconfigured status of sublimity.  
After the Fall, sublime joy is dislodged from its association with direct divine 
presence, and Adam and Eve need to learn from where sublime joy emerges in a fallen 
world: pain. In the prelapsarian context, we see this joy emerge through Adam’s first 
interaction with God. In his autobiography to Raphael, the reader learns that Adam’s joy, 
unsurprisingly, derives from Eve. Upon awaking from his creation, Adam’s “wond’ring 
eyes” immediately turn to the heavens, prompting him to stand erect as if he were 
“thitherward endeavoring.” Surrounded by nature’s “smil[ing]” copia, Adam’s heart 
“o’erflowed” with “fragrance and with joy” (8.257–66). Once again, joy is linked to 
olfaction; Lauren Shohet claims that fragrance allows Milton to depict prelapsarian bliss 
as “distinctive both in its intensity and its holistic constitution.”52 Sensation and emotion 
are virtually indistinguishable in this moment. Further stoking Adam’s joy is his first 
post-creation dream, in which a divine shape calls him to a “garden of bliss” on a woody 
mountain, containing the trees of Life and Knowledge (8.297–99). When Adam awakens 
to realize his dream is now his reality, he demonstrates sublime devotion: “Rejoicing, but 
with awe / In adoration at his feet I fell / Submiss” (8.314–16). Nevertheless, Adam seeks 
to forge society, not with God, but with an equal:  
of fellowship I speak 
Such as I seek, fit to participate  
                                                          
52 Shohet, “Fragrance,” 22. 
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All rational delight, wherein the brute 
Cannot be human consort; they rejoice 
Each with their kind, lion with lioness; 
So fitly them in pairs thou hast combined; 
Much less can bird with beast, or fish with fowl 
So well converse, nor with the ox the ape; 
Worse then can man with beast, and least of all. (8.383–97, my emphasis) 
The phrase “rational delight” echoes Milton’s citation to 1 Cor. 7:9 in the Doctrine and 
Discipline of Divorce, in which Milton interprets Paul’s injunction that “it is better to 
marry than to burn” (1 Cor. 7.9) as referring to the intense desire for spiritual 
conversation beyond carnal lust. Milton seems to denigrate the activity of rejoicing by 
assigning it to the pairs of brutes populating Eden, but in considering the impossibility of 
interspecies sociality, he uses the verb “converse” as a near synonym for “rejoice.” 
Complicating matters is the fact that “conversation” was also a synonym for sexual 
intercourse in early modernity. Milton’s divorce tracts, however, appeal to a more 
capacious sense of conversation; if conversing is a near synonym for rejoicing, the 
difference, as per this passage, is that rejoicing is gendered: “they rejoice / Each with 
their kind, lion with lioness.” Impressed by Adam’s exercise of reason, God creates Eve 
from Adam’s rib, which so “overjoy[s]” him that he “could not forbear aloud”:  
I now see 
Bone of my bone, flesh of my flesh, my self 
Before me; woman is her name, of man 
Extracted; for this cause he shall forgo 
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Father and mother, and to his wife adhere; 
And they shall be one flesh, one heart, one soul’ (8.491-99) 
Once again, the relation to Milton’s writings on divorce is unmistakable, particularly in 
their argument for marriage’s primary function as a cure for masculine loneliness. The 
divorce tracts teach readers that marital conversation mirrors the Christian’s conversation 
with his own feminine soul, providing material and spiritual relief from the strenuous 
work of intellectual labor. In adding “my self / Before me” to Genesis, which only 
describes Eve as “bone of [Adam’s] bone, flesh of [Adam’s] flesh” (8.495–96), Milton 
suggests that beholding Eve in reality is an experience of material ecstasy, in which 
Adam’s other “self” literally stands “before” him.  
 In providing a glimpse into Adam and Eve’s prelapsarian marriage, Milton 
suggests that their mutual rejoicing holistically harmonizes with all of creation. As Alison 
Chapman explains, Adam and Eve are “joint owners of their marriage” before the Fall; 
Milton describes their prelapsarian lovemaking as the “sole propriety” of Eden.53 A major 
consequence of the Fall is that “Adam’s legal rights in Eve increase and Eve’s legal 
rights in Adam dwindle, and the two lose their mirrored legal right in each other.”54 After 
the Fall, private ownership becomes marriage’s curse, and their postlapsarian lovemaking 
“seal[s]” their “mutual guilt.” But until then, their lovemaking marks their “mutual joyful 
                                                          
53 Alison A. Chapman, The Legal Epic: Paradise Lost and the Early Modern Law 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2017), 132. Somewhat counter to critical 
orthodoxy, Chapman argues that private property is not an intrinsically fallen 
phenomenon; Milton “situates private property exclusively within the domain of 
marriage” (128–29). In early modern legal parlance, property was less indicative of a 
material possession and more of a characteristic or attribute. Furthermore, the fact that 
property designated rights in material objects and not possession per se suggests the 
“outward-looking and inherently communal” nature of early modern property (134–35). 
54 Chapman, Legal Epic, 128. 
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ownership” of their marriage, “the source of love and joy for both of them.”55 In book 5, 
Adam and Eve’s mutual joy is challenged when Satan, in a dream, attempts to convince 
Eve that she is the preeminent joy of Creation: “heaven wakes with all his eyes, / Whom 
to behold but thee, nature’s desire, / In whose sight all things joy, with ravishment / 
Attracted by thy beauty still to gaze” (5.44–47). Adam, however, informs Eve that 
“mimic fancy” often imitates “Reason” (110, 102), and the pair blamelessly begin their 
“fresh employments” and morning “orisons” towards the “unspeakable” God, whose 
goodness is so “beyond thought” that they call on spiritual assistance (5.125, 145, 156, 
159). In these morning orisons, Adam and Eve solidify their joyful union by calling on 
divine assistance:   
Speak yee who best can tell, ye Sons of Light, 
Angels, for yee behold him, and with songs 
And choral symphonies, Day without Night, 
Circle his Throne rejoycing, yee in Heav'n, 
On Earth joyn all ye Creatures to extoll 
Him first, him last, him midst, and without end. (5.160–65)   
These morning prayers are given with a mixture of “various style” and “holy rapture,” in 
“fit strains” or “unmediated” song. Adam and Eve thus unite the “fallen alternatives” of 
“deliberate artistic elaboration” favored by Anglicans and “spontaneous inspiration” 
favored by Puritans.56 It must be stressed, however, that prelapsarian Adam and Eve 
emphasize mediation in appealing to the rejoicing of the angels as a model of divine 
praise. This passage investigates the distinction and confluence between prayer and 
                                                          
55 Chapman, Legal Epic, 142–46.  
56 Milton, Complete Poetry and Essential Prose, 422 fn.146–50.  
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rejoicing; the two activities are clearly related, but the latter seems a higher, more musical 
form of prayer. This Anglican-Puritan synthesis finds in rejoicing the activity through 
which Adam and Eve, the angels, and all of Creation collectively praise God.  
 Prelapsarian Adam faces two imperatives: he is to direct his praise towards God 
and delight in Eve, his “[s]ole partner” and “sole part of all these joys” (4.411). Milton’s 
material monism—the philosophy that all matter derives from God, voiced by Raphael in 
book 5—has generated scholarly interest for quite some time now, but much less 
attention has been paid to the spiritual implications of this monism beyond its materialist 
foundations.57 In a recent essay collection, Kevin J. Donovan and Thomas Festa read 
Raphael’s famous dialogue on monism as collapsing the distinction between matter and 
spirit. As Milton’s cosmology, ontology, and ecology intersect in this assertion of 
philosophical idealism, Donovan and Festa see the blind Milton articulating a “private 
theodicy” through heretical monism with “the potential for redemption in the material 
language of poetry as well as the diseased physical body.”58 Such a view, however, 
depends on the extent to which we view the angels of Paradise Lost as unambiguous 
mouthpieces for Milton’s philosophy and theology. Christopher Kendrick argues that a 
                                                          
57 For an influential account of Milton’s material monism and adherence to philosophical 
materialism, see Stephen Fallon, Milton among the Philosophers: Poetry and 
Materialism in Seventeenth-Century England (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991). In 
a recent book influential to my thinking, N. K. Sugimura prioritizes degrees of substance 
in Milton’s thought, instead of choosing between his philosophic predilection for matter 
or spirit. With regards to the question of Milton’s belief in either monism or dualism, 
Sugimura claims that the poet “does not present us with a question of either/or but an 
and. While parts of Milton’s poetry may confirm a monist materialist reading, other parts 
do not” (xvi). See N. K. Sugimura, “Matter of Glorious Trial”: Spiritual and Material 
Substance in Paradise Lost (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009).    
58 Kevin J. Donovan and Thomas Festa, “Introduction: ‘One First Matter All,’” Milton, 
Materialism, and Embodiment: One First Matter All, ed. Kevin J. Donovan and Thomas 
Festa (Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2017. 1–16), 4–6. 
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“subtle but palpable play” between angels serves to advance providential design at many 
stages throughout the epic; such play is also showcased in angelic-human interactions.59 
Serving as a preface to his explication of Adam’s mutable free will, Raphael’s explication 
of sublime vitalism emerges in response to Adam’s desire to comparatively understand 
Heaven and Earth:      
flow’rs and their fruit 
Man’s nourishment, by gradual scale sublimed 
To vital spirits aspire, to animal, 
To intellectual, give both life and sense, 
Fancy and understanding, whence the soul 
Reason receives, and reason is her being, 
Discursive, or intuitive. (5.482–88, my emphasis) 
Like the ingested food that is “sublimed,” aspiring to become vital, animal, and 
intellectual spirits, human beings can potentially transform themselves into spiritual 
beings through the use of reason. Later in their colloquy, however, a problem arises 
concerning Adam’s reasonable admiration of natural disproportions between heavenly 
bodies. Raphael advises Adam to keep his head down:  
                                                          
59 Christopher Kendrick, “Constituent Providence and Antinomian Obedience: Monistic 
Stories in Spinoza’s Ethics and Milton’s Paradise Lost,” in Milton’s Modernities: Poetry, 
Philosophy, and History from the Seventeenth Century to the Present. Rethinking the 
Early Modern. Ed. Feisal G. Mohamed and Patrick Fadely (Evanston, IL: Northwestern 
University Press, 2017. 135–168), 154, 155. An example Kenrick cites is when Satan, in 
his conversation with Uriel, either correctly guesses that God’s creation of earth and 
mankind is compensatory or Uriel, by not correcting Satan, accidentally cooperates with 
a fellow angel in creating providential design. Kendrick calls Adam’s autobiography a 
“becoming-antinomian story,” in which Milton projects a “comic version of Protestant 
argufying culture” that concludes with the creation of the family, the fundamental 
political unit in Milton’s thought (158–59). 




In what he gives to thee, this Paradise  
And thy fair Eve; heav’n is for thee too high 
To know what passes there; be lowly wise: 
Think only what concerns thee and thy being… (8.170–74)  
We know that Milton himself categorically does not take Raphael’s advice; Raphael’s 
speculation on geocentric and heliocentric models of the universe is but one example of 
Milton’s own inquest into the “hidden” matters of astronomy. Raphael instructs Adam 
that spiritual ascent, paradoxically, hinges on joyful engagement with Creation and Eve, 
the latest of God’s creations. In book 9, Adam seems to be following this advice; he 
promises “[g]reat joy” to his thoughts in anticipation of Eve’s return, but her divine 
disobedience “amaze[s]” him, “relax[ing]” his joints and rendering him “speechless” 
(9.843, 889, 891, 896).  
 As discussed at the outset of this chapter, Adam and Eve begin to move towards 
repentance in a fallen world through Adam’s quotidian prophecy not only that Eve’s 
childbearing will be painful, but that such pain will be “recompensed with joy, / Fruit of 
thy womb.” Adam reasons his way to the insight that pain and joy are intimately linked 
on account of Raphael’s War in Heaven narrative in books 5 and 6, which provide a 
glimpse of the nature of physical pain. In his book 10 complaint, Adam speculates that 
the experience of “deathless pain”—anticipating one’s demise—is the true punishment 
God intends, and he shares this speculation with Eve after she tearfully supplicates 
herself at his feet; it is not sudden death they should anticipate but “a slow-paced evil, / A 
long day’s dying to augment our pain, / And to our Seed . . . derived” (10.963–65). 
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Adam’s reference to “augmented pain” recalls Raphael’s narration of the moment when 
Michael, warning Satan to forego his rebellion, alludes to “some more vengeance winged 
from God” that will “[p]recipitate” Satan with “augmented pain” (6.279–80), 
foreshadowing the Son’s victory over the rebels on the third day. Eve’s supplication puts 
Adam in mind of angels who refused to supplicate themselves before God, to disastrous 
effect. Adam thus advises Eve against a-reproductivity because further disobedience, he 
fears, will result in a worse punishment: endless pain without the terminus of death.  
 God’s judgment of serpentine Satan, in which Eve’s seed “shall bruise thy head, 
thou bruise his heel” (10.181), is usually framed as the epic’s gradual unfolding of the 
protevangelium—God’s first postlapsarian deliverance of “good news” towards 
humanity. But the language of bruising also occurs in Raphael’s description of the second 
day of the war in Heaven. The rebel angels don armor to protect themselves from pain, 
but when the loyal angels begin hurling mountains at them, this armor actually “helped 
their harm,” bruising them and filling them with “pain / Implacable” (6.657–61). Striving 
to protect oneself from pain, it seems, can be counterproductive when faced with a more 
powerful adversary. The goal, then, should not be to treat God as an adversary but to 
work within his divine judgment; Adam’s decision to work with rather than against Eve, 
prompted by her physical supplication, prefigures such an insight. Given his direct 
experience of “deathless pain,” supplemented by vicarious knowledge from Raphael’s 
narrative, Adam endeavors “to keep pain within bounds” by inventing material culture. 
For Björn Quiring, Milton means to suggest that “human inventiveness and the 
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production of cultural artifacts” primarily serves to “mitigate the effects of the Fall.”60 I 
would add to this the question of knowledge versus ignorance; as sorrow seems 
something both Adam and Eve know less about than pain, we can conclude that Adam, 
quite reasonably, is trying to understand something he knows almost nothing about—
sorrow—through something he knows partially—pain.   
 In referring to the fruit of Eve’s womb as a joy, Adam builds on his knowledge of 
other “births” he’s heard of and experienced. This allows him to prophesize that joy 
repays pain in childbirth. On the sixth day of Raphael’s creation narrative, the Earth 
opens her “fertile womb” upon God’s command and delivers land creatures. On the third 
day, Raphael describes dry land appearing out of the ocean as a kind of birth: “The earth 
was formed, but in the womb as yet / Of waters, embryon immature involved, / Appeared 
not . . . God said / Be gathered now ye waters under heaven / Into one place, and let dry 
land appear . . . The dry land, earth, and the great receptacle / Of congregated waters he 
called Seas” (7.276–78, 282–84, 307–08). Even the creation of Eve from Adam’s rib 
resonates as a joyful birth. God puts Adam into a deep sleep but allows him to view Eve’s 
creation while dreaming. God, Adam says,  
opened my left side, and took  
From thence a rib, with cordial spirits warm,  
And life-blood streaming fresh; wide was the wound,  
But suddenly with flesh filled up and healed. (8.465–68)  
                                                          
60 Björn Quiring, “‘The Greatest Share of Endless Pain’: The Spectral Sacramentality of 
Pain in Milton’s Paradise Lost,” Passions and Subjectivity in Early Modern Culture, ed. 
Brian Cummings and Freya Sierhuis (London: Routledge, 2013. 253–266), 265. 
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In his postlapsarian conversation with Eve, Adam draws from his prelapsarian 
conversation with God, in which his solitude is remedied with the joy of Eve’s creation, 
in promising that the pain of her childbearing will produce joy, much as it did when God 
wounded and then repaired Adam’s left side to make to make “woman”—a creature 
“extracted” from womblike man. 
 The biblical echoes of Adam’s insight provide direct representations of 
pregnancy, but they are spiritual pregnancies, in which the husband is not the biological 
father. In the first verse of Luke’s synoptic gospel, the angel Gabriel visits Zechariah, a 
Judean priest during the reign of Herod, inside the Temple, promising that his barren wife 
Elizabeth will bear a son, to be named John (the future John the Baptist). Elizabeth 
indeed conceives a child, and six months into her pregnancy, Gabriel delivers a similar 
prophecy to Mary of Nazareth, the future mother of Christ. Upon asking how she, a 
virgin, can conceive a child, Gabriel says that “[t]he Holy Ghost shall come upon thee, 
and the power of the Highest shall overshadow thee . . . And, behold, thy cousin 
Elisabeth, she hath also conceived a son in her old age” (Luke 1:35–36). Mary visits 
Elizabeth in Judah to corroborate the story and, upon arriving, delivers a salutation. Out 
of eyeshot, Elizabeth receives Mary’s greeting: 
[T]he babe leaped in her womb; and Elisabeth was filled with the Holy 
Ghost: And she spake out with a loud voice, and said, Blessed are thou 
among women, and blessed is the fruit of thy womb. And whence is this to 
me, that the mother of my Lord should come to me? For, lo, as soon as the 
voice of thy salutation sounded in mine ears, the babe leaped in my womb 
for joy. (Luke 1:41–44)  
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Mary’s audible greeting causes the infant John to joyfully leap inside Elizabeth’s womb, 
perhaps in anticipation of his sacramentalization of Christ’s messianic movement. The 
joyful leaping of baby John then fills Elizabeth with the Holy Spirit, which prompts her 
to express her newfound knowledge that Mary is pregnant with humankind’s savior. 
Elizabeth’s blessing—nearly identical to Adam’s advice to Eve, contemplating 
areproductivity—confirms for Mary her own miraculous pregnancy. Mary then responds 
with a hymn:61 “My soul doth magnify the Lord, and my spirit hath rejoiced in God my 
savior. For he hath regarded the low estate of his handmaiden: for, behold, all generations 
shall call me blessed” (Luke 1:46–48). Mary’s expression of the paradox of exaltation by 
supplication resonates with Eve’s supplication at Adam’s feet in book 10, which Leah 
Whittington describes as “the extremest possible form of self-abasement,” insofar as Eve 
“lowers herself to the point of extinction.”62 In “sharing the burden of sin,” Adam and 
Eve imagine themselves arriving at “radical equality before God,”63 much like the 
pregnant Elizabeth and Mary, radically equal before the Holy Spirit, share the joy of their 
miraculous pregnancies.    
In Luke 1, the narrative arc of Zechariah, Elizabeth’s husband, provides biblical 
subtext for Adam’s secondary role as a patriarch in salvific history. In the temple, 
Zechariah doubts Gabriel’s prophecy, thus prompting divine punishment: he is rendered 
mute until the day the prophecy unfolds. When Elizabeth finally bears her son and 
informs her neighbors and relatives that she will name him John, they protest, claiming 
that the child should be named after his father. Zechariah, however, writes “His name is 
                                                          
61 See Coogan, New Oxford Annotated Bible, 97 NT fn.46–55. 
62 Leah Whittington, Renaissance Suppliants: Poetry, Antiquity, Reconciliation (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2016), 183. 
63 Whittington, Renaissance Suppliants, 184–85. 
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John” on a tablet, which breaks the curse and allows him to finally speak (Luke 1:63). 
Like Zechariah, possessing no patriarchal claim to John the Baptist, Adam only possesses 
a patrilineal claim to Mary; the biological genealogy of Christ is matralineal. As 
Trubowitz argues, Milton’s typological vision of biblical history in books 11 and 12 
reverses traditional valuations of gender roles.64 In prelapsarian Eden, Raphael’s greeting 
of Eve makes no mention of Adam: “Haile mother of mankind, whose fruitful womb / 
Shall fill the World more numerous with thy sons” (5.389–88). Though Adam attempts to 
preserve the importance of his biological patrimony at the culmination of his prophetic 
education, claiming yet that the virgin mother “from my loins . . . shalt proceed” (12.379–
81), Eve’s love lyric upon waking from her prophetic dream—the last dialogue in 
Paradise Lost—cements the matrilineal character of salvific history: “though all by me is 
lost, / Such favour I unworthy am vouchsafed, / By me the promised seed shall all 
restore” (12.621–23).  
 
CONCLUSION 
As I have argued, unspeakable joy is crucial to understanding the “bright 
sublime” of Milton’s Paradise Lost. We might go as far to say that, because Milton was a 
Christian poet, and because the experience of unspeakable joy is central to the experience 
of Christian regeneration via scripture, the Miltonic sublime is ultimately an experience 
of unspeakable joy, intertwining human natality with Christ’s natality. In concluding, I 
would like to consider whether or not the Miltonic poet, as a character of sorts in 
Paradise Lost, expresses an experience of unspeakable joy. Answering such a question, I 
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argue, can help us to relate the Miltonic sublime to recent discussions about the distinct 
nature of an “early modern” sublime.     
In a recent monograph, Patrick Cheney articulates an early modern notion of 
sublimity that, in predating the Kantian sublime’s emphasis on the “experience of the 
subject in the world,” accounts for the Longinian “representation of the author in the 
work.”65 In locating Paradise Lost’s representation of the author, we must clarify two 
things: first, that the epic differentiates between Milton the poet and Milton the historical 
person;66 and second, that the poetic and historical Miltons of Paradise Lost comingle. 
Hence, Paradise Lost stands as a pivotal work in transitioning from an early modern to a 
modern sublime; the historical Milton does indeed represent himself in the epic as a poet, 
but this historical poet also evinces subjective experience in his perceived world. This 
experience is relayed, on a large scale, through the four proems that open books 1, 3, 7, 
and 9. But it also emerges on smaller scales: through his narration of epic’s events, his 
descriptions of characters and places, and the occasional exclamatory outburst.  
Books 3–6 of Paradise Lost most dramatically exemplify the poet’s sublime 
flight; as he retrospectively explains in the book 7 proem, the poet was “rapt above the 
pole” in books 3–6. In the book 3 proem, the poet ascends from the depths of “utter . . . 
darkness” to the “sovereign vital lamp” of “holy light,” the “first-born” offspring of 
Heaven (3.16, 22, 1); in books 5–6, he narrates—via Raphael—the “invisible exploits / 
                                                          
65 Patrick Cheney, English Authorship and the Early Modern Sublime: Spenser, Marlowe, 
Shakespeare, Jonson (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2018), 3 (emphasis 
Cheney’s). As its subtitle suggests, Cheney’s book does not deal with Milton in detail. 
Milton, however, is crucial to the project of detailing the history from an Augustinian to 
an early modern sublime, which has yet to be written (24). 
66 For this argument, see Robert McMahon, The Two Poets of “Paradise Lost” (Baton 
Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1998).   
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Of warring spirits” (5.565–66). The War in Heaven exemplifies Milton’s sublime poetry, 
not only because it spatially reveals the “secrets of another world” (5.569), but also 
because it temporally transports readers to the earliest event of Paradise Lost: the 
begetting of the Son by the Father (5.600–15).  
As discussed earlier in this chapter, Milton first begins to “assert eternal 
providence” and “justify the ways of God to men” (1.25–26) in book 3, which plays out 
as a diffusion of new, ineffable joy between God, the Son, and the loyal angels in 
Heaven. As the loyal angels break out into sacred song, the poet’s voice emerges from 
the choir in order to praise the “inaccessible” Father and his “Begotten Son” (3.377, 384). 
If, as Regina Schwartz has argued, Paradise Lost can only achieve its purpose of 
justifying the ways of God to men as a hymn (albeit one of various styles),67 then this 
stanza constitutes a hymn in miniature, folded into the larger hymn that is Paradise Lost. 
Milton indeed foreshadows the War in Heaven in this hymn, but he prioritizes the Son’s 
act of “unexampled love” in “offer[ing] himself to die / For man’s offense” (3.409–10). 
The poet promises to prioritize Christ in his verse, but the enjambment on the last two 
lines of this promise makes it sound more like an excuse: “thy name / Shall be the 
copious matter of my song / Henceforth” (3.412–14). Though it sounds as if the poet is 
determined to sing of Christ from this point in the epic on, it equally sounds as if he is 
promising to glorify Christ in future verse beyond Paradise Lost. 
 The use of the phrase “[b]egotten Son” echoes Psalm 2, which Milton translated 
in 1653: “the Lord to me hath say’d / Thou art my Son I have begotten thee / This day” 
(14–16). It also recalls John 3:16: “God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten 
                                                          
67 Regina M. Schwartz, Remembering and Repeating: On Milton’s Theology and Poetics 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1993), 83–84. 
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Son.” In narrating Jesus’s public ministry, John 3 appeals to Jesus as God’s only begotten 
Son primarily as a means of “engendering faith in the person of Jesus” amongst religious 
authorities, especially the Pharisees.68 Before he is sent to prison, John is baptizing Jews 
when one asks his Rabbi about this odd purification ritual. John’s reply bears apocalyptic 
implications: “Ye yourselves bear me witness, that I said, I am not the Christ, but that I 
am sent before him. He that hath the bride is the bridegroom: but the friend of the 
bridegroom, which standeth and heareth him, rejoiceth greatly because of the 
bridegroom’s voice: this my joy therefore is fulfilled” (John 3:28–29). In his book 3 
hymn, Milton establishes himself as more than a prophet; he is an Apostle of sorts, 
sending Christ’s message ahead of Christ. In book 12, we learn from Michael that the 
Spirit first empowered Christ’s Apostles to evangelize and baptize the nations, winning 
“[g]reat numbers of each nation to receive / With joy the tidings brought forth from 
heaven” (12.503–04). Though he does not speak of it as an expression of unspeakable joy 
as such, the Miltonic poet—impregnated by the Spirit and illuminated by holy light—
finds a place among the angels, basking in the ineffably joyful fragrance of the divine 
Word and recirculating that joy upon learning of the Incarnation, Passion, Resurrection, 
and the apocalypse. To be blind and to smell God’s word, to hear it through Christ, and to 
befriend the bridegroom before he is immaculately born in human form: this is the Milton 
poet’s experience of unspeakable joy in Paradise Lost, expressed as an angelic hymn.
                                                          





PARADISE REGAINED AND THE BIRTH OF CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY 
 
As this dissertation has argued, the expression of spiritual joy by Protestant writers 
attempts to galvanize Christian community throughout the English Revolution by 
bridging individual religious experience and the anticipated apocalyptic event. In Stuart 
England, apocalypticism emerges as a species of anticlericalism in the poetic works of 
the young Milton, which evince his interest in the communalizing effects of divinely 
inspired utterances of joy. As an antiprelatical polemicist, Milton develops this voice, 
blending prose and poetry into a Protestant baroque aesthetic intensifying the religious 
experience of his readers during England’s ecclesiastical transformation in the early 
1640s. After the collapse of the English episcopacy and the regicide of Charles I in the 
mid-1640s and early 1650s, sectarian writers such as Gerrard Winstanley, Abiezer 
Coppe, and Anna Trapnel, despite their markedly different theories of social 
organization, recognize that the expression of joy—mediating between the strictures of 
divine law and the liberty of Christian grace—is crucial to binding the Christian 
communities of the future. Rejecting the immanent apocalypticism of the sectarians, 
Andrew Marvell turns to weeping as a more capacious expression of spiritual joy in 
Protectorate England, which accommodates Independents and conformists under a tent of 
bourgeois Protestantism that simultaneously values affective piety and worldly 
attachment. Upon the restoration of Charles II to the English throne, the re-instantiation 
of the Anglican bishops to the Church of England, and the defeat of the revolutionary 
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cause, Milton’s Paradise Lost offers a providential reading of Christian history grounded 
in the sublime joy of human natality beyond English nationalism, in which the interplay 
between pain and joy in human reproduction reflects the vicissitudes of biblical and 
Christian history. 
 In this epilogue, I turn to Milton’s Paradise Regained (1671) to continue 
exploring the connection between sublime aesthetics and the expression of spiritual joy in 
Milton’s poetics. The brief epic provides insight into how Christ occasions spiritual joy 
amidst his first disciples, which was a salient depiction for nonconformists in 1670s 
England. Sharon Achinstein contextualizes Milton’s 1671 poetry volume, containing 
Paradise Regained (along with Samson Agonistes), amidst the Second Conventicle Act 
(1670), which intensified Parliament’s persecution against nonconformist religious 
practice by fining those who publically organized into worshipping assemblies outside 
the confines of an established church.1 Despite the fact that the bill provided incentives to 
informants and levied fines against constables and Justices of the Peace who failed to 
enforce the law, widespread resistance developed against this new Conveticle Act.2 For 
Achinstein, Paradise Regained is not so much interested in how to live under oppressive 
conditions, but rather, “how to maintain readiness to serve God’s command.”3 In turning 
to biblical history—Jesus’s post-baptism temptation in the wilderness by Satan—Milton 
summons the past in order to “rekindle faith for the present” and to render the 
unspeakability of divine experience into language.4 One such way Milton renders divine 
                                                          
1 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 130. 
2 John Milton, The Complete Works of John Milton, Volume 2: The 1671 Poems: Paradise  
Regain’d and Samson Agonistes, ed. Laura Lunger Knoppers (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 2008), xxviii–xxix. 
3 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 152. 
4 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 152. 
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experience intelligible is through the brief epic’s depiction of spiritual joy, which was 
commonly (and paradoxically) expressed as an inexpressible experience of faith. The 
experience of joy, then, becomes crucial to understanding how and why Christians 
maintain readiness for divine service under oppression. Whereas Paradise Lost, through 
Michael, merely asserts that God’s faithful will be persecuted throughout history as a 
truism, Paradise Regained provides numerous models of proto-Christians—Mary, 
Andrew and Simon—patiently waiting for Christ’s return, for their joy to return.   
Because joy was understood throughout the revolutionary era as a highly 
communal affect, we can further appreciate how the mature Milton renders informal 
religious community before the instantiation of Christianity as an institutionalized 
religion. For Russ Leo, the sublimity of Paradise Regained resides in its depiction of a 
Jewish Jesus, before the advent of Christianity as such. Guarding his divine purpose and 
retreating from the world into the wilderness for mysterious reasons, “Jesus’s relationship 
to his purpose is ambiguous,” governed by an “experiential piety” comprised of motions 
and musings, individual feeling and inspiration, intuition and poesis.5 Milton’s 
contemporaries likely would have described this experiential piety as Jesus’s 
antinomianism, but Leo points out that later readers, who “aestheticize[d] and 
domesticate[d] the political and theological claims” of Milton’s work, described the 
experiential piety of Jesus as an aspect of the poem’s sublime style.6 Restoring to 
Paradise Regained its radical theology and politics, Leo argues that the sublimity of the 
brief epic operates through God’s abstraction from Judaism, Jesus’s abstraction from 
Christian typology, and “the dynamic and often fleeting experiences of faith” that serve 
                                                          
5 Leo, “Milton’s Sublime Judaism,” 223, 224, 204–05.   
6 Leo, “Milton’s Sublime Judaism,” 226. 
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as the ground for knowing an otherwise unknowable God.7 By freeing Jesus from 
typology, Milton is able to investigate the pivotal moment between his baptism and his 
ministry, in which a mysterious impulse—“some strong motion” (1.290), as Jesus calls 
it—compels him to wander into spiritual and physical trial by Satan in the wilderness. 
Once Jesus successfully resists Satan’s temptations, he is rewarded with a “Heavenly 
Feast” (4.637) that refreshes him and joyful music performed by “Angelic Quires” 
(4.593) as he returns “unobserv’d” to his mother Mary’s house (4.638). Juxtaposed with 
the “Joyless tryumphals” of the rebel angels upon Satan’s “hop’t success” (4.578), the 
joyful triumphal of the loyal angels establishes Jesus’s victory over Satan’s temptations 
as the beginning of his salvific mission towards humankind. If Milton’s is a sublime 
Judaism, its joyful apex is Jesus’s physical and spiritual regeneration by angelic food and 
music after successfully resisting temptation, which affirms his status as the Son of God 
while also maintaining his status as a “fleshly tabernacle” in human form (4.599). Jesus is 
a Jewish body housing a divine spirit.   
 The smallest community in the brief epic is the mother-son dyad of Mary and 
Jesus. As Erin Murphy argues, consent—rather than reproduction—structures the 
Christic family in Paradise Regained.8 By beginning the poem with Jesus’s baptism, 
                                                          
7 Leo, “Milton’s Sublime Judaism,” 226, 227. Leo’s use of the term “sublime” derives 
from Hegel’s description of Judaism as the “religion der Erhabenheit” (the religion of 
sublimity) during his philosophical and theological studies at Tübingen (1788–93). Leo 
applies the term to Milton’s Paradise Regained (and Samson Agonistes) because he 
recognizes that both writers are interested in Jesus’s native Judaism, and that they each 
ground his relationship to the monotheistic God in the domain of feeling. For Leo’s 
sketch of the conceptual terrain legitimizing the potentially anachronistic application of a 
Hegelian sublime onto Milton’s work, see 199–203. 
8 Erin Murphy, “Radical Relations: The Genealogical Imaginary and Queer Kinship in 
Milton’s Paradise Regained,” Milton, Materialism, and Embodiment: One First Matter 
All, ed. Kevin J. Donovan and Thomas Festa (Medieval and Renaissance Literary 
Studies. Pittsburgh: Duquesne University Press, 2017. 81–107), 102. 
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instead of the Nativity, Milton is able to depict Jesus’s performance of sonship as he 
hears God’s voice and as he recalls conversations with Mary.9 Jesus’s relationship with 
his mother, which Murphy describes as one of “affective and textual reflection,”10 is 
retrospectively relayed to the audience. Jesus recalls, for example, Mary informing him 
of the Annunciation, along with the angelic choir and the Magi greeting his birth. Mary is 
prompted to reveal her son’s divine paternity when she perceives, through his words, his 
desire to “rescue Israel from the Roman yoke” not by brute force but by “perswasion”—
“winning words to conquer willing hearts” (1.213, 222–23). When Mary hears her son’s 
words and perceives his elevated thoughts, Jesus remembers how she “inly rejoyc’d” 
(1.228). It is at this point that Mary reveals to her son his divine paternity, but not before 
offering some advice: “By matchless Deeds express thy matchless Sire” (1.235). Jesus’s 
words generate Mary’s inner joy, which prompts her to reveal Jesus’s divine paternity. 
But what does Mary’s inward rejoicing look like, and how does Jesus recognize it as 
such? Paradise Regained does not suggest satisfying answers to either question, but it 
does suggest that the community of the Christic family becomes complete when Mary’s 
joy, confirming her Son’s divine thoughts and words, compels her to reveal to him his 
divine paternity.         
 If Mary’s inner joy defines the domestic relationship of the Christic family, then 
the outer joy of biblical music defines the anticipated political restitution of Israel. In 
responding to Satan’s observation that Jesus must “Endeavour, as thy Father David did” 
(3.353), in order to obtain his earthly kingdom, Jesus responds that his time “is not yet 
                                                          
9 Murphy, “Radical Relations,” 92–93. 
10 Murphy, “Radical Relations,” 100.  
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come” (3.397). He then forecasts his deliverance of the ten lost tribes to Jerusalem, 
comparing it to the Israelites fleeing Egypt:11 
Yet he at length, time to himself best known 
Remembering Abraham by some wond’rous call 
May bring them back repentant and sincere, 
And at their passing cleave the Assyrian flood, 
While to their native land with joy they hast, 
As the Red Sea and Jordan once he cleft,  
When to the promis’d land thir Father’s pass’d; 
To his due time and providence I leave them. (4.433–440)  
What does Jesus (and Milton) mean when he says that the lost tribes will hasten back to 
their native land “with joy?” Does he simply mean that the tribes will be pleased to return 
home? As Achinstein brilliantly points out, the first poetry sung in the Bible was on the 
banks of the Red Sea after the “violent deliverance” of the Israelites (Exodus 15).12 This 
act of “ritual remembering” also involves an act of rupture—the parting of the sea—that 
disturbs a straightforward relationship between the past, present, and future.13 As a 
musical quality of the future deliverance of the Israeli tribes, joy thus foreshadows the 
angelic music Jesus hears in book 4, after successfully resisting Satan’s temptations. 
Milton collapses the past (parting the Red Sea) into the future (parting the Euphrates 
river) by inserting between past and future his description of the Israelites’ deliverance. 
Joyful music connects the Israelites of the past to the redeemed of the apocalyptic future.   
                                                          
11 Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, 429 fn.68.  
12 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 137. 
13 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 138.  
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 But another community is forged immediately after Jesus’s baptism: those 
baptized alongside him, especially the brothers Andrew and Simon, the first disciples. As 
Achinstein points out, Milton’s turn to the disciples is a turn made by many of those 
resisting the Church of England in the 1660s and 1670s, interested in pre-institutional 
Christian communities.14 The episode of Andrew and Simon opening book 2 is an extra-
biblical account dramatizing doubt and faith over Christ’s messianic movement. While 
Achinstein views their patience as echoing a kind of stoic self-mastery,15 Andrew 
Shifflett argues that Paradise Regained is more interested in staging a Stoical historical 
setting than it is in depicting Stoical characters.16 Milton engages with Stoicism only so 
that he can reject it as a defining feature of Christian subjectivity.17 To this end, we 
should note that the experience of Andrew and Simon resonates with key terms 
associated with sublimity. “Now missing him thir joy so lately found, / So lately found, 
and so abruptly gone,” Andrew and Simon “[b]egan to doubt, and doubted many days, / 
And as the days increas’d, increas’d thir doubt” (2.9–12). Their experience of fleeting joy 
upon Jesus’s baptism and God’s decree is an experience of intensifying faith, but once 
Jesus leaves for the wilderness, their fleeting joy subsides, and doubt begins to replace 
faith. When Andrew and Simon speak for themselves (“now, for sure, deliverance is at 
hand, / The Kingdom shall to Israel be resotr’d” [2.35–36]), they echo the sentiments 
relayed by the Miltonic narrator: “Thus we rejoyc’d, but soon our joy is turn’d / Into 
perplexity and new amaze: / For whither is he gone, what accident / Hath rapt him from 
                                                          
14 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 134–35. 
15 Achinstein, Literature and Dissent, 135–37. 
16 Andrew Shifflett, Stoicism, Politics, and Literature in the Age of Milton: War and 
Peace Reconciled (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), 131. 
17 Shifflett, Stoicism, 146–49.  
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us?” (2.37–40). Juxtaposed with Jesus’s “rapture”—his being “rapt,” or “carried off” into 
the wilderness—is the perplexity and new amazement of the disciples, who are left to 
puzzle over how and when his messianic mission will be fulfilled. In waiting for their 
hope and joy to return, Andrew and Simon voice the disparity between the fleeting joy of 
Jesus’s baptism and the enduring joy of his return. Andrew and Simon’s condition 
immediately after Jesus’s baptism, Milton suggests, is the condition of all Christians 
waiting for the return of Christ, hoping for moments of fleeting joy to give way to an 
enduring joy upon the unfolding of divine providence. This faith in enduring joy is 
sublime because it carries with it a doubt that grows each and every day Christ does not 
return to claim his earthly kingship and restore Israel to its former glory. 
 The sublimity of Paradise Regained thus resides not merely in the Jewish Jesus, 
before the institutionalization of the Christian religion, but also in proto-Christian 
communities, such as the disciples, who first experienced the fleeting joy of Christ but 
are left waiting in elevated expectation for his return: from the wilderness, and to restore 
the kingdom of Israel. Often a fleeting experience of faith, Christian joy is largely social 
in Paradise Regained. The dissipation of fleeting joy makes it more difficult to maintain 
readiness to serve Christ and God, as it chips away at the solidity of faith over time, but 
Milton suggests that maintaining faith in God’s providence given doubt is itself the 
maintenance of serviceable readiness. In reworking biblical history to account for the joy 
of Andrew and Simon, Milton provides the first model—a communal model—for 
maintaining and reigniting faith in the present. Milton’s extra-biblical account of Andrew 
and Simon’s dialogue, in fact, is a fitting example of how a Christian can bring 
unspeakable divine experience into language. Far from a teleological ascent from doubt 
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into faith, fleeting joy leads to new perplexities, new amazements meditating on the how 
and when of Christ’s return. In expressing the conditions of their joy, its dissipation, and 
its return, Christian subjects participate in a community in which the past, present, and 
future are immediately felt as one temporal fold. 
 For Milton’s 1670s readers, especially those facing newly intensified religious 
oppression, Paradise Regained is a joyful triumphal: a song of “[r]ecover’d Paradise to 
all mankind, / By one mans firm obedience fully tri’d / Through all temptation” that 
raises Eden in “the wast Wilderness” (1.3–5, 7). It does not center the most consequential 
triumph of Christ in his Second Coming, Resurrection, or Passion, but in his successful 
resistance to temptation and his active demonstration of obedience. Christ’s temperance 
and obedience are the preconditions for his public ministry, what the angels describe as 
his “glorious work” of “sav[ing] mankind” (4.634–35). In this way, the brief epic 
provides Christians of any era a blueprint, not for the kind of work they need to do to 
serve God, Christ, and their fellow Christians, but for the kind of experiential fortitude 
that is necessary if one wishes to carry out pastoral work. Paradise Regained thus serves 
as the joyful triumphal affirming the suffering, temptation, temperance, and obedience of 
all true Christians. Only those who have successfully resisted temptation and practiced 
obedience, Milton suggests, will be able to hear the brief epic’s music, will experience it 
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